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Preface 

 

PREFACE 

 

In the darkness of the early morning hours of 26 august 1999, a young University of Virginia student 

awoke to find a gun pointed at her head. The assailant forced her and her male friend spending the 

night to roll over on their stomachs. Terrorized, they obeyed their attacker. After robbing the man of 

some cash, the intruder put a pillow over the man’s head and raped the female student. The female 

was blindfolded with her own shirt and led around the house while the intruder searched for other 

items to steal. Throughout the entire ordeal, the intruder kept his gun to the back of the male 

student’s head, daring him to look at him and telling him if he tried he would blow his head off. The 

assailant forced the young women to take a shower in the hope to that any evidence would be 

washed away. After helping himself to a can of beer, the attacker left before dawn taking with him 

the cash, the confidence, and the sense of safety of his victims.  

 

        John M. Butler - Forensic DNA testing 
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Chapter I: Aims and outline 

Although 99.7% of the human DNA is identical in every person, there is sufficient variation in the 

human DNA to allow inter-individual discrimination. These inter-individual variations can be 

exploited in forensic DNA fingerprinting analyses to identify people. In the last decennia DNA based 

human identification has become a full-fledged branch of science and has found worldwide 

implementation. Typically a well-equipped forensic laboratory is required to perform a DNA 

fingerprinting analysis and generate a database-compatible forensic DNA profile. Even with all 

necessary equipment and facilities available, it typically takes several days before results can be 

communicated to the police forces conducting a criminal investigation. Hence, this DNA information 

cannot be utilized during the initial hours of the investigation. This while the initial period of the 

investigation is of utmost importance to solve the case, it is therefore often referred to as the golden 

hours. The delay in information flow might give a perpetrator the chance to eliminate relevant 

evidence, disappear or even commit another crime. To make the most of the relevant biometric 

information found at a crime scene, the processed information needs to become available to the 

investigators as soon as possible. Devices capable of generating this information at the crime scene, 

within a small timespan could contribute to fast and effective case scenario development. Likewise, 

terrorism, human trafficking, illegal immigration and disaster victim identification could be tackled 

much more effectively and would benefit immensely from quick and portable identification tools. 

The push towards on-demand, rapid testing has already revolutionized other parts of the biometrics 

landscape, with examples in our daily life such as portable iris scans, digital fingerprint devices and 

facial recognition in public places. Still, it is widely acknowledged that DNA profiling offers the most 

reliable and precise method for human identification. The technical complexity and hands-on nature 

of a DNA fingerprinting analysis have hampered the development of rapid DNA fingerprinting tools. 

Most of the systems which have been developed still depend on large supportive tools and use 

technology that is not suited for cheap mass production. Development towards sample-in answer-

out devices, which ensure an easy-to-use product, safeguarding the correct use by non-trained 

operators, while drastically reducing the time to result, will therefore be pursued in this dissertation. 

A fully integrated device is envisioned which incorporates all sequential steps of a DNA fingerprinting 

analysis into a disposable, single-use, closed-loop device with minimal human intervention after 

sample injection. In order to meet these requirements each individual step of the process has to be 

understood in depth and optimized by means of several disruptive technical innovations. The 

application of semi-conductor chip technology, which enables the substitution of large traditional 

laboratories with Lab-on-a-Chips (LoC), is one such disruptive innovation that is considered in the 

development a rapid DNA identification device. Furthermore, the emergence of novel sequencing 
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techniques has been looked upon with great anticipation as the possibilities for forensic DNA 

fingerprinting are versatile. Hence, this dissertation aims on uncovering the potential of Lab-on-a-

Chip and sequencing technology, while identifying some of the pitfalls typical for forensic DNA 

fingerprinting.  

To fully comprehend the experimental sections of this this dissertation, an introduction to forensic 

DNA fingerprinting is given in Chapter II. Furthermore, a theoretical background of some key 

processes is provided. Before discussing DNA fingerprinting in depth, the principle of genetic 

information storage and the basic biochemical properties of DNA are explained, including the 

possible inter-individual variations in the genetic code. The current routinely used DNA fingerprinting 

methodology is described, while some of the shortcomings are highlighted. In addition, the emerging 

field of next-generation sequencing in forensics is mentioned. Furthermore, the potential of a 

transition from standalone benchtop devices to integrated LoC is discussed. A short overview, 

illustrating some different LoCs developed for all the steps of a DNA fingerprinting analysis, including 

sample preparation, PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction) amplification and variant detection, is 

provided. Finally, some essential fabrication techniques to produce silicon LoCs are touched upon to 

allow the reader to comprehend some of the challenges in developing a DNA fingerprinting LoC.  

The experimental part of this dissertation will focus on the development of methods and portable 

devices which enable non-specialized users to perform a Rapid DNA analysis. The section consists of 

two main parts: the first, comprising Chapters III, IV and V, focusses on variant detection using 

Oxford Nanopore sequencing, while the second part, comprising Chapters VI and VII, focusses on the 

development of a silicon LoC capable of performing a multiplex STR amplification and implementing 

a detection step on the same LoC.  

The ability to analyze a multitude of genes by high throughput DNA sequencing is extremely 

interesting for forensic scientists. However, the costs associated with purchasing and maintaining a 

state of the art sequencer have largely hampered implementation into routine forensics. The launch 

of Oxford Nanopore’s MinION sequencer could provide a solution to this problem. Oxford Nanopore 

sequencing offers cost-effective analyses, while producing data on a wide range of SNP (Single 

Nucleotide Polymorphism) and STR (Short Tandem Repeat) loci. This pocket-sized, USB powered 

sequencer, with the potential of real-time data-analysis could have its place in future forensic DNA 

profiling. In Chapter III the possibility to sequence a STR multiplex, originally developed for standard 

multiplex PCR and CE (Capillary Electrophoresis), is explored. To circumvent the minimal length 

requirement for nanopore sequencing of 100 to 150 base pairs, which prevents the sequencing of 

short STR amplicons, an additional library preparation step is developed. By concatenating the PCR 
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amplicons into longer fragments prior to the standard library preparation, sequencing of all STR loci 

could be performed. Additionally a custom bio-informatics pipeline is developed to retrieve the 

original amplicon sequences from the raw sequencing data. To convert this data into readily 

comprehensible STR profiles, two data interpretation methods are developed. One based on the 

actual retrieved sequence, the other on the length of the analyzed sequences. Furthermore, based 

on the analysis of the amelogenin locus the possibility of robust SNP (Single Nucleotide Variation) 

detection is evaluated. In Chapter IV the potential to use SNPs for human identification in 

combination with Oxford Nanopore’s MinION sequencer is further elaborated. The SNPforID human 

identification multiplex, consisting of 52 SNP loci, is used to demonstrate the MinION’s SNP 

sequencing potential. SNP amplicons, being even smaller than STRs, critically require the previously 

developed ligation protocol to overcome the minimal length requirement. An updated bio-

informatics pipeline is developed to ensure maximal recovery of the sequenced SNPs. Although the 

SNPforID multiplex is a validated multiplex and human identification is possible, the bi-allelic nature 

of these SNPs precludes reliable mixture analysis. This entails novel multiplexes have to be looked 

upon. In Chapter V the sequencing and genotyping accuracy of the MinION sequencer for a panel of 

16 tri-allelic SNPs is evaluated. Compared to bi-allelic SNPs fewer tri-allelic SNPs are required to 

obtain a similar discriminative power, with the added bonus that multiple donors can be identified. 

Furthermore, in this chapter the development of a cost-efficient sequencing method is being 

pursued. To cut costs, multiple samples are being sequenced in a single sequencing run. To allow the 

identification of each sample, a barcoding protocol is developed which could be seamlessly 

incorporated in the already existing library preparation and ligation protocols. The performance of 

both the 1D and 1D2 sequencing methods provided by Oxford Nanopore is compared to Illumina 

sequencing.  

To allow analysis of DNA collected at a crime scene, PCR based amplification is typically being 

performed prior to the variant detection. This is no different when performing a nanopore 

sequencing experiment on forensic samples. Hence, to further push towards an on-site, portable and 

fast DNA human identification platform, a µPCR chip has to be developed, which is elaborately 

discussed in Chapter VI. A silicon µPCR chip is developed comprising three reaction cavities, an 

integrated heater and thermal control unit. To assess the capabilities of this µPCR chip, a forensically 

validated STR multiplex PCR kit is used to amplify varying amounts of reference DNA samples on-chip 

and compared to a standard benchtop thermocycler. Harvesting the full potential of silicon and the 

reduced reaction volumes, a rapid DNA amplification protocol is elaborated which is in line with the 

principle of a fast and portable analysis. As the developed µPCR is fabricated using industry-standard 

semiconductor manufacturing processes, future mass producibility can be guaranteed.  
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Based on these results and taking into account the fact that the implementation of biological 

nanopores into silicon is technically challenging, while the production of solid-state nanopores is still 

in its infancy, alternative detection techniques are looked upon. In Chapter VII a novel µPCR chip is 

developed capable of accommodating 24 PCR reactions. This chip allows the simultaneous 

amplification and detection of 5 loci for both a crime scene and reference sample, using HyBeacon 

probe technology. HyBeacon technology uses a series of blockers and probes and a melting step 

following the PCR amplification to generate a STR profile. Complete 5-loci STR profiles could be 

generated which allow prioritization of samples before a full analysis performed in a laboratory.   

Although the results of the individual studies will be discussed thoroughly in the discussion section of 

each chapter, the general outcomes are being discussed in Chapter VIII as well drawing up a final 

conclusion of this experimental work. Finally, in Chapter IX the broader international context of the 

work is outlined. It provides a broader viewpoint of the study focusing on the economic significance 

in different fields of application and the effect of forthcoming developments. Furthermore, some 

strategic research approaches are suggested for future exploration.  
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Chapter II: Introduction and theoretical background 

“The good thing about science is that it’s true whether or not you believe in it.” 

 Neil de Grasse Tyson 

2.1. OVERVIEW AND HISTORY OF HUMAN IDENTIFICATION 

Human identification has changed tremendously over the course of history, strongly influenced by 

scientific discoveries made in a wide range of scientific fields. Many physical traits allow the 

identification of a person. One of the first forensically useful techniques, based on fingerprint 

recognition, was suggested by Robert Blake in 1840. A significant advantage was that a person could 

be identified based on a fingerprint they had left behind [1]. Another frequently encountered 

substance found at crime scene which allows human identification is blood. In the early twentieth 

century, Paul Uhlenhuth and Karl Landsteiner both demonstrated the existence of inter-individual 

variations in the human blood. Landsteiner showed that humans had distinctly different blood types 

called A, B, AB, and O [2], while Uhlenhuth developed a technique to identify antibodies in blood [3]. A 

paradigm shift in forensic human identification followed upon development of the DNA 

fingerprinting technique. DNA fingerprinting or DNA typing as it is known, was first described in 1985 

by Dr. Alec Jeffreys [4]. This technique allows identifying individuals based on specific parts of the 

DNA. Its first use was to clarify an English immigration case. However, the real breakthrough came 

shortly afterwards with the Colin Pitchfork case. Two young girls were sexually assaulted and brutally 

murdered in 1983 and 1986 near the village of Narborough in Leicestershire. A local man confessed 

the murder on the girls and his DNA was compared to the DNA recovered from the semen found at 

the crime scene. However, the DNA profiles did not match, the first use of DNA typing thus 

demonstrated someone’s innocence who otherwise might have been convicted. In an effort to find 

the real culprit, a mass screening was initiated to collect blood for DNA testing from all adult men 

living in the neighborhood. Over 4000 men were tested without a match being found. About a year 

later, a woman at a bar heard someone bragging about how he had given a blood sample for a friend 

named Colin Pitchfork. The police interviewed Mr. Pitchfork, collected a blood sample and found that 

his DNA the matched semen found on both murder scenes. He was subsequently convicted and 

sentenced to life in prison. Since that time, DNA fingerprinting methods have become the standard 

for human identity testing. During this introductory chapter the biochemical background as well as 

the current routine practices of a DNA-analysis will be outlined, while some of the shortcomings are 

highlighted. Furthermore the possibility to transfer a DNA fingerprinting assay from a forensic 
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laboratory to a portable micro-device is discussed. The advantages and some of the potential hurdles 

of micro-devices in a forensic setting are discussed.   

2.2. CHEMISTRY BEHIND DNA  

Nucleic acids act as the carriers and transmitters of genetic information for every cell, tissue and 

organism. The entire blueprint of an organism is encoded in gigantic chains of nucleic acids [5]. Two 

types of nucleic acid chains exist: ribonucleic acid (RNA) and deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). Both are 

composed of nucleotide units. The DNA alphabet consists of four characters, Adenine (A), Cytosine 

(C), Thymine (T) and Guanine (G), corresponding to the four nucleobases, while the RNA alphabet 

uses a Uracil (U) instead of Thymine. In most organisms, DNA is used as carrier of the genetic 

information while RNA is used to convey this genetic information to create proteins, although some 

viruses use RNA to store their genetic information [6]. The grouping of all the genetic material of an 

organism is called the genome. The size of a genome can vary tremendously; the smallest viral 

genomes consist of only a few thousand bases whereas the Paris japonica, a Japanese flower, has the 

largest genome found so far, consisting of 149 billion base pairs [7,8]. The human genome contains 

about 3 billion base pairs (bp) [9]. With the exception of some viruses, most organisms have double 

stranded DNA. Double stranded DNA contains nucleotides which are paired up with their 

‘complementary base’ through hydrogen bounds that are formed between the nucleobases. Base 

pairing is a strictly regulated process where thymine and adenine can hybridize whereas cytosine can 

only hybridize with guanine (Fig. 2.1 A).  

 

Figure 2.1: Base pairing and double helix model (A) Base pairing of AT and CG nucleobases (B) The sugar-phosphate 
backbones on the outside with the paired nucleobases on the inside forming of double helix. (C) Hydrogen bounds between 
paired nucleobases stabilizing the two anti-parallel DNA strands into a double helix 

[10]
. 
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By hybridization of the complementary bases, double stranded DNA is formed. The two strands form 

a double helix of anti-parallel strands (Fig. 2.1 B-C). This structural relationship was discovered by 

James Watson, Francis Crick, Maurice Wilkins, and Rosalind Franklin in 1953 [11].  Enormously long 

linear double stranded DNA molecules, up to 8 cm, are associated with histone proteins to pack the 

DNA into a more compact structure which fits the cell’s nucleus [12]. These DNA-proteins associations 

are named chromosomes [7]. The human genome consists of 46 chromosomes, 22 pairs common to 

both males and females (autosomes) and additionally two so-called sex chromosomes (allosomes). 

Somatic cells contain two copies of each chromosome and are therefore in a diploid state containing 

46 (2 x 23) different chromosomes (Fig. 2.2). Unlike somatic cells, the reproductive cells, called 

gametes, are in a haploid state; they contain only one set of chromosomes. When a zygote is formed 

by the combination of an egg and sperm cell, a diploid cell is formed once more. Thus, one 

chromosome in each chromosome pair is derived from each of the parents. The sex of the gametes is 

determined by the combination of the sex chromosomes. Males can be distinguished by having one 

copy of the X chromosome and one copy of the Y chromosome, while females have two copies of the 

X chromosome. The X and Y chromosome differ from each other by almost 100 million bp, the 

differences between the autosomal chromosomes are much more subtle and are observed as 

variations of the local sequence (locus level) instead of the chromosomal differences. These 

variations are a result of mutations which have occurred over time and have been inherited through 

several generations. On average two random people differ in about 10 million autosomal 

nucleotides. Although this only accounts for a difference of 0.3%, it makes each of us a unique 

individual [13]. In general, two kinds of variations can be observed at the locus level; 1) Length 

variations, which introduce variation through insertions and deletions resulting in a different number 

of nucleotides; and 2) Sequence polymorphisms where the exact same number of nucleotides are 

present, but where some nucleotides have been substituted by others. Both sequence and length 

variations are being exploited in DNA-based identification methods. It should however be noted that 

additional variation can be observed on top of these traditional genetic variations. These variations 

are referred to as epigenetic and most often denotes changes that affect gene activity and 

expression. Although useful for diagnostic purposes, the use of these epigenetic variations in human 

identification is limited.  
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Figure 2.2: Overview of the 22 autosomal diploid chromosome pairs and the XY-XX sex chromosome pairs 
[14]

. 

2.3. VARIATIONS IN OUR DNA  

To identify a human being, one should look at the variations of the genome. Some regions (loci) in 

the genome tend to be richer in variations than others. Hence, the choice of a good locus to analyze 

is of vital importance to the success of a human DNA fingerprinting analysis. A polymorphic region, in 

contrast to a more conservative region, is a good marker for determining identity, as there is more 

chance that different persons will have different variants (alleles) for that region. However, no locus 

is polymorphic enough to discriminate all humans hence, a set of polymorphic loci are investigated 

when analyzing length variations or sequence variations.  

 2.3.1. LENGTH VARIATIONS 

One of the most frequently observed length variations are of repetitive origin. The genome is littered 

with these repetitive DNA sequences, especially that of eukaryotes [15]. Several types of repetitive 

regions can be distinguished; typically they are grouped by the length of the core repeat unit. The 

repetitive regions are classified as either satellites (100-1000bp), minisatellites (10-100bp) or 

microsatellites (<10 bp) [16]. The first markers applied for human identification were minisatellite loci, 

also named variable number of tandem repeats (VNTRs) by Alec Jeffreys, who discovered them in 

1985 [4]. These VNTRs were analyzed using a technique called restriction fragment length 

polymorphism (RFLP), which cuts the VNTRs enzymatically and separates the resulting fragments 

based on their length. Besides having a limiting discriminative power, the RFLP technique requires a 
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substantial amount of DNA, while crime scene samples usually are not very abundant of DNA. The 

polymerase chain reaction (PCR), see section 2.4.4, was first published in 1986 and allows amplifying 

of a specific locus of the genome [17,18]. Amplifying specific regions eliminates the need to further 

isolate the fragments, hence improving the sensitivity, speed, and genotyping precision [19]. 

Microsatellites, in the forensic community usually referred to as short tandem repeats (STRs), were 

found to be ideally suited for forensic applications, certainly in combination with PCR amplification 

[19]. First, the smaller size of STR loci (~100-400bp), compared to VNTRs (~400bp-1000bp), makes 

them better suited to analyze degraded DNA. The smaller the section to be analyzed, the smaller the 

chance it gets degraded [20,21]. Second, since the repeat regions are fairly small, STR typing is less 

prone to differential amplification of two alleles inherited from both parents (heterozygote). 

Therefore the chance of not detecting one of both alleles (allelic drop-out) is smaller [22]. Third, STRs 

can be analyzed by accurate size determination, in order to deduce the number of repeats. The most 

commonly used STRs for forensic applications are tetra-nucleotide repeats, with repeat units 

consisting of four nucleotides. Penta- and hexanucleotide repeats are less frequent in the human 

genome and are therefore less interesting. Di- and trinucleotides on the other hand are less 

attractive due to the unusually high slippage rate of the DNA polymerase over the repetitive regions 

during amplification. This increases the occurrence (up to 30%) of small amplicons, one repeat longer 

or shorter than the true amplicon which are often referred as  stutters or stutter peaks [23].  These 

artifacts can impede the interpretation of an STR profile. To aid in the inter-laboratory reproducibility 

and comparisons of data around the world, a uniform nomenclature had to be agreed upon. Hence, 

guidelines for designating STR alleles were issued by the DNA commission of the International Society 

for Forensic Haemogenetics (ISFH), now formally known as the ISFG [24]. Following these guidelines, 

international core loci were chosen which allowed the construction of international databases 

containing profiles which could be compared worldwide. The first national database to be developed 

was the UK National DNA Database (NDNAD) in 1995 [25]. This database nowadays contains over 6 

million profiles, corresponding to about 10% of the UK population [26]. The USA maintains the 

Combined DNA Index System (CODIS), today containing 17 million profiles, making it the largest 

forensic DNA database [27].  

 2.3.2.  SEQUENCE VARIATIONS  

The biggest source of variation within the human genome does not originate from length variations 

but from sequence polymorphism [28], of which single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are most 

frequently observed [29]. These single base variations between individuals are highly abundant, on 

average one is found in every kilobase (kb) [30]. SNPs are appealing to the forensic DNA community 

for multiple reasons. First and foremost, the amplicon size generated by PCR is in the sub-hundred bp 
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range, which means that SNP markers are even better suited to analyze degraded samples [31]. 

Second, the absence of a repetitive region results in the absence of stutter peaks which facilitates the 

data-interpretation. Third, a high number of markers can be multiplexed in a single analysis reaction 

without complicating the data analysis [32]. Even though the benefits of using SNPs are obvious, 

several hurdles hamper the implementation in routine forensic practice. A major drawback is the fact 

that most SNPs are bi-allelic, meaning only three different genotypes (AA-BB-AB) can be identified 

per locus. Only a few dozen tri- or tetra-allelic SNP loci are currently reported in literature. Compared 

to STR markers, which have up to 20 different alleles per marker, SNPs have a much smaller intrinsic 

discriminative power [33,34]. Computational analyses have shown that on average 25 to 45 SNPs are 

needed to yield the same discriminative power as the 13 core STR loci [35]. The exact number of SNP 

loci needed to correspond with the expected match probabilities may fluctuate depending on the 

allele frequencies in different population groups [36]. A comparative overview of SNP and STR 

characteristics is given in Table 2.1 

 STR SNP 

Observed frequency in the genome ~1 in 15 kb ~1 in 1 kb 

Mutation rate ~1 in 1000 ~1 in 100 000 000 

Discriminative power High Low;  75% - 80% less 
informative as an STR 

Multiplex size 10-20 loci 50 to potentially 1000 loci 

Amplicon size 75-450 bp 50-100 bp 

Different alleles per locus 5-20 2 or 3 

Advantages Existing legal framework 
Large worldwide used databases 

 

No Stutter artifacts 
Suited for degraded samples 

Disadvantages Detection limited to the amount of 
fluorescent dyes 

Artifacts must be accounted for in 
data-analysis 

Difficult to interpret multi-
contributor samples 

No core loci established 

Applications Human identification 
Paternity testing 

Human identification 
Phenotype prediction 
Ancestry information 
Lineage information 

Paternity testing 

Table 2.1: A comparative overview of the characteristics of forensic SNPs and STRs marker 

Based on their intrinsic features, SNPs can be applied in several other fields besides forensics. 

Compared to STRs, SNPs have a much lower mutation rate (1/1000000 vs 1/1000). This makes them 

ideally suited to provide lineage or ancestry information, which holds the potential to estimate the 

ethnic origin of the contributor [37]. Furthermore, unlike STRs, which do not contain phenotypical 

information, a careful selection of SNP markers can be used to predict ethnic origin and certain 
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physical traits [38]. Even though this can aid in the identification of a person, many policy makers have 

raised privacy concerns. It should be clear that STRs and SNPs are complementary and should be 

used in addition to each other; both have clear strengths but also have their limitations. However, 

the implementation of a combined SNP-STR analysis will be a tedious process because of technical 

and ethical issues. A sound ethical debate evaluating all the advantages and disadvantages should be 

held to decide whether or not information-carrying SNPs have a place in forensics. It must be noticed 

that most current DNA profiling kits already include the analysis of the amelogenin gender marker. 

This marker is useful to determine whether a sample originates from a male or female contributor, 

thereby inherently revealing phenotypical information. A detailed discussion on the ethical topic can 

be found in Kayser and Scheider et al. [39]. Besides the ethical considerations, SNPs are not backward 

compatible with the already existing databases which presently already contain millions of STR 

profiles. Furthermore some technical issues have to be resolved as well. Because SNPs inherently 

have the same length, the length-based systems developed for STR detection cannot be readily used 

for SNPs and vice versa. To have a better view on some of these technical challenges a more in-depth 

technical overview of the DNA fingerprinting workflow will be discussed in the following chapters.   

2.4. FORENSIC DNA FINGERPRINTING PROCEDURE 

For DNA profiles to have any juridical value in court, they have to be obtained following a validated 

scientific procedure. As illustrated in Fig. 2.3 this general procedure consists of 1) collection of a 

biological sample, 2) releasing of the biological substance from its carrier and extraction of the DNA 

from the cellular matrix, 3) quantification of the amount of DNA extracted 4) a PCR amplification 

where specific parts of the DNA are amplified 5) detection and identification of the generated 

amplicons and finally 6) a data-interpretation step during which a readily interpretable profile is 

generated [40]. 

 

Figure 2.3: A summary of the steps involved in the processing of a forensic DNA sample 

 2.4.1. SAMPLE COLLECTION 

Before a DNA fingerprinting test can be performed, a sample must be collected. The usefulness of a 

DNA profile is largely dependent on the quality of the sample collection as all subsequent steps rely 

on it. Hence, many police departments have established specialized teams handling the sample 

collection. As previously discussed, DNA is present in every cell of the human body resulting in an 

extensive range of potential sources of DNA [41]. This in combination with the discovery that DNA 

Sample 
collection 

DNA  
extraction 

Quantification  Amplification Detection 
Data-

interpretation 
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profiles could be generated from touched objects resulted in a vast array of items to be tested, 

including; tools, weapons, condoms, clothing, windows, glasses, etc. [42,43]. Moreover, due to the 

resilience of DNA molecules against degradation, DNA profiles can often be generated from samples 

which have been subjected to extreme conditions. This was illustrated with the World Trade Center 

attacks on September 11 2001. After being exposed to extreme temperatures from the fuel 

explosion, collapse of the towers and prolonged exposure to weather conditions, DNA fingerprinting 

was still possible and allowed the identification of over 1200 victims [44]. The high degree of resilience 

against degradation and the vast array of possible items found at various locations drove the 

development of several collection methods. One of the most common techniques to collect DNA 

evidence (e.g. blood, semen, saliva) is the “double swab technique” [45]. This technique involves the 

use of a moist swab to rehydrate and loosen the cellular material, followed by a dry swab which 

collects the cells from the surface. The collection of reference DNA samples, which is needed to 

perform a comparative analysis, is typically performed by the collection of a buccal swab. This 

involves wiping a swab against the inside of the cheek to collect skin cells. This non-invasive, painless 

and cheap technique proved to be an excellent method to collect large amounts of high quality DNA. 

Different types of swabs are available for different kinds of samples. Generally, three different types 

of swab design can be recognized [46]. The wound swab, which is the most common, is made up of a 

fiber (e.g. cotton) wound around a shaft. The flocked swab has small fibers glued to the shaft acting 

as fingers which capture the cellular material [47]. Finally, the pad swab, this type of swab contains a 

pad or sleeve of porous material (e.g. foam) attached to the shaft [48]. Besides different design, many 

different materials are used. The most widely used material is cotton, however, cotton may leave 

some fibers and other impurities in the reaction mix, possibly influencing the subsequent steps of the 

analysis. Alternative materials are nylon, polyester and rayon, a cellulose spun fiber [49]. Important 

properties to contemplate when choosing a certain swab design and material are the absorption 

capacity, extraction efficiency and the total recovery efficiency. Once the sample has been collected 

using the most appropriate method the sample should be transported and stored in a cold (-20°C) 

and dry environment to prevent bacterial growth and degradation before being analyzed further [50]. 

 2.4.2.  DNA EXTRACTION 

During the DNA extraction phase, the collected biological sample is subjected to different analytical 

steps which, in the end, yield isolated DNA in a format compatible with downstream analysis 

techniques. These isolation processes remove several PCR inhibitors, as well as put a halt to a variety 

of DNA degradation mechanisms. The extraction process is a labor intensive process, requiring 

trained personnel operating in a certified laboratory, following validated procedures. The reason for 

this highly controlled workflow is the ease with which contamination or introduction of extraneous 
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DNA can occur, prompting an incorrect result. Extraction typically starts with loosening the cells from 

their carrier (e.g. a swab or piece of evidence). The resulting free suspended cells can be subjected to 

several techniques to release their DNA [51]. Historically, conventional methods utilized organic (e.g. 

phenol-chloroform) extraction techniques. After destroying the cellular membrane using sodium 

dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and proteinase K, the released DNA is isolated based on the differential 

solubility of DNA compared to the other cellular components in a phenol/chloroform water mixture 

[52]. Although efficient in recovering high molecular weight DNA, many of the organic extraction 

methods were replaced by more recent extraction methods which use less toxic chemicals. One such 

alternative technique is the Chelex-based extraction method. Chelex is a relatively cheap ion-

exchange resin composed of divinylbenzene co-polymers containing paired iminodiacetate ions that 

act as chelating groups. The chelating groups capture metal ions such as magnesium, which are 

crucial co-factors to the DNA-destroying nuclease enzymes, thereby protecting the DNA against 

degradation. Most protocols include the boiling of the Chelex-sample mixture to lyse the cells, 

releasing the DNA and destroying cellular proteins. Although a single tube method, the Chelex 

extraction method is labor intensive. With the desire to automate different steps, solid phase 

extraction (SPE) was proposed as an alternative method. The solid phase extraction is based on the 

selective adsorption of DNA to substrates such as silica, while other cellular components are washed 

away. The key to the selective adsorption of DNA to silica lies in the use of chaotropic salts such a 

guanidine-HCl, guanidine isothiocyanate and Na-iodide [53]. These chaotropic salts change the 

hydrogen bonds of the surrounding water molecules, thereby thermodynamically favoring the 

denatured state of DNA and proteins over their native counterparts [54]. To extract the DNA, the pH is 

increased to alkaline conditions at which the DNA will efficiently elute from the silica. An alternative 

extraction method which is particularly popular in laboratories based in the USA, involves using FTA 

paper (Flinders Technology Associates). This FTA paper contains several chemicals which bind and 

preserve DNA, protecting it from degradation with a minimum of hands-on time [55]. The proficiency 

of DNA preservation on these FTA cards alleviates the need for refrigerated storage. Samples 

originating from sexual assault cases are somewhat more challenging and require special attention 

during the extraction process. Often these samples are comprised of a mixture of male and female 

cells and require a differential extraction method in order to isolate the female DNA fraction from 

the male fraction. A commonly used differential extraction technique is a basic variation on the 

organic extraction method. The mixture of female epithelia and male sperm cells are treated with a 

SDS/proteinase K mix. Female epithelia cells are lysed while the sperm cells, containing protein 

disulfide bridges in their membranes, are only digested upon the introduction of dithiothreitol (DTT). 

Hence, removing the female DNA from the cell mixture before lysing the sperm cells allows the 

differential extraction of both fractions. Even though separating both fractions is a time consuming 
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and labor intensive procedure, it considerably facilitates the interpretation of the perpetrator’s 

profile. In some more straightforward cases with high quality samples, it has been suggested that the 

DNA extraction step is superfluous and can be left behind. Through the development of improved 

reaction components and specially engineered polymerases direct amplification has been made 

possible [56]. The main advantages of direct PCR are a reduced turnaround time and no loss of genetic 

material during the extraction and purification steps which can be of interest during fast screening. 

However, when performing direct PCR, one should always be aware of PCR inhibition due to 

incomplete removal of inhibitors or an insufficient DNA quantity [57]. 

 2.4.3. QUANTITATION  

To determine the appropriate amount of template DNA to be included in the PCR amplification, a 

quantitation must be performed on the extracted DNA. This quantitation is important because the 

optimal input concentration range of a multiplex PCR is relatively narrow (0.125ng- 2.0ng). PCR 

amplification with excess template DNA results in an overblown amplification, with the possibility to 

create non-template artifacts, while too little input DNA results in the loss of alleles or even the drop-

out of an entire locus due to stochastic dilution effects. Many tests have been developed to estimate 

the amount of template DNA in a sample, including UV absorbance measurement, Pico Green, End-

point PCR and qPCR [58,59]. Although not mandatory for the accreditation of a forensic laboratory, a 

properly tuned and well applied quantitation assay can save time and expenses by avoiding 

downstream amplification and analysis of samples with an inappropriate template DNA 

concentration.   

 2.4.4. AMPLIFICATION 

A wide variety of biological samples are being subjected to DNA fingerprinting analysis in forensic 

laboratories. In most cases these samples contain minute amounts of DNA, which are too low for 

direct bio-analytical detection. Hence, the DNA found on the crime scene evidence must be amplified 

to a detectable level. The most frequently employed amplification method is the polymerase chain 

reaction (PCR). PCR amplification is a simple, yet elegant enzymatic assay, which allows accurate 

amplification of specific sequences from the genome. Invented by K. Mullis in 1986, the PCR 

technique uses thermal heating and cooling cycles to allow a DNA polymerase to duplicate a specific 

DNA sequence [17]. During heating (± 95°C), double-stranded DNA is dissociated into single strands, 

while during the cooling phase (± 55°C), DNA-sequence-specific primers in the PCR mix attach to the 

DNA fragment to be amplified. The temperature at which this primer-annealing step proceeds is 

essential to the success of the amplification and should be set about 5°C below the theoretical 

melting temperature (Tm) of the primers [60]. In forensic multiplex reactions, which are composed of 
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15 to 25 primer pairs, the ideal annealing temperature must be determined with utmost care, taking 

into account the melting temperature of all primers. During the final stage of a thermal cycle, called 

the elongation (± 72°C), the DNA polymerase incorporates nucleotides using the annealed primers as 

starting points to create new double-stranded DNA sequences. This process is repeated 28 to 30 

times and during each cycle the number of DNA molecules is doubled, thereby resulting in an 

exponential increase of the selected DNA sequences. To improve detection of low-template samples, 

it has been proposed to increase the number of cycles to 31 or even 34. However, the downside of 

the gained sensitivity is the potential to generate additional artifacts (e.g. stutters) [61,62]. The quality 

of the generated PCR product is further affected by the accuracy and consistency of the temperature 

control. A wide range of thermal cyclers is commercially available, each with different technical 

specifications. Some essential factors affecting the thermal cycler quality are; 1) the efficiency of the 

heating and cooling system, 2) the efficiency of heat transfer from the heating block to the sample 

liquid, 3) and an algorithm which allows the reproducible thermal profile generation [63]. The 

sophisticated steering algorithm controls, the ramp rates, spatial irregularities and the under- and 

overshooting of the temperature. In many cases, the algorithm accounts for the samples being 

amplified and actually drives the block temperature above the set point to permit the sample to 

reach the set point faster. The larger the thermal mass of the heating block and the slower the heat 

transfer to the sample, the higher this overshooting has to be. Hence, devices with a smaller thermal 

mass have been developed, including thermal cyclers having a gold-plated silver block. These thermal 

cyclers also allow fast temperature ramping, thereby reducing the total amplification time. To make 

optimal use of these enhanced properties some forensic consumable manufacturers produced 

reagents dedicated for fast amplification. When pushed to the limit, the combination of the 

appropriate consumables with specific hardware, enables amplification of forensic samples in less 

than 50 minutes [64]. Of course solely optimizing the amplification is of little use when the other steps 

of the DNA fingerprinting process are not being optimized as well. The next link in the chain to be 

looked into is detection of the amplified samples.  

 2.4.5. DETECTION 

Due to the inherent differences between length and sequence variations, different detection 

techniques have been developed to analyze them. Some techniques allow the detection of both 

length and sequence variations while others can solely be used for the detection of either one or the 

other. The gold standard for forensic DNA profiling has been capillary electrophoresis (CE) based 

fragment sizing for the last decades. Even though CE analysis can be applied for both STR and SNP 

detection, alternative sequence determination techniques have been developed, including TaqMan 

assays, RFLP, high resolution melting (HRM) analysis and sequencing.  
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2.4.5.1. DNA fragment sizing 

The most frequently used fragment sizing techniques all rely on electrophoretic separation of the 

DNA. Routine forensic analysis nowadays almost exclusively relies on CE. CE separates DNA 

fragments based on their length and detects them by means of laser-induced fluorescence (LIF). 

Fluorescent markers are incorporated during PCR amplification [65]. The separation is based on the 

electrophoretic mobility of the DNA fragment through a gel-filled capillary across which an electric 

potential is applied [66]. Basically, smaller fragments move faster through the sieving gel matrix than 

longer fragments. Environmental conditions, such as temperature and pH, can influence the speed 

with which the DNA fragments move through the capillary [67]. Hence an internal standard is added 

which allows to compensate for these environmental factors and to deduce the correct length of the 

unknown fragments. Fig. 2.4 shows an electropherogram of 16 STR loci being detected in four 

different fluorescent channels. These different fluorescent channels allow analyzing loci of similar 

length without risking overlap. In each of them the fluorescence intensity is plotted against the 

amplicons size.  

 

Figure 2.4: STR electropherogram of the control DNA 9947A sample amplified with the AmpFlSTR® Identifiler® Plus Kit and 
analyzed on the Applied Biosystems® 3130xl Genetic Analyzer. Four fluorescent channels are used, represented in blue, 
green, black and red, each plotting the fluorescence intensity (RFU) against the amplicon size (bp). All bins included in the 
AmpFlSTR® Identifiler® Plus Kit are shown in grey. Allele numbers corresponding to peaks matching a bin are shown below 
the respective peak-bin combination. 

Fluorescent labeling is limited (4-6 different labels) and cannot be applied to large multiplexes of 

SNPs which all have an identical length. Hence, alternative methods had to be developed to detect 

SNPs using CE. A popular technique is the SNaPshot approach which in essence is a primer extension-
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based method [68]. Subsequent to PCR amplification, a Single Base Extension (SBE) is performed using 

fluorescently labeled dideoxynucleotide triphosphates (ddNTPs) [69,70]. In contrast to typically used 

dNTPs, the ddNTPs lack a 3'-hydroxyl group, rendering subsequent nucleotide attachment 

impossible. The different ddNTPs contain different fluorophores, allowing the identification of the 

newly incorporated nucleotide. Several kits were made commercially available including the 

SNaPshot kit (Thermo Fisher), enabling multiplex detection of up to 10 SNPs in a single reaction.  

 2.4.5.2. Sequence determination  

To detect sequence variants the sequence itself should be determined. To do so DNA sequencing 

techniques have been developed to replace some of the more indirect methods, such as the 

previously described SNaPshot technique. These sequencing techniques are looked upon with great 

anticipation as they hold enormous potential. However, none has currently been implemented in the 

routine forensic analysis. One of the main advantages of sequencing techniques is the possibility to 

genotype hundreds or even thousands of SNPs and STRs from multiple samples in a single 

experimental run. Moreover, additional information can be extracted from the regions flanking the 

locus of interest, as each nucleotide in the sample is being determined. Sequencing techniques have 

much evolved since the earliest sequencing method was developed. An overview of the different 

sequencing methods is given in Table 2.2. One of the first widely applied sequencing techniques was 

based on the work of Nobel laureate Sanger and is often referred to as the so-called first generation 

or Sanger sequencing [71]. Analogous to SBE mini-sequencing, chain-terminating ddNTPs are used 

which are labeled with different fluorophores. In contrast to mini-sequencing, Sanger sequencing 

uses these ddNTPs in combination with normal dNTPs [72,73]. During the amplification cycles, both the 

ddNTPs and dNTPs are randomly incorporated, resulting in DNA fragments of various lengths with a 

fluorophore labelled ddNTP at the 3’ terminus [74]. Using CE, the various amplicons are separated and 

the fluorophores associated to the ddNTP incorporated at the end of the sequence are detected to 

reconstruct the entire sequence [75]. Fig. 2.5 A gives a schematic overview of how Sanger sequencing 

is performed, all other sequencing techniques discussed below are illustrated as well in the rest of 

this figure (Fig. 2.5 B-F). 

Concurrently with the development of commercial high-throughput Sanger sequencers (ABI PRISM), 

novel sequencing techniques appeared, that set the stage for next-generation DNA sequencers, also 

known as second-generation sequencing techniques [76]. All the second-generation sequencing 

techniques, even though based on different fundamental principles, can massively parallelize the 

sequencing reactions. Hence, the throughput is increased significantly while the time to result is 

reduced. These second-generation sequencing techniques are therefore often referred to as Massive 

Parallel Sequencing (MPS) techniques. One of the earliest second generation techniques was 
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Pyrosequencing, developed by 454 Life Sciences, which was later acquired by Roche. Pyrosequencing 

relies on the detection of pyrophosphate (PPi) which is released as a result of nucleotide 

incorporation by a polymerase. The released PPi is subsequently converted to ATP, which provides 

energy to a luciferase enzyme which oxidizes luciferin and generates light [77]. Each of the four 

nucleotides (A, G, C, T) is introduced sequentially, with an intermittent wash step eliminating the 

nucleotides which were not incorporated [78]. Upon incorporation of a specific nucleotide a light pulse 

is emitted which is detected by a CCD camera. One of the main disadvantages of this method is the 

high error rate associated with sequencing homopolymers [79]. The correlation between the amount 

of pyrophosphate emitted and the homopolymeric sequence length is only linearly proportional up 

to 4 or 5 nucleotides [80,81]. Shortly after the release of 454’s pyrosequencer, Solexa announced 

another sequencing-by-synthesis (SBS) system. This system did not rely on pyrophosphate detection, 

but is based on dye terminator sequencing. The process involves bridge amplification to create 

neighboring clusters of clonal populations, which all originate from strands bound on the flow cell [82]. 

The reversible dye terminator nucleotides which are added sequentially and incorporated 

accordingly, are fluorescently labeled. The terminator-end prevents further incorporation as the 

cleavable fluorophore occupies the 3’ terminus. Prior to cleavage of the fluorophore, an image is 

taken with a CCD camera followed by a wash step and the next cycle [83]. A significant advantage of 

this technology is that it can generate paired-end sequence reads, which in essence, is the recording 

of the sequence at both ends of a DNA fragment. Having a paired-end read provides a greater 

amount of information, which is of particular interest when sequencing repetitive or homopolymeric 

regions [76]. Solexa was acquired by Illumina in 2007, which further refined the technique making it 

one of the best known and most frequently used sequencing techniques nowadays. A few years later, 

near the end of 2010, Ion Torrent introduced the Personal Genome Machine (PGM). This Ion 

semiconductor sequencing technique relies on the detection of hydrogen ions, which are released 

upon incorporation of a nucleotide, to generate a sequence. The released hydrogen ion results in a 

decreased pH which is detected by an ion-sensitive field-effect transistor (ISFET). This ISFET is 

basically the world’s smallest pH sensor [84]. As with pyrosequencing, all four nucleotides are added 

sequentially with intermittent wash steps. Unsurprisingly, homopolymeric tracts also prove 

problematic to determine with the Ion Torrent sequencing technique. The correlation between the 

number of hydrogen ions released and the homopolymer stretch length is only linear over a very 

short range [85]. While these second-generation sequencing technologies have offered vast 

improvements over the first generation (Sanger sequencing), their limitations make them poorly 

suited to tackle some particular biological problems. The third-generation sequencing methods, 

which are capable of sequencing single molecules in real time and consequently negating the 
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requirement of PCR amplification, might offer a solution to some of the problems hampering second-

generation sequencing techniques.  
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Table 2.2: Overview of the major different sequencing technologies  
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As one of the first companies Pacific Biosciences (PacBio) commercially launched its third generation 

sequencing technology in 2010. Their sequencing platform makes use of single-molecule real-time 

sequencing (SMRT) and captures sequence information during the replication process of the target 

DNA molecule. A closed, single-stranded, circular DNA molecule is captured by a polymerase which is 

immobilized on the bottom of a reaction well, called a zero-mode waveguide (ZMW). This ZMW is 

essentially a well with on the bottom a small pinhole in a metallic film with a diameter smaller than 

the wavelength of the light passing through it. This pinhole causes an exponential decay of the light 

intensity, exclusively illuminating the bottom of the wells [93]. The polymerase enzyme attached at 

the bottom of the well recognizes the hairpin adaptors used to close template DNA and starts the 

replication using four fluorescent-labeled nucleotides. Each of these four nucleotides generates a 

distinct emission spectrum. A base, held by the polymerase, is illuminated and a characteristic light 

pulse is produced which identifies the specific base. The entire replication process is recorded in a 

movie of light pulses which can be interpreted to be a sequence of bases [91]. For circularized 

template DNA, it is possible to sequence the same template multiple times allowing the generation 

of a consensus sequence and the correction of potential sequencing errors. Another 3rd generation 

sequencing technique relies on nanopores through which a single DNA molecule can be transported. 

Nanopores are basically nanoscopic holes in free standing membranes connecting two chambers of 

different electrolyte concentrations. The basis of nanopore sequencing relies on the Coulter principle 

[94]. Particles transiting a pore of finite dimensions disturb the normal flow of ions between the two 

electrolyte chambers. This change in ion flux can be determined by measuring the current over the 

pore. Each nucleotide passing through the pore influences the ion flux and the resulting current in a 

slightly different way enabling the characterization of each individual nucleotide as it passes through 

the pore. This principle was separately proposed by Church et al. and Deamer et al. [95,96,97]. These 

early works used biological pores, including α-hemolysine, MspA (Mycobacterium smegmatis porin 

A) and phi29 and CsgG [98,99]. Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT), one of the first to commercialize 

Nanopore sequencing, initially used α-hemolysine pores, later switching to the CsgG pore. Oxford 

Nanopore sequencing employs a modified polymerase to unwind the dsDNA and translocate the DNA 

through the pore. Such modified polymerase is needed to control the translocation speed of the 

DNA. Free flowing DNA would be translocated too fast, rendering correct nucleotide identification 

impossible. As an alternative to biological nanopores, solid state pores have been proposed [100]. 

Using solid state nanopores would allow nanopores to be tailor-made and to fabricate them from 

various materials including silicon. This could result in an improved shelf life and stress tolerance as 

the current biological nanopores are prone to decay over time, which results in the production of 

inferior data [101].   
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Figure 2.5:  Illustration of the main sequencing techniques. A) Sanger sequencing, B) Illumina’s Terminated-dye sequencing, 

C) Pyrosequencing by 454 and later Roche, D) Ion semiconductor sequencing  by Ion Torrent, E) Single-molecule real-time 

sequencing by Pacific Biosystems, F) Oxford Nanopore Technologies’ Nanopore sequencings.  
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2.4.5.3. The evolution of Oxford Nanopore sequencing 

Oxford Nanopore Technologies was spun out from the University of Oxford in 2005. In the spring of 

2014 the MinION Access Program (MAP) was commenced with the launch of the first MinION 

nanopore sequencer. During this initial beta-testing phase the technology was put through its paces. 

However, the quality of the reads generated by the R6 pore incorporated in the initial flow cells could 

be considered subpar to other sequencing technologies. The quality of the generated reads was 

increased drastically upon introduction of the novel R7 pore and the MkI MinION sequencer. 

However, a random sequencing error exceeding 20% still had to be dealt with. An overview of the 

read quality generated with the different pores introduced over time can be found in Fig. 2.6.  

 

Figure 2.6: Overview of the sequencing quality of the MinION sequencer throughout time and development [
102

]. 

Significant improvement was observed with the novel R9 pore. Compared to the to the old α-

hemolysine pores (R6 and R7) this R9 pore being a modified CsgG lipoprotein pore, has a much 

smaller reading head [99]. The α-hemolysine pore holds four to five individual nucleotides in the 

reading head at any given time during sequencing, whereas the much smaller reading head of the 

CsgG only contains two. This makes current deconvolution to the original nucleotide sequence using 

the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) significantly more straightforward which obviously results in 

higher quality reads. Shortly after the introduction of the R9 pore came the R9.4 pore, followed by 

the R9.5 pore. The latter also marked the termination of the 2D sequencing chemistry. This hairpin-

chemistry allowed a strand and his complement to be sequenced as one long entity to subsequently 

create a high quality consensus read as both strands were covalently linked. The successor of this 2D 

chemistry is the 1D2 chemistry, which is specifically designed for the R9.5 pore. Instead of using a 

hairpin physically linking the forward and reverse strand, the 1D2 chemistry uses a set of tethers 

which bind the DNA strand to the flow cell membrane and increases the chance of both strands 

being pulled through the nanopore right after each other. A consensus sequence can be extracted 
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from these two consecutive reads, again resulting in a high quality read without the complex library 

preparation involved with the 2D chemistry. A schematic representation of the different sequencing 

approaches is given in Fig. 2.7. The developments in pore and chemistry technology in combination 

with novel base calling software not only increased the read quality to 95%, but also elevated the 

sequencing speed from 30 b/s (R6) to 450 b/s (R9.5) [103]. This is done by no longer relying on event 

detection and using a HMM base-calling, but instead performing the base-calling directly on the raw 

data through a recurrent neural network (RNN). Another advantage of this RNN, which is basically an 

example of artificial intelligence (AI), is that the base-caller can be trained to sequence a specific 

multiplex.  

 
Figure 2.7: Schematic overview of the 1D, 2D and 1D

2
 sequencing approaches developed by Oxford Nanopore Technologies. 

When using 1D chemistry, solely the template strand (blue) is threaded by the motor protein (green). The complement 
strand (red) is discarded and sequenced. When using the 2D chemistry both the template and complement are sequenced 
as they are link together with a hairpin (yellow). The 1D

2
 chemistry, also allows sequencing of both strands, but rather than 

linked both strands, the complement strand is tethered to the membrane while the template is sequenced. Subsequently 
the complement strand is drawn in and the tether is pulled loose [

104
]. 

 2.4.6.  DATA INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSION MAKING 

The raw data generated by any kind of detection system (CE or sequencing) cannot be readily used in 

court; a data processing step has to be performed to convert the raw data into comprehensible 

information. For CE, the raw data is nothing more than a string of data points corresponding to time 

and fluorescence intensity at various wavelengths. Information which can be plotted to form an 

electropherogram as shown in Fig. 2.4. Using an allelic ladder and internal standard, calibration of 

the time measurements can be performed, enabling a size estimate with an accuracy of around 0.5 

bp [105]. Together with a file containing bins for the allele repeat number and panels that define the 

STR loci present in the kit used, the analysis software can transform the time-fluorescent 

measurements into DNA size information and further into STR allele repeat numbers for each 

observed peak [105].  
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Handling data originating from sequencing technologies, regardless of which specific technique is 

being used, is fundamentally different from CE data analysis. Fluorescent imaging data captured by 

the CCD camera (Sanger, Pyrosequencing, Illumina, PacBio) or information from current 

measurements (Nanopore, IonTorrent) is converted by proprietary software into general accepted 

files. Usually, the sequencing device will generate two types data files: fasta and fastq. These files 

consist of a header and a read which corresponds with one sequenced DNA molecule. Fastq files 

additionally contain quality information of each sequenced base, which eventually can be used to 

determine the overall Phred quality score. This Phred quality score is defined as the -10.log(base-

calling error probability). A comparative example of fasta and fastq file types including the content of 

each format is given in table 2.3. Before interpretation is possible, the raw data has to be processed. 

This processing may include removal of adaptor sequences or removal of noise. Once processing has 

been completed, the sequences are compared to each other and/or to a reference sequence. 

Comparing the individual sequences involves aligning the sequences to each other using the 

reference sequences as a starting point. This alignment is performed by specially developed software 

packages including BWA (Burrow-Wheeler Aligner). However, alignment of sequencing reads 

containing repetitive regions such as STR has proven to be non-trivial, even with state-of-the-art 

computational data polishing methods [106]. Finally, analogous to CE data interpretation, a list of 

observed STR or SNP alleles is generated. This list of observed alleles can be used by the analyst to 

compare suspect and crime scene profiles. The suspect’s DNA profile can be obtained directly from 

the suspect or from a national or international database. The comparison can yield three possible 

outcomes; 1) Exclusion: One or more alleles of the suspect are not within the crime scene DNA 

profile 2) Inclusion: all of the observed alleles of the suspect are within the crime scene DNA profile. 

3) Inconclusive: The data cannot be used to perform a comparison. However, suspects can never be 

included with 100% certainty. There is always the chance a random person in the population has the 

same variation in his/her DNA as the ones being examined. Hence, the FBI’s DNA Advisory Board 

(DBA) postulated that statistical assessment of the evidence and probabilistic reasoning are required 

to evaluate the association between the DNA profiles derived from evidence and reference samples 

[107]. A DNA profile’s rarity is an estimate, calculated as the random match probability (RMP) or RMNE 

(Random Man Not Excluded), which depends on the markers included in the analysis and the 

population frequencies of the alleles. Considering the world’s population frequency is known, the 

only variable factor is the choice of loci. Several commercially available kits have been developed for 

forensic purposes, including the AmpFlSTR kits (Applied Biosystems), Investigator kits (Qiagen) and 

PowerPlex kits (Promega), often containing a different set of loci. However, all contain a standard set 

(CODIS, ESS) making them compatible with most national and international databases. The 

developers of these kits have spent a great deal of effort in the development of high performance 
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STR kits, with a constant drive towards reproducibility, sensitivity and increased discriminative 

power. However, these CE based kits are being surpassed by sequencing kits (e.g. ForenSeq kit – 

Illumina) which allow the simultaneous typing of 59 STRs and up to 172 SNPs in a single reaction [108]. 

It should be clear that MPS in general, and Illumina sequencing in particular, holds the future of 

forensic science with opportunities including highly complex multiplexing at a high throughput and 

sensitivity [109]. 

File type Example 

Fastq 
Line  1) @Sequence identifier 
Line  2) Raw sequence  
Line  3) '+', Optionally followed 
by the identifier 
Line  4) Quality values for the 
sequence in line 2 

@Sequentie#1 
TTTTAAAGAACTATTTAAAATATATATAGAACATTTAGAAAATTCTAGATCAGTAGTTAGTAGAACAATTTTAGC 
+ 
CCCC?9@<;C9FFGA,,,C,E<FAF9,,,C<FGGCE<<<AFGFGDFAFFDDFCCFF9<FCFCCFCCFGGGFCFDF 
@Sequentie#2 
ATTGAGAATCTTCAAAAGATTTATCTGTACACTTTTCTAATAATTTTAAAAACTCTTCATACTCTATTGGCTCTTTT 
+ 
EFEC=EEE8DFGGF=D=DCD?DFGFDGGGFF?FACFFCFF@+CCFF7AFF7=A>EFCEEFFFF5:=AACC5AECFC6 

Fasta 
Line  1) >Sequence identifier 
Line  2) Raw sequence 

>Sequentie#1 
TTTTAAAGAACTATTTAAAATATATATAGAACATTTAGAAAATTCTAGATCAGTAGTTAGTAGAACAATTTTAGC 
>Sequentie#2 
ATTGAGAATCTTCAAAAGATTTATCTGTACACTTTTCTAATAATTTTAAAAACTCTTCATACTCTATTGGCTCTTTT 

Table 2.3: Overview of the Fastq and Fasta format with the description of each line and example of both data types 

2.5. THE DRIVE TOWARDS MINIATURIZATION IN ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY 

While all of the different forensic methods and techniques discussed above have proven their 

usefulness, they are all standalone techniques relying on bulky equipment. This is in big contrast to 

the wave of miniaturization which has struck our modern society. Moreover, miniaturization is one of 

the major technological evolutions that have transformed human life over the past 60 years. The key 

advantage of miniaturization is that a large number of functions can be packed into a compact space, 

at a fraction of the cost of conventional macroscale equipment. It is hard to imagine our modern 

society without microelectronics. In the early 1990s, the still rapidly evolving semiconductor 

microelectronic industry gave birth to yet another new field, the field of miniaturized analytical 

chemistry. Established semiconductor techniques were adopted and used for the fabrication of so-

called Lab-on-a-Chip (LoC) or micro-Total-Analysis-Systems (µTAS) [110]. The development of analytical 

systems, the analysis of complex chemical reactions, and the study of biomolecules would all have 

been impossible without these novel microelectronics [111]. Miniaturized analytical systems offer 

many advantages over bulkier, conventional instruments: they support precise control of liquids, 

flowing in an almost perfectly laminar regime, minimize reagent consumption, favor short reaction 

times, enable a high degree of parallelization, multiplex analysis, require low power to operate, are 

portable and can be produced at a low cost. The idea of miniaturizing the (bio)-chemical process 

itself, that is, to fabricate miniaturized chips and implementing miniaturized analytical structures was 

elaborated for the first time at the Stanford University in 1972. The first ever LoC was merely capable 

of performing a gas chromatographic analysis, but can be considered as a milestone achievement 
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[112]. The advantages for forensic applications were obvious right from the beginning however it took 

until the early 1990s before the first CE separation micro-devices were reported and even until 1994 

before the first reports of PCR microchips were published [113,114,115]. Another three years later the 

first micro-device specifically developed for forensic analysis was described by Schmalzing and 

colleagues [116]. The first successful demonstration of a completely integrated LoC based on the 

sample-in answer-out principle for genetic analysis, was reported by Easley et al. in 2006 [117]. 

However, due to low separation resolution and the single-color detection limitation, the system was 

not applicable for STR analysis. Further work was done by Liu et al. who demonstrated the 

applicability for STR analysis of such devices [118]. In recent years, several other systems have been 

demonstrated, all with their own advantages and limitations. The major advantage of a microfluidic 

LoC for forensic application is the ability to integrate several functionalities into a single device, 

thereby eliminating the need to transport the sample from one standalone device to another. In 

analytical laboratories, including forensic laboratories, the standard procedure is to move the sample 

from one analysis stage to the other in several different steps. In many cases this sample 

management is done by hand, making it both labor intensive and increasing the chances of potential 

contamination. Therefore, a LoC for forensic purposes should include all separate analysis step (i.e. 

sample preparation, PCR amplification and detection) and integrate them into a single device. 

Besides performing each individual step faster, the integration of all the steps into a streamlined 

sequential analysis tool could further reduce the time to result. In addition to making the DNA 

fingerprinting analysis go faster in itself, using a LoC also allows the analysis to be performed on-site, 

at the point of need, e.g. a crime scene, further reducing the time from sample to complete profile. 

This characteristic should be taken into account right from the design stage. Devices designed only to 

improve the forensic laboratory workflow should merely be able to produce results on par with 

currently used techniques but performed faster, more efficiently and with a reduced contamination 

risk. To make the complete system which can be used for on-site testing, other features have to be 

considered, such as making the device lightweight, portable and energy-efficient while being easy to 

use. This allows the LoC to be used in challenging and resource-limited environments. Even if the 

discriminative power of the profiles generated with these LoCs is not on par with laboratory-based 

methods, they can still be used as screening tool, to triage and prioritize samples. Such triaging could 

provide initial leads which, for example, can exclude suspects from the ongoing investigation. 

Conclusive results can always be generated in a centralized laboratory at a later time.  

It goes without saying that many if not all of the following mentioned methods and techniques for 

chip based DNA analyses could also be applied for on-site diagnostic testing. Several companies even 

developed a business model around these techniques. For example, Biocartis launched its 

commercial available molecular Diagnostics platform Idylla in 2014. This fully-automated, real-time 
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PCR based molecular testing system is designed to offer clinical relevant results in a minimum 

amount of time by applying the full potential of microfluidics. Another corporation trying to market 

Lab-on-a-Chip technology for diagnostic purposes is miDiagnostics. Based around a disruptive silicon-

based nanofluidic processor embedded in a low-cost test strip, miDiagnostics tries to develop rapid 

blood-based diagnostic tests for on-site testing. Even though a close link exists between forensic and 

diagnostic Lab-on-a-Chip analyses, this dissertation will solely focus on forensic applications.  

2.6. POTENTIAL OF DNA FINGERPRINTING CHIPS 

As with a conventional forensic DNA fingerprint analysis, the on-chip equivalent requires numerous 

sample preparation steps prior to the analytical profile generation. Almost all of the DNA 

fingerprinting sample preparation steps would benefit from a transition to a microchip format. While 

the basic theory behind each of the steps remains largely unchanged, many details differ to various 

extents to accommodate the incorporation in a LoC. In the following sections some of the hurdles to 

overcome when transitioning techniques involved in DNA fingerprinting from standalone devices to 

LoCs will be discussed, while outlining the work already published in literature.  

 2.6.1.  SAMPLE PREPARATION 

Sample preparation including the extraction and purification of nucleic acids from a complex matrix 

is, as previously discussed, a labor-intensive and time-consuming process. It requires trained 

technicians working according a strict standard operating procedure. However, contamination is still 

a potential threat. Implementing the sample preparation on-chip could reduce the contamination 

risk by minimizing the required number of human interventions. In the light of fully integrated 

forensic profiling chips, efforts should also focus on yielding an extract with a DNA concentration 

amenable to downstream processes such as micro-PCR (µPCR). Traditional extraction methods yield 

eluates in the micro-liter range, while many state-of-the-art µPCR amplifications are performed in 

the nano-liter range. Many different extraction techniques for on-chip applications have been 

explored, with the majority of the methods being solid-phase based sample preparation techniques 

employing the differential binding capacities of silica beads [119–121], sol-gel matrixes [122–124], hybrid 

silica bead/sol–gel phase [125], glass micropillars [126], hydroxyapatite monolithic columns [127], 

carboxyl-coated surfaces [128,129], chitosan-functionalized surfaces [130] and aminosilane-coated 

surfaces [131]. A selection of these different extraction phases can be easily packed into micro-devices. 

Additionally, a variety of novel solid phases can be created in micro-devices during the fabrication 

process that are suitable for sample purification. In 1999 one of the first truly microchip-based SPE 

was published by Christel et al. [132]. This group developed a silicon purification device which 
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contained pillars for high surface-area-to-volume ratios to increase DNA adsorption. As common with 

other silica-based SPE methods, a chaotropic salt was used as the binding solution, followed by 

several wash steps and elution of the DNA. Although respectable work, the repeated flushing of the 

surface and sometimes even a subsequent centrifugation step, is not in line with the sample-in 

answer-out principle. Another direct translation of a macroscale extraction process incorporates 

Chelex divinylbenzene copolymer particles on-chip. Despite several shortcomings, as explained 

above, Chelex has some considerable potential for simplifying the extraction protocol and chip 

fabrication [133]. Another alternative is to completely surpass the sample preparation step. As 

mentioned above, reference samples typically contain high quantities of high-quality DNA in absence 

of any inhibitors, thereby making them amenable to direct PCR [57]. Such direct amplification involves 

processing a sample directly without prior extraction or quantification. Direct PCR is already being 

employed and is especially interesting for fast, on-chip DNA fingerprinting assays for screening 

purposes. Furthermore simplifying the design and fabrication of the microfluidic structures directly 

results in a reduced manufacturing cost. However, direct amplification also has several disadvantages 

and limitations. Because the DNA template amount is uncontrolled, the resulting amplification may 

either contain excessive amounts of DNA, resulting in non-specific amplification, or contain low-level 

amounts, resulting in heterozygous imbalance or even drop-outs [134,135,136]. Moreover, direct PCR is 

also susceptible to PCR inhibitors, which when present may interfere with polymerase efficiency [137].  

Analysis of sexual assault cases requires the separation of the male and female DNA fractions; 

traditionally, this is obtained by differential lysis of sperm and epithelial cells. Although valuable, this 

technique proves hard to implement on-chip due to the need of centrifugation steps. Other methods 

have been pursued as an alternative for obtaining both fractions using a micro-device. One 

microscale technique uses low-power sonication to selectively lyse epithelial cells and a filter to 

separate the lysate from the intact sperm cells [138]. Similar techniques include di-electrophoretic or 

acoustic trapping of sperm cells based on different physicochemical properties [139–141]. A very 

simplistic approach, based on the differential sedimentation rates of both cell types can be used as 

an alternative, as it is much easier to integrate on-chip. However, this is a very crude technique which 

might result in the presence of extraneous cell-free DNA originating from spontaneously lysed cells in 

the final separated fraction [142]. A commonly used macroscale cell sorting technique with potential to 

be implemented on-chip is fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS). FACS has been demonstrated 

on a silicon/PDMS microscale device with promising results [143,144]. However a drawback of FACS is 

the need for fluorescent staining, which not only adds to the workload but also to the cost of the 

analysis if antibody labeled staining is required [145,146]. An alternative sorting technique based on 

lens-free digital holographic microscopy using a CMOS (Complementary metal oxide semiconductor) 

image sensor combined with a microfluidic bubble jet sorter was developed by Imec [147,148]. The lens 
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free holographic imaging relies on capturing the interference pattern of the scattered and 

transmitted light of the cell. The absence of objective lenses and other complex optics substantially 

reduces the cost and complexity of this microchip method. Subsequent to the imaging and 

classification, the cells are sorted as a result of thermal vapor bubble generation [149]. The collective 

behavior of the vapor bubbles creates a pressure wave which pushes the cells gently towards a 

desired outlet. This principle of lens-free imaging and subsequent differential sorting is shown in Fig. 

2.6.  Compared to FACS this technology is still in its infancy with a limited sorting throughput (100 

events/s), challenging image processing and additional off-chip sample preparation steps [150].  

 
Figure 2.8: Concept of the high-throughput cell sorter chip including the lens free imaging and the subsequent cell sorting 
based on jet flow generation by integrated micro-heaters 

[147]
. A cell is introduced via the input port and subsequently 

passes the lens-free imager. A reconstructed hologram allows identification and triggers sorting. By activating the 
integrated heating system, a vapor bubble is created, the associated pressure wave pushed the cell to the desired outlet.  

 2.6.2. AMPLIFICATION 

Following the on-chip sample preparation targeted amplification of forensically relevant loci has to 

be performed by µPCR. The first µPCR device was developed by Northrup et al. and was fabricated in 

silicon [151]. The choice for silicon as substrate material should not surprise, as it has many advantages 

when developing a µPCR. As mentioned above, thermal conductivity and thermal uniformity are vital 

parameters to consider when developing a thermal cycler, especially if working towards an ultra-fast 

µPCR device. The PCR amplification step, perhaps more than any other in the forensic workflow, 

would benefit substantially from transition to a microchip. In literature, a multitude of different 

approaches to achieve on-chip heat transmission and control can be found. The most frequently used 

µPCR systems are well-based systems, where the reaction chamber is sequentially heated and cooled 

using Peltier element technology, similar to a conventional thermal cycler [152,153,154,155]. An alternative 

to well-based PCR amplification is continuous-flow amplification in which the sample is moved 
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through zones with fixed temperatures, as is illustrated in Fig. 2.7. The major advantage is that, in 

contrast to well based chips, only the sample has to be heated or cooled while the different zones of 

the chip are kept at a constant temperature. One of the most popular continuous flow techniques is 

a fixed-loop design. These chips contain different temperatures zones through which the PCR mixture 

is moved at a steady flow rate. Thermal cycling is achieved by creating serpentine channels which 

pass repeatedly through the different temperature zones (Fig 2.7 A). Because of the length of the 

channel and the number of loops, the cycle number is fixed, making it impossible to readily change or 

optimize the assays [110]. Furthermore, because of the long channel, increased reagent adsorption to 

the surface has been reported [156]. Alternative continuous-flow methods, besides the fixed loop 

technique, are closed-loop chips and shuttle or oscillatory PCR chips [157]. These methods have the 

advantage that the number of the thermal cycles can be varied easily. In shuttle or oscillatory PCR, 

thermal cycling is achieved by shuttling a small plug of PCR mixture back and forward between 

isolated temperature zones (Fig 2.7 B) [158]. In a closed-loop chip the PCR mixture is moved through a 

fixed circular circuit (Fig 2.7 C). Although challenges with respect to fast heating and cooling can be 

partially overcome with these types of chips, several technical challenges with respect to microfluidic 

handling arise [159].  

 

Figure 2.9: Schematic overview of the different continuous flow PCR methods. Reagents flow through different zones with 
different fixed temperatures to achieve denaturation, primer annealing and elongation instead of heating and cooling the 
entire chip. A) Fixed loop PCR B) Shuttle or oscillatory PCR C) Closed loop PCR. In order to reduce the sample consumption a 
plug of reagents and sample is sometimes used instead of filling the entire channel, as indicated in green.  

Regardless of which specific on-chip amplification method is used, stringent control of heating and 

cooling is required to ensure successful amplification, more so if fast amplification is required. As the 
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heating and cooling rates are functions of the thermal capacitance of the heating element, 

conventional PCR systems containing large heating blocks can be considered slow, with ramp rates of 

only a few °C per second. The speed can be increased by, on one hand, increasing the rate of heat 

transfer to the system or, on the other hand, reducing the system’s thermal capacitance (sample and 

heating system volume) [160]. Increasing the heat input is less compatible with the idea of creating a 

small and low-powered handheld device. Reducing the system’s thermal capacitance on the other 

hand, is more in line with this concept and has several additional advantages. By reducing the sample 

and reagent volume: 1) the thermal conductance (𝜆) (W.K-1.m-1) is reduced, thereby enhancing the 

heat transfer and speed with which a thermal equilibrium is reached; 2) the amount of consumables 

being used is decreased and therefore total cost of the analysis. To reduce the thermal capacitance 

of the heating system itself, it has been proposed to use different materials such as aluminum  

(𝜆 = 237 W.m-1.K-1), silver (𝜆 = 427 W.m-1.K-1) and even gold (𝜆 = 315 W.m-1.K-1). However, due to high 

material costs and technical challenges associated with micromachining small-scale structures, many 

of these materials have been discarded in the quest for the optimal µPCR fabrication material. 

Materials typically used for production of microchips are glass, paper and polymers. Although 

allowing the creation of finite structures, these have undesirable thermal conductivities 

 (𝜆 = 0.1-1 W.m-1.K-1). Silicon on the other hand combines a high thermal conductivity 

 (𝜆 = 148 W.m-1.K-1) with well-characterized manufacturing processes, as mentioned above [161,162]. 

Silicon-based µPCR systems enable the handling and processing of sample volumes as small as a few 

hundred nanoliters [163]. To further understand the relationship between thermal conductivity, 

thermal capacity, size, dissipated power and resulting temperature change, the following equations 

are given. Let us consider a PCR system as shown in Fig. 2.8 which is subjected to dissipated power 

(Joule Heat) of amplitude Ph. The temperature of this system is given by the differential heat balance 

equation. 

Equation 2.1 (Differential heat balance) 

𝐻
𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝐺. 𝑇 = 𝑃ℎ 

With: 
 H: Heat capacitance (J.K-1)  

 Ph: Dissipated Joule heat (J.s-1) 

 G: System’s thermal conductance (W.K-1) 

 T: Temperature due to dissipated heat (K) 

 𝑡 : Time (s) 
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The thermal conductance of this specific system (G) is given by equation 2.2. This factor represents 

the amount of energy per second flowing through a system with thermal conductance (𝜆), a surface 

(w*l) over a distance (d). In the case of the PCR system this is the distance from the heating element 

up to the PCR cavity holding the reagents. 

Equation 2.2 (Thermal conductance) 

𝐺 =
𝑤 . 𝑙

𝑑
 𝜆 

With: 

 𝜆: Thermal conductance (W.K-1.m-1) 

 𝐺: System’s thermal conductance (W.K-1) 

 𝑤: Width (m) 

 𝑙: Length (m) 

 𝑑: Depth (m) 

The ratio between the thermal conductance and the heat capacitance for this system is given by the 

thermal time constant (τ) or more general the thermal diffusivity (α). 

Equation 2.3 (Thermal time constant / diffusivity) 

𝜏 =
𝐻

𝐺
    𝑎𝑛𝑑   𝛼 =

𝐶𝑝. 𝜌

𝜆
 

With:  

 𝜏: Thermal time constant (s) 

  G: System’s thermal conductance (W.K-1) 

 H: Heat capacitance (J.K-1) 

 α: Thermal diffusivity (s. m-2) 

 𝜆: Thermal conductance (W.m-1.K-1) 

 Cp: Specific Heat capacitance (J.K-1.kg-1) 

 𝜌:  Density (kg.m-3) 

Heating of a system and the corresponding heating rate are determined by both the amount of 

dissipated heat (Ph) and the thermal time constant (𝜏) which takes into account both the H (heat 

capacitance) and G (the system’s thermal conductance). The cooling of a system is only determined 

by the thermal diffusivity (α). Hence, fast responding systems require a low heat capacitance H and a 

high thermal conductance (G) (eq 2.3). However, in steady state (incubation at constant 
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temperature)  𝐻
𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑡
= 0 and Ph = G.T, (eq 2.1) making a system with a high thermal conductance G 

results in a very energy-consuming system. This should be taken into account when developing 

continuous flow µPCR chips, which shuttle PCR plugs to and from different zones of constant 

temperature. Furthermore, isolating zones of different temperatures is crucial, not only when 

developing continuous-flow chips, but also when developing well based cycling µPCR devices. It is 

crucial to reduce heat dissipation to other regions of the chip as much as possible. A poorly insulated 

chip has a large thermal mass, therefore requiring an additional energy input for the same 

temperature increase. In the end this will result in slower heating, requiring more energy. To reduce 

the heat dissipation from the reaction cavity to the rest of the silicon chip, insulation must be 

provided [160]. Fig. 2.8 A illustrates an example of a PCR reaction chamber, which is positioned in the 

middle of the silicon chip and is insulated from the rest of the chip by a system of air-trenches. The 

PCR cavity is connected to the rest of the chip through silicon beams carrying inlet and outlet micro-

channels. When the reactor surface is heated, heat is only conducted through these beams and 

partially through the glass cover to the chip as shown in Fig. 2.8 B. Hence, heat dissipation is 

effectively reduced to the rest of the chip [164]. 

 

Figure 2.10: Schematic overview of a well-based silicon µPCR chamber with length (l), depth (d) and width (w).  A) Top view, 
B) Side view, showing the conductive heat flow (red arrows) from the PCR reactor through the connective arms and through 
the glass cover (cyan). The air-trenches (white) insulate the PCR reactor from the rest of the chip limiting heat dissipation. 
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Temperature cycling on microfluidic devices can be performed either with direct contact heating 

methods (conduction) or non-contact heating methods (radiation or convection). Here we refer to 

contact heating when the thermal mass of the microfluidic device is in direct contact with the 

heating element. In most cases, the heaters are fabricated as an integral part of the microchip or are 

at least in thermal contact with the outside of the chip. Non-contact or contact-less heating, is 

defined as a heating method where the heating element is not in physcial contact with the reaction 

chamber [165]. Even though most effort has been put into the development of contact heating, non-

contact heating is an elegant alternative with some attractive features. Oda et al. developed the first 

non-contact µPCR device using infrared radation (IR) as heating source, thereby only heating the 

liquid reagents rather than the entire micro-device, resulting in a smaller thermal mass and hence 

faster heating [166]. Altough ampliciation using PCR is by far the most frequently used amplification 

technique, there are some alternatives. Amplification can also be performed isothermally, applying 

method like; helicase dependent amplification (HDA), strand displacement amplification (SDA), 

nicking enzyme amplification reaction (NEAR) or loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP). 

Unlike the previously discussed methods, isothermal amplification does not rely on repetitive 

thermal cycling, which significantly simplfies the design of a chip [167]. Furterhmore, isothermal 

amplification lends itself perfectly for point of care application [168]. One study, even though not 

testing forensic samples, demonstrated amplification via LAMP and subsequent amplicon detection 

on a single chip [169]. However, for a forensic LoC to fully compete with traditional amplification 

methods, µPCR devices should not only be able to outperform laboratory-based PCR devices with 

superior thermal properties, but should also be able to complete several reactions simultaneously. As 

macroscale PCR devices typically conduct numerous amplifications in parallel, the µPCR device 

should at least be able to amplify a positive and negative control sample in parallel with the actual 

crime scene sample. In a forensic setting, it may also be advantageous to amplify both the evidence 

and reference samples simultaneously to allow direct comparison. In addition to parallel PCR 

amplifications, a µPCR device must be capable of performing PCR amplifcation of multiple loci 

(multiplex ampliciation). Ideally, such multiplex amplification is achieved using commercially 

available STR kits which can be readily plugged into an on-chip detection system.   

 2.6.3. DETECTION 

The final function to be accommodated on-chip is the detection unit. Several detection systems have 

been developed on-chip, with the earliest being a planar electrophoresis microchip demonstrated in 

1992 by Manz and Harrison [113,114]. Since then, CE has been the detection method of choice for many 

on-chip detection applications. The first on-chip CE analysis systems specifically designed for 

detection of oligonucleotide and DNA fragments, were described by Effenhauser et al. and Woolley 
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et al. [170,171]. Like many others, these devices were based on the work of Verheggen et al. who 

demonstrated a T-injection design, with one arm to load the sample and the other to 

electrophoretically separate the sample, as illustrated in Fig. 2.9 [172]. 

 

Figure 2.11: T-injection design of micro-fluidic CE separation. To load the CE device sample is pipetted in A and a potential is 
applied across channels A and B. The sample migrates towards B. The sample plug at the AB-CD sample plug is injected in 
the separation channel by applying a potential over C and D.  

Schmalzing and colleagues (1997) were one of the first to describe a micro-device specifically 

designed for forensic STR analysis [90]. The most remarkable advantage of the on-chip CE devices is 

the drastic reduction of the analysis time. In many cases, a reduction of an order of magnitude 

compared to traditional CE analysis can be achieved [116]. The decreased analysis time results from 

the fact that a high electric field can be applied over a short separation length using a low sieving 

matrix, as illustrated in equation 2.4 [173].  

  

Equation 2.4 (Electrophoretic analysis time) 

𝑡 =
𝐿

µ 𝐸
 

With:  

 𝑡 : Electrophoretic analysis time (s) 

 L: Effective separation length (m)  

 µ: The sum electroosmotic and electrophoretic mobility (m2.s-1.V-1) 

 E: Electric field strength (V.m-1) 

Based on this equation, many groups have focused on the development of methods to achieve the 

desired separation resolution while retaining a small footprint of the micro-device. This most obvious 

factor to positively influence the total CE detection time is the length of the separation channel (L). 

However, shorter separation channels also result in a reduced resolution. Heller et al. postulated that 

the minimally required length of the separation channel is around 100 mm to achieve single base 

resolution when analyzing DNA fragments of 100 bp up to 400 bp [174]. This is already a significant 

reduction compared to the traditional CE capillaries which are typically about 42 cm. In order to 
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achieve the desired separation time while retaining the required resolution and small footprint, the 

channel geometry can be adjusted. This approach allows accommodating long separations distances 

on a micro-device for example by using serpentine channels. [175–177] However, introducing several 

turns also greatly affects the resolution [178]. This loss of resolution is due to the „racetrack effect” 

where DNA molecules on the inside of a turn travel a shorter distance at a faster rate than those on 

the outside turn, which causes dispersion [177]. To counter this effect a number of specialized turns 

were developed including, „tapered turns” [177], „constricted turns” [176] and „wavy turns” [175]. Further 

factors which can be altered to reduce the analysis time, based on equation 2.4, are the 

electroosmotic and electrophoretic mobility (µ) by means of optimizing matrix composition. 

Optimizing the matrix composition enables optimization of both the total analysis time and the 

resolution. Many different matrices have been used including modified polysaccharides, [179,180] 

cellulose derivatives [181,182] and synthetic polymers [183–185]. Numerous on-chip separations have used 

linear polyacrylamide (LPA) as sieving matrix. LPA has a low viscosity, facilitating loading of the 

separation channels while having good sieving properties, resulting in acceptable resolution [116,186]. 

Further separation resolution improvements can be achieved by optimizing the polymer 

concentration, but this at the cost of lower mobility and hence longer runtimes. The third parameter 

that could be optimized is the applied electric field strength. The effect of the electric field strength is 

complex; an increase in electric field strength should lead to a reduced diffusion due to shorter run 

times, but at the same time it leads to an increase in peak dispersion due to Joule heating [187]. Hence 

experimental optimization for each specific setup is necessary. Electric field strengths which are 

typically used to separate DNA fragments in traditional CE can run upwards to several kilovolts [170]. 

Not all types of micro-device substrates can handle these extreme potentials. The use of silicon, a 

semi-conductive material, as a substrate for electrophoretic devices is almost completely impeded 

due to its electrical properties. Non-conductive plastic materials or glass are often chosen instead 

due to their excellent power dissipation properties. Some work has been performed on thermally 

growing an insulating oxide film on the silicon surface [188,189]. However, in most cases these 

passivation layers do not meet the electrical requirements to perform CE. Moreover, the use of such 

high potentials also requires a specialized power supply, which in most cases results in a severely 

reduced portability. Several groups have tried tackling several of these problems using alternative 

substrates (i.e. glass) and worked towards integration of high resolution CE detection on-chip. 

Mathies et al. demonstrated the applicability of a micro-fabricated capillary array electrophoresis 

with single base resolution. Moreover, this group also showed the possibility to perform Sanger 

Sequencing on a CE micro-device [190–192], thereby proving the possibility to genotype both length and 

sequence variants using on-chip CE. The extensive research focusing on the application of CE 
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separation on-chip eventually resulted in a range of commercial products by Agilent, Caliper, 

Shimadzu and Hitachi [193].  

Besides the electrophoretic mobility in a capillary, there are several other characteristics that vary 

with fragment size and sequence, and thus can be used as differentiator. One example is the melting 

temperature or the dissociation temperature of double stranded DNA which depends on the length 

and the sequence. The difference in melting behavior can be exploited by HRM analysis for 

genotyping purposes. HRM is a quick and relatively inexpensive method which can be used to analyze 

both STRs and SNPs, based on their respective length and sequence differences [194]. The major 

advantage of HRM analysis is the possibility to perform the analysis in the same reaction chamber as 

the one used for PCR amplification. Thereby the need for post-PCR manipulations and the associated 

contamination risk is partially eliminated. [195]. An added advantage is design and fabrication when 

working towards on-chip integration. A major drawback, however, is the poor resolution. Based on 

theoretical calculations, the difference in melting temperature between two TH01 alleles which differ 

in one STR repeat can be as low as 0.2°C, which makes detection on devices without strict thermal 

control virtually impossible [196]. SNPs on the other hand are easily genotyped using HRM analysis, as 

variations in the melting profile and temperature are distinct and only three possible genotypes per 

locus have to be discriminated from each other [197,198]. Nonetheless, a main disadvantage of HRM is 

that it relies on intercalating dyes which are added to the PCR amplification and specifically bind 

double-stranded DNA. Many intercalating dyes are toxic, mutagenic, inhibit PCR, although the latest 

generation of dyes is less prone to it. Furthermore, many intercalating dyes are used in non-

saturation concentrations which can result in a phenomenon called “dye jumping”. Dye jumping is a 

phenomenon where dye from a melted duplex gets reincorporated into another double-stranded 

DNA region, effectively causing inaccuracies in the resulting melt profile. Hence, other SNP detection 

methods have been developed and successfully integrated into micro-devices including TaqMan-

based real-time qPCR [199], systems based on DNA arrays to capture and visualize SNPs [200,201] and 

LoCs that detect pyrophosphoric acid produced during a subsequent PCR amplification much like 

pyrosequencing [202]. An elegant alternative on-chip sequencing technique would be DNA probing 

using solid state nanopores fabricated in silicon [203]. Identical to biological nanopores, negatively 

charged DNA molecules can be translocated through the nanopore when applying an external 

voltage across the nanoscopic pore. [204]. A major technical challenge is how to slow down the 

translocation enough to allow accurate single base identification. Biological pores rely on a modified 

DNA polymerase to slow down the DNA translocation. For solid state nanopores, several nano-

analytical techniques were proposed including atomic force microscopy (AFM) [205], optical tweezers 

[206], or magnetic tweezers [207]. It is obvious that many different techniques can be applied for DNA 
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variant detection, even in a forensic context. The exact choice of detection technique is largely 

dictated by the type of application (fast screening vs high resolution identification) and integration 

potential with previous amplification and sample preparation steps. Other key factors to take into 

consideration are the physical and chemical properties of the fabrication material used. Choosing the 

fabrication material with the desired properties is a main challenge in the development of a LoC.  

2.7. CHIP FABRICATION  

Micro-devices for bio-analytical purposes have been developed in many different shapes, sizes and 

from a wide range of substrates, each requiring unique fabrication processes.   

 2.7.1.  SUBSTRATES 

The various fabrication substrates for LoCs, include silicon, glass, PDMS (Polydimethylsiloxane), TPE 

(Thermoset polyester), PS (Polystyrene), PC (polycarbonate), PMMA (Poly-methyl methacrylate), 

PEGDA (Poly-ethylene glycol diacrylate), Teflon, COC (Cyclic–olefin copolymer), SU-8 and paper, each 

with distinct advantages and disadvantages over each other [208,209]. Micro- and nanofluidic structures 

involved with DNA fingerprinting demand high temperature resilience and inertness in the presence 

of sample and assay reagents. This implies that the sample must not affect the microfluidic structure 

in such a way that the analytical result could be influenced and vice versa [210,211]. Furthermore, when 

handling biological samples, such as blood or saliva, inter-sample variations, e.g. due to physiological 

differences between samples, must be managed by the microfluidic system. Additionally, DNA 

fingerprinting requires sequential processes which have to be compatible with one another. The 

physical characteristics of the substrate ranging from surface tension, electrical properties, thermal 

capacity, contact angle and the fabrication techniques used, should also be taken into consideration 

as they are crucial for the applicability of the resulting LoC [209,212]. Silicon was one of the first 

materials used for the development of microfluidics, as it has several excellent physical properties 

including high thermal conductivity, a uniform temperature distribution, solvent compatibility and 

hydrophilic surface [213,214,215]. Besides this, the mechanical properties of silicon can be exploited to 

fabricate high aspect ratio structures [216]. Furthermore, the vast amount of expertise developed in 

the semiconductor industry can be exploited for the production of silicon LoC’s ensuring high 

volume, low cost production. The possibility to integrate sensing and electronic systems on the same 

substrate facilitates the integration of the LoC in already existing devices suited for on-site testing 

(e.g. Laptops, Smartphones, Tablets) [217]. Even though silicon also has its limitations, it can and has 

been considered as an optimal candidate for the production of forensic DNA fingerprinting micro-

devices.  
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 2.7.2. FABRICATION PROCESSES 

Silicon used for the fabrication of any kind of chips (semiconductor or LoC) is typically available as 

single crystalline circular wafers. Naturally occurring silicon dioxide (quartz sand) is used as raw 

material and is reduced with carbon and mild steel, resulting in metallurgical grade silicon (96-98% 

purity). This silicon is further purified to poly-crystalline electronic grade silicon (99.99999%) and 

during a final transformation step (e.g. Czochralski method) changed into single-crystalline silicon 

wafers [218]. Many different well-established techniques have been developed to fabricate functional 

silicon structures on these single-crystalline silicon wafers. At the basis of these techniques lie several 

photolithographic methods. These techniques allow complex patterns to be transferred onto the 

silicon wafer. Basically, during photolithography a light-sensitive polymer (photoresist) is exposed to 

UV light (100-400nm). The pattern transfer typically occurs using a mask that consists of transparent 

and opaque regions through which the UV light can pass or is blocked. The exposed photoresist is 

chemically modified by the UV light, becoming either soluble (positive tone photoresist) or insoluble 

(negative tone photoresist) 
[219]. This patterned photoresist layer serves as a masking layer in the 

subsequent etching process. The remaining resist protects the subjacent silicon against etching, 

hence only the unprotected areas are etched. A schematic representation of the photolithographic 

process is shown in Fig. 2.10.  

 

Figure 2.12: Illustration of the different photolithography procedures with 1) single-crystalline silicon wafer a substrate 2) 
the photoresist added to the substrate 3) the desired pattern is transferred to the wafer by means of a hard mask which 
partially blocks the exposing of UV light to the photoresist 4) the developing of the positive and negative tone photoresist 
5) Etching the surfaces not protected by the remaining photoresist 6) removal of the remaining photoresist to achieve the 
reveal the final chip. 
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The actual etching techniques can be divided into two main categories; wet chemical etching and dry 

etching. Wet chemical etching was exclusively used until the 1970s and predominantly used a heated 

(80°C) potassium hydroxide (KOH) as etching solution [220]. Wet chemical etching typically resulted in 

the suboptimal production of small scale features, which are essential for LoC production. Hence, dry 

etching has largely replaced wet chemical etching [217]. Unlike wet etching, the dry etching process 

takes place in a gaseous atmosphere. Most silicon dry etching methods are based on DRIE (Deep 

Reactive Ion Etching), a process established on the principle developed and patented by Bosch [221]. 

The Bosch process alternates a plasma etch step using SF6 and the deposition of a chemically inert 

passivation layer, for example C4F8 
[222]. During the plasma etch, ions bomb the silicon substrate from 

a nearly vertical direction, during the passivation the entire substrate is protected from further 

etching. The following etching phase the directional ions that bombard the substrate only attack the 

passivation layer at the bottom of the trench. Because of the repetitive nature of this process near 

90° sidewall profiles can be achieved. Fig. 2.11 schematically shows an overview of the DRIE process.  

 

Figure 2.13: Conventional Bosch etch process scheme for etching silicon with a pre-patterned hard mask atop, using 

alternating etch and passivation half-cycles 
[223]

. 

An example of a microfluidic channel etched in a silicon wafer is shown in Fig. 2.12 A. Near-vertical 

sidewalls are achieved due to the anisotropic nature of the DRIE process. Fig. 2.12 B shows a close-up 

of the photoresist and the subjacent silicon wafer. The wave-like pattern originating from the 

repetitive nature of the Bosch etch process is clearly visible.    

 

Figure 2.14: Scanning electron microscope image of A) a microfluidic channel produced through a DRIE technique creating 
near vertical walls. B) Close-up of the top of the channel with photoresist (Green measurement: 209.9 – 212.4 nm) and 
wave-like pattern resulting from the repetitive nature of the Bosch etch process. 
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 2.7.3. ANODIC BONDING  

In most cases LoC devices are sealed in order to protect the fragile structures made during the 

etching process, minimize evaporation of the reagents, reduce contamination of both the sample and 

the environment, and confine the reagents in a defined volume [224]. Many different bonding 

techniques have been described. The most appropriate technique is often imposed by the 

application and the physical properties of the substrate. A routinely used sealing technique 

employed in combination with silicon is anodic bonding with borosilicate glass (Pyrex or borofloat). 

Anodic bonding of silicon and glass enables a high-quality bond as well as adding a transparent layer. 

Hence, the drawback of silicon being non-transparent is overcome. For anodic bonding, a silicon and 

glass wafer are placed on a heated (350-450°C) bond chuck to which a high voltage (200-1000V) is 

applied. Due to the heating, sodium ions become mobile and drift towards the cathode, resulting in 

an atomic depletion field at the silicon-glass interface [225]. Oxygen ions from the glass bind to the 

silicon, forming a hermetic seal.  

 2.7.4. INTEGRATION AND INTERACTION 

A major advantage of using silicon and the herein described fabrication processes is the fact they are 

all industry standard. As a consequence, production can be transferred to facilities around the world 

without the need to extensively optimize or adapt the fabrication protocol. This is an important 

consideration for future commercial development of single-use disposable chips. The opportunity to 

tap into the semi-conductor production facilities ensures the possibility for upscaling towards mass 

production once the performance of a prototype has been deemed suffcient. Furthermore, the 

possibility to connect with other sensing and processing systems offers great potential. As with 

traditional DNA fingerprinting techniques, the data produced by the LoC must be processed before 

being presented to the final user. However, in contrast to traditional techniques, LoCs are developed 

to be used on-site and operated by non- or minimally trained users. Hence, the data should be 

presented in an easily interpretable manner. Furthermore, the entire workload should be minimized, 

preferably only consisting of sample introduction and interpreting the result in a true sample-in- 

answer-out principle. This requires, besides the fabrication of the LoC, the development of a 

graphical user interface (GUI), control and analysis software. Furthermore, the software package has 

to communicate with the LoC to control its function. The main advantage of using silicon as substrate 

to fabricate the LoC is the compatibility with already existing printed circuit boards (PCBs) which 

enable this communication. 
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ABSTRACT 

Forensic STR profiling using massively parallel sequencing (MPS) has gained much attention as an 

alternative for the traditional capillary electrophoresis (CE) methods. Oxford Nanopore Technologies 

recently developed the ‘MinION’, a pocket-sized nanopore sequencer with promising features that 

could be useful in the field of forensic genetics. We applied this technology for forensic sequencing in 

a pilot study. Using standard STR primers, originally designed for multiplex PCR and CE, we developed 

a library preparation method suited for nanopore sequencing. Several analysis approaches were 

evaluated to explore the usefulness of the generated data: we developed and applied both a 

sequence-based and an amplicon length-based analysis on data originating from a 14-loci multiplex 

PCR on a single contributor DNA sample. Despite the high sequencing error rate, the analyses yielded 

partial forensic STR profiles with useful evidential value. The repetitive nature of the STR loci 

contributed to the excessive sequencing error rate. However, analysis of the 7 known SNPs that 

distinguish the X and Y amelogenin alleles from each other, demonstrated the potential for SNP 

based forensics using Oxford Nanopore sequencing.  

KEYWORDS:  Forensic, DNA, STR, Next Generation Sequencing, Oxford Nanopore Technologies, 

MinION.  
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3.1. INTRODUCTION 

The current state-of-the-art and most frequently used method to perform DNA-based human 

identification is short tandem repeat (STR) profiling using multiplex PCR and subsequent capillary 

electrophoresis (CE) [23]. However, in recent years several sequencing-based approaches for forensic 

human identification have been developed and are being commercialized as streamlined, validated 

methods [226–228]. The use of sequencing for analysis of forensic amplicons, has several well described 

advantages over CE [229–232]. A virtually unlimited number of autosomal, X-, Y-STR and SNP loci can be 

multiplexed in a single experiment, only being limited by the PCR multiplex capability. Alleles with an 

identical length but a different sequence can be distinguished, leading to more discriminative results. 

Despite these advantages, forensic sequencing-based approaches are not yet widely used. The 

purchase of a state-of-the-art sequencer is a substantial investment. Moreover, the cost per sample 

is much higher compared to conventional CE analysis, even when a substantial number of samples 

are pooled during sequencing. Nanopore sequencing, an alternative sequencing technology, holds 

some promise to become the technology of choice to perform forensic STR profiling [97]. Oxford 

Nanopore Technologies (ONT) commercialized the pocket-sized, USB-powered MinION nanopore 

sequencer. While the cost of the MinION sequencer is merely a $1000, the cost of the disposable 

flow cells is currently prohibitive for forensic sequencing. However, this cost is predicted to become 

feasible in the coming years. Moreover, the VolTRAX add-on, a rapid, programmable, portable, 

disposable sample processor, which is designed to convert a biological sample to a library that is 

compatible with nanopore analysis will be commercial available soon. This enables the entire 

workflow to be performed without any need for human intervention. In addition, ONT’s propitiatory 

analysis software allows performing on-the-fly analysis with the computing power of a smartphone 

and an internet connection. This would make it possible to sequence biological samples virtually 

anywhere, also in places where access to lab facilities is limited such as developing countries and 

regions hit by disasters such as an Ebola outbreak [233]. The possibility to work independently from a 

laboratory would in theory also enable human identification by sequencing at border crossings, 

police check-points, police stations etc. without the need for highly qualified personnel. 

Theoretically, no PCR is required as individual DNA molecules are sequenced when they pass through 

the nanopores further reducing the time to result. However, a multiplex PCR is needed to amplify the 

forensic loci to an amount that is suitable for the library preparation (1 µg is recommended as input). 

In this study the possibility of sequencing forensic relevant STR loci using ONT’s MinION sequencer is 

investigated. At the time of our study, only DNA fragments longer than 150 base pair (bp) can be 

analyzed. As some of the current STR amplicons are close to, or shorter than, this minimum length, 

we circumvented this problem by concatenating the PCR amplicons using a ligation step prior to the 
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library preparation. During data-analysis, the original amplicon reads were retrieved as subreads 

from the read produced by the MinION sequencer, using a custom software pipeline. Several data-

analysis approaches were evaluated to characterize the usefulness of the data originating from a 14-

STR-loci multiplex PCR on a single contributor DNA sample. Based on exploratory results generated 

with previously developed forensic tools such as MyFLq (My-Forensic-Loci-Queries) [229,231], both a 

sequence- and an amplicon length-based approach were developed. With the length-based 

approach, we generated a CE-like length-based profile, using the length of the retrieved subreads. 

With the sequence-based method, amplicon sequences were aligned against a reference database 

containing all known allele sequences, with use of lenient nanopore-data-specific parameters. 

Particular attention was paid to the sex marker amelogenin. The X and Y alleles differ by seven SNVs 

(single nucleotide variants) and a six bp indel (insertion-deletion). A comparison of these alleles 

enables us to assess the ability of the MinION to identify SNVs to discriminate forensic alleles.   

3.2. MATERIALS & METHODS  

 3.2.1. NANOPORE LIBRARY PREPARATION AND SEQUENCING   

The results presented in this paper were obtained from sample 9948A, a male single contributor 

control DNA sample (Promega, USA). The STR profile for the 9948A sample determined with CE is 

shown in Supplementary Table 3.1. The sample’s STR loci were amplified in a 14-plex PCR (primer 

sequences available in Supplementary Table 3.2) using the HotStar Taq Mastermix Kit (Qiagen,  

Germany). Initial denaturation at 95°C for 15 min was followed by 30 amplification cycles consisting 

of denaturation at 95°C for 60 s, primer annealing at 59°C for 60 s and elongation at 72°C for 80 s. 

Subsequent to this amplification a final elongation step of 10 min at 72°C was performed. The 

resulting PCR amplicons were end-polished using the NEBNext End-Repair module (New England 

Biolabs, USA) and cleaned up using 1X volume AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter, UK). Random 

concatenation of the generated amplicons was performed using the Blunt T/A Ligase Mastermix 

(M0367S (New England Biolabs, USA). The ligation reaction proceeded for 15 min, after which a 

cleanup with AMPure XP beads was performed. The ligation efficiency was verified by gel-

electrophoresis (E-gel 2 % Thermo Fisher, USA) and 12K Agilent Bioanalyzer chip (Agilent 

Technologies, USA). Prior to the library preparation, the ligated PCR amplicons were quantified using 

a Qubit fluorometer (Life Technologies, UK) and diluted to a final concentration of 45 ng/μl. The 

Oxford Nanopore library preparation protocol requires the attachment of a leader and hairpin (HP) 

adaptor to the sample. End-repair was performed on 1.980 µg of the previously ligated PCR 

amplicons using the Ultra End-Repair/dA-Tailing module (New England Biolabs, USA) according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. The resulting A-tailed DNA was cleaned up using 1.8X volume AMPure 
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XP beads according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 50 µl Blunt/TA ligase Mastermix was added to 

the eluate, followed by 8 μl nuclease free water, 10 µl Adaptor Mix (AMX; including the leader 

sequence) and 2 µl HP adaptor. The library was mixed by inversion between each sequential 

addition. After incubating for 10 minutes at room temperature, 1 µl of HP tether was added. 

Subsequently, the reaction was left to proceed for 10 min at room temperature. This adaptor-ligated, 

tether-bound library was purified using 500 ng MyOne C1 Dynabeads (Thermo Fisher, USA). The 

sample was re-suspended in 25 μl elution buffer and left to incubate for 10 min at room 

temperature, before pelleting the MyOne beads and collecting the supernatant containing the 

library. Finally, the library was quantified fluorimetrically as mentioned above. This so-called pre-

sequencing mix had a final DNA concentration of 17.6 ng/µl. 6 µl of this pre-sequencing mix was 

supplemented with 4 µl fuel mix and 75 µl running buffer, after which the mixture was further 

diluted with 150 µl water to yield the actual sequencing mix. For sequencing, a new flow cell (Mk, R7) 

was used to ensure optimal pore availability. The 48-hour MAP-006 sequencing protocol was 

initiated using the MinKNOW control software. The flow cell was topped up with newly made 

sequencing mix (as described above) after 6 h and the protocol was stopped after 12 h of non-stop 

sequencing.  

 3.2.2. BASE CALLING AND LOCUS SEQUENCE EXTRACTION 

To process the fast5 files generated by the MinION sequencer, a custom open source python script 

had to be developed. These fast5 files contain reads that originate from the randomly ligated STR 

amplicons. The reads need to be split into subreads representing individual STR amplicons, which 

must then be allocated to the correct individual loci. The analysis consisted of the following steps: (1) 

Sequences and associated sequencing quality scores were extracted from the fast5 files and were 

written into a fastq file. (2) Using the primer sequences (Supplementary Table 3.2) the subreads 

within each read were identified and allocated to a specific locus if at least a unique 6 bp primer 

sequence fragment of the forward and reverse primers was recognized. These 6 bp fragments were 

considered unique, when they only occurred once in a specific primer, and were not present in any 

other primer or reference allele sequence. Additionally, the subreads were filtered for a minimum 

length (50bp) in order to retain only full-length amplicon sequences and exclude short artifacts. (3) 

The filtered subreads were merged into a single fasta file and the assigned locus was added to each 

subread’s description line. All downstream data analysis approaches are based on these subreads. 

Detailed documentation including the python script is available on the Nanopore Forensic 

(NanoFore) Github repository (https://github.com/SenneC1/NanoFore). 

 

https://github.com/SenneC1/NanoFore
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 3.2.3. SEQUENCE-BASED PROFILING 

In the sequence-based profiling approach, the subreads were aligned against an allele database using 

the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA-MEM) algorithm (version 0.7.15) and the -x ont2d option, saving 

the subsequent results in a SAM file [234]. The allele database was constructed using information from 

the Short Tandem Repeat DNA Internet Database (STRbase) [235] of the NIST Standard Reference 

Database. The BWA -x ont2d option was specifically designed for mapping of nanopore reads, 

allowing a higher indel rate. To ensure only uniquely mapped subreads were used in downstream 

analysis, all alignments with a mapping score of 0 (not mapped uniquely) or a ‘flag’ of 4 (not mapped) 

were filtered from the SAM file. For each allele in the allele sequence database, the corresponding 

mapped subreads were counted. The relative frequencies per locus were calculated and plotted to 

create a CE-like profile. The amelogenin locus, a gender identification marker, is unlike the other loci 

investigated in this multiplex no STR locus. The amelogenin X and Y loci differ by seven SNVs and a six 

bp indel. In order to assess whether these SNVs and the indel could be detected reliably, 10 random 

subreads, which uniquely mapped against the AmelX sequence were forced to map against the 

AmelY sequence. The mapping result was visualized using IGV viewer [236]. 

 3.2.4. LENGTH-BASED PROFILING 

In the second data-analysis approach, the length-based approach, a CE-like length-based profile was 

generated. The fasta output was used to calculate the length of each subread. For each locus, a 

histogram of the subread sequence length was generated using python’s matplotlib module [237]. In 

each of the length-based histograms, the two maxima were identified. In case the second maximum 

was less than 20 % of the main peak, it was not taken into consideration. No more than two maxima 

were allowed as the sample is known to be from a single contributor. For each of the detected 

maxima, a Gaussian curve was fitted. In case two peaks were detected, two overlapping Gaussian 

curves were fitted. A documentation of the procedure including the used python script can be found 

on the NanoFore Github repository (https://github.com/SenneC1/NanoFore). For each Gaussian 

fitting, the amplitude and standard deviation (SD) were calculated.  

 3.2.5. EVIDENTIAL VALUE OF THE PROFILE  

To assess the evidential value of the generated STR profiles, an RMNE value was calculated using the 

methods described by Van Nieuwerburgh et al. [238], Van Neste et al. [239] and Willems et al. [240]. In the 

length-based profile, the detected peaks span several possible alleles. The true alleles and the 

zygosity cannot be exactly deduced from the profile, but results show that the true alleles lie within 

one standard deviation of the peak average. Without prior knowledge, it is impossible to know how 

many persons contributed to the profile. For the RMNE calculation, the alleles within the range of the 

https://github.com/SenneC1/NanoFore
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peak average ± 1 standard deviation (SD), are considered as observed. The RMNE value is calculated 

as if the profile is a mixed profile with these observed alleles. The allele frequencies used in the 

calculation were the European allele frequencies obtained from the popSTR Europe database 

(spsmart.cesga.es/popstr.php). Allele frequencies of zero were assigned a value of 0.001 to avoid 

that the presence of these rare alleles in a profile would infer too much evidential value. A similar 

analysis was performed for the sequence-based profile: For each locus, the allele associated with the 

maximum number of mapped subreads as well as the alleles with a number of mapped subreads 

higher than 50% of the maximum, are considered as observed. Because not all true alleles are 

correctly detected, the RMNE value is calculated allowing for a number of drop-outs. 

3.3. RESULTS 

       3.3.1. NANOPORE LIBRARY PREPARATION 

The ligation protocol produced DNA fragments with a median length of around 2000 bp (Fig. 3.1 A). 

The actual nanopore library preparation yielded 440 ng of library, which is in accordance with ONT 

documentation. The sequencing proceeded for 12 h and produced 61003 sequence reads. Of these, 

22712 reads were categorized as high quality two-directional (2D) reads. Fig. 3.1 B) shows the read 

length histogram of these high quality reads. The median read length was 1187 bp. The longest 

sequence measured was 9878 bp. 

 

Figure 3.1: A) Length profile (bp) of concatenated amplicons as measured with 12K Agilent Bioanalyzer chip (log scale), 
internal marker at 35 bp and 10380 bp. B) Read length (bp) histogram of the high quality passed two-directional (2D) 
nanopore reads.   

Subreads (see Locus sequence extraction) were extracted from these high quality 2D reads yielding a 

fasta file with 16729 subreads that are allocated to their respective loci. Supplementary Table 3.3 

shows the subread count per locus. In general, all loci are represented in the same order of 

magnitude indicating a uniform amplification and sequencing. One locus, namely SE33, is slightly 

under-represented.  

  

http://spsmart.cesga.es/popstr.php
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 3.3.2. SEQUENCE-BASED PROFILING 

Of the 16729 subreads, 4222 could be uniquely mapped against the reference allele database. The 

relative frequency of the mapped subreads per locus is shown in Fig. 3.2. (The absolute frequencies 

are tabulated in Supplementary Table 3.4). For most loci (D3S1358, D5S818, D7S820, D13S317, 

D18S51, D21S11, FGA, D16S539, TPOX, vWA) the majority of the subreads maps with the true alleles. 

However, for other loci (D8S1179, SE33, TH01), a relatively large number of the subreads map with 

several allele sequences which are not true alleles, thereby creating noise. Some heterozygous loci 

(D3S1358, D5S818, FGA, D18S51) show a good balance between the two main observed alleles while 

others (TPOX, D21S11) are skewed. To call alleles as observed and generate an STR profile, the 

following rule was implemented: for each locus, the allele associated with the maximum number of 

mapped reads is considered as observed. Furthermore, additional alleles are considered as observed 

if the number of mapped reads is higher than 50% of the maximum. All alleles considered as 

observed based on this rule are indicated in red or green in Fig. 3.2. Green indicates a correctly 

observed allele, red an incorrectly observed allele, a drop-in. When the t allele is not identified it is a 

drop-out and is indicated in orange. Seven loci (D13S317, D3S1358, DS5818, D7S820, D16S539, FGA, 

vWA) were correctly genotyped, three loci had a drop-out (D21S11, TH01 and TPOX), one locus had a 

drop-in (D18S51), one locus had a wrongly called allele (D8S1179; counting for 1 drop-out and 1 

drop-in) and for one locus two wrong alleles were called (SE33; counting for 2 drop-outs and 2 drop-

ins). The resulting profile is shown in Supplementary Table 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.2: Relative frequency of uniquely mapped subreads per locus. Correctly observed alleles are indicated in green. 
Red bars indicated a drop-in, while an orange color signifies a drop-out. 
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Besides the 13 STR loci, the amelogenin locus was also included in the sequencing study. The two 

possible amelogenin alleles (AmelX and AmelY), which differ from each other in seven single 

nucleotide variants (SNVs) and a six bp indel, could be observed. Using the BWA-MEM -x ont2d 

algorithm, 325 subreads mapped uniquely with the AmelX reference, whereas 373 subreads uniquely 

mapped the AmelY reference. This is close to the theoretically expected 1:1 ratio, for a male sample. 

Of the 779 subreads, 81 could not be matched uniquely to one of both reference sequences. The 

differences between the AmelY reference and the AmelX mapped subreads were visualized in Fig. 

3.3. Here, 10 subreads, which uniquely mapped to the AmelX allele, were forced to map to the AmelY 

reference, thereby highlighting the mismatches. The most obvious difference is the large deletion 

situated between the 40 and 60 bp mark on Fig. 3.3. This deletion corresponds in both length and 

position to the known six bp indel. Moreover, seven positions show a high number of mismatch 

nucleotides. Again, this is in concordance with the position and the sequence of the seven SNVs that 

are known to be different between amelogenin X and Y alleles.  

 
Figure 3.3: Amelogenin X subreads (above) mapped against the Amelogenin Y reference (below). Black boxes indicate the 
seven known single nucleotide variants between AmelX and AmelY. Mismatching nucleotides are indicated separately with 
their respective letter. 

 3.3.3. LENGTH-BASED PROFILING  

The subread length histograms of all analyzed loci are shown in Supplementary Table 3.5. In an 

attempt to obtain the correct allele determination for individual STR loci using sequence length data, 

Gaussian curves were fitted to these length distributions. The results of these Gaussian fittings are 

shown in Fig. 3.4. Of all heterozygous loci, only the TH01 locus was fitted with two overlapping 

Gaussian curves. The subread length corresponding to the mean ± 1 SD of the fitted Gaussian, and 

the corresponding range of observed alleles is shown in Supplementary Table. 3.5. The mean of the 

Gaussian function is a good predictor for the allele length of the homozygous loci. The true repeat 

length of D13S317 (11:11) and D7S820 (11:11) corresponds perfectly with the repeat length 

calculated using the mean of the Gaussian curve. For the homozygous loci D16S539 (11:11) and vWA 

(17:17), the calculated repeat length only differs one nucleotide (10.3) and three nucleotides (17.3) 

respectively. All true alleles of the different heterozygous loci are included within the mean ± 1 SD of 

the Gaussian function. The only exception is allele 26.2 of locus SE33 that is one bp outside of this 

range. The resulting profile is shown in Supplementary Table 3.1. 
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Figure 3.4: Gaussian fittings of the sequence length histograms of each locus (red). The length of the true alleles is indicated 
in green. Loci having two alleles in this test case will hence have two vertical green lines in the corresponding histogram 
plots All alleles with a length within ± 1SD are of the Gaussian maximum are considered observed and used in the 
subsequent RMNE calculation. All plots are scaled equally.  

       3.3.4. EVIDENTIAL VALUE OF THE PROFILE 

All observed alleles, from both the sequence -and length-based profiling methods are shown in 

Supplementary Fig. 3.1. Compared to the true profile, the observed sequence based profile has 4 

drop-ins and 6 drop-outs. The resulting RMNE value, allowing for 6 drop-outs is 5.32E-7 or 1 in 

1880124. The RMNE value of the length-based profile was calculated including all alleles within the 

mean ± 1 SD of the Gaussian function (see Methods section) and was 0.00026 or 1 in 3846. 

3.4. DISCUSSION  

The yield obtained after 12 consecutive hours of Nanopore sequencing is in line with those reported 

by other ONT community members, taking into account that only 184 pores were available for 

sequencing. The ligation-mediated concatenation of small STR amplicons into longer strands 

circumvents the minimum length requirement set by the base calling software. At the time of our 

study, the base calling software required at least 150 template and 150 complement events in order 

to perform a 2D workflow and generate a 2D read. Without concatenation, a substantial portion of 

the STR amplicons would not have been analyzed. The base calling software is constantly updated 

and improved: In the meanwhile, the minimum DNA fragment length needed to produce a read has 

decreased to 100 bp. Still, the concatenation approach is useful, as it ensures the possibility to 

analyze even shorter miniSTR and SNP amplicons.  

In a first attempt to extract a forensic profile from the sequencing data, the open source MyFLq 

application was used [229,231] (data not shown). This program counts and stacks reads that have an 
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identical sequence or identical length. The software did not provide satisfactory results, most likely 

because it was designed for low error rate sequences, such as Illumina reads. To improve upon these 

exploratory results, both a sequence- and a length-based approach were developed to extract useful 

forensic results from the nanopore data.  

 3.4.1. SEQUENCE-BASED PROFILING 

The sequence-based profiling approach relies on the unique alignment of the sequencing reads 

against an allele database. However, a high percentage of subreads (63.1%-97.3%) maps with an 

equal score to more than one allele present in the database. Fortunately, these ambiguously mapped 

subreads can be filtered. The majority of the remaining uniquely mapped subreads align with the 

true alleles. Nevertheless, a substantial part of subreads aligns with an incorrect allele. These 

incorrect mappings can be attributed by two factors: 1) The high amount of sequencing errors 

produced by the MinION sequencer which results in a more challenging alignment. 2) The reference 

database consists of alleles from the same locus, which display a high level of similarity between 

them. Hence, the existing sequencing errors can easily result in identical mapping scores. This 

problem is further exacerbated with larger reference databases. The SE33 locus, which showcases 

the largest database, has two incorrectly assigned alleles. The large database allows subreads to map 

with several alleles creating noise in the forensic profile, leading to drop-ins and drop-outs when 

alleles are being called without prior knowledge. Homozygous loci, like D7S820, D13S317, D16S539 

and vWA, are less prone to this issue and show no drop-ins or drop-outs in our dataset. A reason for 

the better signal-to-noise ratio of homozygous alleles can be found in the fact only one allele has to 

be detected. The correctly mapped reads at a homozygous allele will give twice the signal compared 

to the reads mapped at the two alleles form a heterozygous sample. Hence, homozygous samples 

will more easily rise above the noise allowing better detection.  

To study sequencing errors, which can be both random and systematic, consensus sequences were 

generated using the reads that mapped uniquely at the true alleles (data not shown). With enough 

coverage, random errors are corrected in a consensus sequence, but systematic errors are not. A 

frequently observed systematic error found in our data, was a partial deletion in homopolymeric 

stretches. Several other members of the ONT community have also reported such bias. The 

extraction of single-base identities inside homopolymeric regions based on the ionic current state 

proves to be challenging for the base calling algorithm, as the individual bases are hard to discern. 

Sequencing of such homopolymers has also proven to be difficult for other sequencing technologies 

(e.g. 454 pyrosequencing and Ion Torrent) [76,80,84]. A possibility to circumvent this STR related 

homopolymeric sequencing bias, while still generating forensically viable profiles, would be to 

sequence SNPs (Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms). SNPs based human identification, in contrast to 
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STRs, relies on the detection of only one alternative nucleotide, which should make them less prone 

to the homopolymeric sequencing bias. To evaluate the possibility to detect SNPs, the AmelX 

subreads were forced to align with the AmelY reference. Besides the obvious six bp deletion, the 

seven SNVs, which are known to be different between the AmelX and AmelY locus, can be identified. 

This illustrates the capability of the MinION to identify SNVs and SNPs. Although SNVs/SNPs are not 

yet routinely used in forensics, interest in forensic use of SNVs has increased over the past several 

years [31,241,242]. 

 3.4.2. LENGTH-BASED PROFILING  

The second approach tested in this paper is based on the length of the generated subreads, which is 

an approach very similar to the traditional CE profile generation. The rationale behind this concept is 

that although sequencing errors might occur, the sequence length might still be correct. A length 

histogram of the generated sequences was created for each locus. Because of the wide length 

distribution of the generated subreads, a large number of alleles is included under each histogram. In 

some cases, the entire range of the frequently observed alleles is covered by the histogram. To 

determine the mean length and the related SD, a Gaussian curve fitting was performed on these 

histograms. The only locus where the data allowed a dual fitting was the TH01 locus, although 

multiple loci were heterozygous. It is clear that the MinION sequencer is prone to generate a high 

amount of indel errors, which results in a wide length distribution of the subsequent subreads. 

 3.4.3. EVIDENTIAL VALUE OF THE PROFILE  

Although the obtained profiles cannot be used in current practice, as they are subpar to the current 

CE and Illumina sequencing profiles, the RMNE value was calculated. These RMNE values allow us to 

describe the evidential value of the obtained profiles as such. The RMNE approach calculates the 

evidential value of a profile without reference to a suspect’s profile or a defense hypothesis. The 

number of contributors does not need to be estimated. It also allows accounting for drop-outs 

without the need to estimate the probability that drop-outs have occurred in the profile. As this is no 

validation study, no knowledge exists that could enable us to estimate the drop-out and drop-in 

probability. Both the sequence- and the length-based profile have some evidential value, albeit 

limited. The sequence-based profile contains seven correctly called loci, but also 6 drop-outs and 4 

drop-ins, resulting in an RMNE value of 5.32E-07. The evidential value of the length-based profile is 

much worse (2.6E-4) because the observed lengths encompass too many alleles. The same sample, 

analyzed with CE, results in a completely correct profile with an RMNE value that is 10E+07 and 

10E+10 times smaller compared to the sequence- and length-based profile respectively.  
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3.5. CONCLUSION  

In this proof-of-principle study the applicability of ONT’s MinION nanopore sequencers for forensic 

STR profiling was explored. Two approaches were investigated, one based on the sequence length to 

generate a CE-like profile and the other based on the actual sequence. Both approaches failed to 

produce a conclusive forensic profile due to a high amount of sequencing errors. Despite this high 

sequencing error rate, we were able to extract partial forensic STR profiles with some evidential 

value from the nanopore data. The technique is however still subpar compared with other 

sequencing techniques and capillary electrophoresis to produce STR profiles. The potential of 

nanopore sequencing to generate forensic SNP profiles was confirmed as the seven known SNVs that 

distinguish the X and Y amelogenin from each other could be readily detected.    
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3.6. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 

  

Supplementary Figure 3.1: Histograms of the sequence length (bp) of the extracted subreads for each locus. The length of 
the true alleles is indicated in green. Loci having two alleles in this test case will hence have two vertical green lines in the 
corresponding histogram plots. All plots are scaled equally. 

 

Reference profiling 
CE-based

Sequence-based 
profiling

Length-based 
profiling

Amelogenin X : Y X : Y X : Y 

D13S317 11 : 11 11 : 11 10 – 12 

D16S539 11 : 11 11 : 11 9 – 13 

D18S51 15 : 18 15 : 18 : 20 13 - 19 

D21S11 29 : 30 30 : 30 29 – 32 

D3S1358 15 : 17 15 : 17 15 - 18 

D5S818 11 : 13 11 : 13 11 - 14 

D7S820 11 : 11 11 : 11 10 - 12 

D8S1179 12 : 13 12 : 14 11 - 15 

FGA 24 : 26 24 : 26 23 - 28 

SE33 23.2 : 26.2 24.2 : 25.2  20 - 26 

TH01 6 : 9.3 6 : 6 6 : 7 : 9-12 

TPOX 8 : 9 8 : 8 8 : 12 

vWA 17 : 17 17 : 17   16 : 19 

Supplementary Table 3.1: STR profile of the 9948A sample expressed in number of repeats determined by capillary 
electrophoresis, nanopore sequencing in combination with the sequence-based profiling approach and nanopore 
sequencing in combination with the length-based profiling approach.  
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(Two observed alleles are denoted by “:” , while a range of observed alleles is denoted as “-“) 

 Forward primer Reverse Primer 

Amelogenin CCCTGGGCTCTGTAAAGAA ATCAGAGCTTAAACTGGGAAGCTG 

D13S317 ATTACAGAAGTCTGGGATGTGGAGGA GGCAGCCCAAAAAGACAGA 

D16S539 GGGGGTCTAAGAGCTTGTAAAAAG GTTTGTGTGTGCATCTGTAAGCATGTATC 

D18S51 TTCTTGAGCCCAGAAGGTTA ATTCTACCAGCAACAACACAAATAAAC 

D21S11 ATATGTGAGTCAATTCCCCAAG TGTATTAGTCAATGTTCTCCAGAGAC 

D3S1358 ACTGCAGTCCAATCTGGGT ATGAAATCAACAGAGGCTTGC 

D5S818 GGTGATTTTCCTCTTTGGTATCC AGCCACAGTTTACAACATTTGTATCT 

D7S820 ATGTTGGTCAGGCTGACTATG GATTCCACATTTATCCTCATTGAC 

D8S1179 ATTGCAACTTATATGTATTTTTGTATTTCATG ACCAAATTGTGTTCATGAGTATAGTTTC 

FGA GGCTGCAGGGCATAACATTA ATTCTATGACTTTGCGCTTCAGGA 

SE33 ACATCTCCCCTACCGCTATA AATCTGGGCGACAAGAGTGA 

TH01 GTGATTCCCATTGGCCTGTTC ATTCCTGTGGGCTGAAAAGCTC 

TPOX GCACAGAACAGGCACTTAGG CGCTCAAACGTGAGGTTG 

vWA GCCCTAGTGGATGATAAGAATAATCAGTATGTG GGACAGATGATAAATACATAGGATGGATGG 

Supplementary Table 3.2: Forward and reverse primer sequences of the STR multiplex used to amplify the 9948A sample 

 

 Number of extracted subreads 

Amelogenin 779 

D13S317 1355 

D16S539 800 

D18S51 907 

D21S11 1026 

D3S1358 891 

D5S818 1804 

D7S820 1407 

D8S1179 1389 

FGA 1085 

SE33 315 

TH01 1900 

TPOX 1211 

vWA 1860 

Supplementary Table 3.3: Number of extracted subreads per locus excised from the raw reads using a custom python script 
and the primer sequences. 
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Locus name Allele Subread count 

Amelogenin X 325 

Y 375 
 

Locus name Allele Subread count 

D7S820 

 

7 1 

8 1 

9 3 

10 0 

11 309 

12 48 

13 3 

14 1 
 

 

Locus name Allele Subread count 

D13S317 

 

8 3 

9 5 

10 33 

11 107 

12 26 

13 5 

14 0 

15 0 

16 0 
 

Locus name Allele Subread count 

D8S1179 

 

8 0 

9 0 

10 5 

12 71 

13 13 

14 37 

14 37 

15 0 

16 0 

17 1 

18 6 

 

 

Locus name Allele Subread count 

D16S539 

 

9 2 

10 0 

11 161 

12 31 

13 0 

14 0 

15   0 
 

Locus name Allele Subread count 

FGA 

 

18 3 

19 0 

20 0 

21 1 

22 3 

23 2 

24 9 

25 4 

26 7 

27 0 

28 0 
 

 

Locus name Allele Subread count 

D18S51 

 

12 1 

13 4 

14 4 

15 10 

16 5 

17 4 

18 9 

19 1 

20 6 
 

Locus name Allele Subread count 

SE33 

 

15 0 

16 0 

18 0 

19 0 

20 0 

21 4 

21.2 4 

22.2 0 

23.2 1 

24.2 13 

25.2 8 

26.2 2 

27.2 3 

28.2 0 

29.2 0 

30.2 3 

31.2 0 
 

Locus name Allele Subread count 

D21S11 

 

27 3 

28 18 

29 67 

30 276 

31 10 

31.2 10 

32 1 

32.2 0 

33.2 2 
 

Locus name Allele Subread count 

TH01 

 

5 21 

6 160 

7 23 

8 5 

9 14 

9.3 5 

10 30 

11 0 
 

 

Locus name Allele Subread count 

D3S1358 

 

13 5 

14 13 

15 53 

16 25 

17 86 

18 13 

19 12 
 

Locus name Allele Subread count 

TPOX 

 

6 0 

7 11 

8 156 

9 68 

10 14 

11 2 

12 0 

13 2 
 

 

Locus name Allele Subread count 

D5S818 

 

9 12 

10 20 

11 99 

12 10 

13 132 

14 22 

15 0 

16 0 

17 3 

18 0 
 

 

Locus name Allele Subread count 

vWA 

 

15 14 

16 49 

17 253 

18 64 

19 7 

20 12 

Supplementary Table 3.4: Absolute frequencies of subreads uniquely mapped to the alleles of the database per locus.  
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  Observed 
Gaussian 

mean (bp) 

Standard 
deviation 

(bp) 

Allele 
corresponding 

to the observed 
Gaussian mean 

Standard 
deviation 
(Alleles) 

Observed range of 
alleles (Mean ± 1 SD) 

Amelogenin 110 6.12 /  / X - Y 

D13S317 192 7.76 11.0 1.94 9.06 - 12.94 

D16S539 286 9.58 10.75 2.39 8.36 - 13.14 

D18S51 322 13.10 16.0 3.28 12.72 - 19.28 

D21S11 230 7.60 30.5 1.90 28.6 - 32.4 

D3S1358 133 7.05 16.5 1.71 14.79 - 18.21 

D5S818 140 7.50 12.25 1.87 10.38 - 14.12 

D7S820  235 7.13 11.0 1.78 9.22 - 12.78 

D8S1179 227 10.34 13.0 2.58 10.42 - 15.58 

FGA 360 11.84 25.5 2.96 22.54 - 28.46 

SE33 276 14.23 22.75 3.56 19.19 - 26.31 

TH01 166 4.90 6.5 1.23 5.27  - 7.73 

TH01 183 7.38 10.75 1.85 8.9 - 12.6 

TPOX 276 9.43 10.25 2.36 7.89 - 12.61 

vWA 154 7.68 17.75 1.92 15.83 -  19.67 

Supplementary Table 3.5: The length corresponding to the mean of the fitted Gaussian curve and the resultant standard 
deviation are shown in the first two columns. Columns 3 and 4 display the corresponding alleles. Column 5 shows the range 
of observed alleles. 
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ABSTRACT 

One of the latest developments in next generation sequencing is the Oxford Nanopore Technologies’ 

(ONT) MinION nanopore sequencer. We studied the applicability of this system to perform forensic 

genotyping of the forensic female DNA standard 9947A using the 52 SNP-plex assay developed by the 

SNPforID consortium. All but one of the loci was correctly genotyped. Several SNP loci were 

identified as problematic for correct and robust genotyping using nanopore sequencing. All these loci 

contained homopolymers in the sequence flanking the forensic SNP and most of them were already 

reported as problematic in studies using other sequencing technologies. When these problematic loci 

are avoided, correct forensic genotyping using nanopore sequencing is technically feasible. 

 

KEYWORDS: Forensic, SNP, Next Generation Sequencing, Oxford Nanopore Technologies, MinION™  
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4.1. INTRODUCTION 

Short tandem repeats (STRs) have been the gold standard in forensic DNA casework for many years. 

However, single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) typing holds some advantages over STR analysis in 

forensics and paternity testing [31–33]. The ability to design an assay based on very small amplicons 

allows for improved detection in highly degraded samples [243]. Moreover, the SNP mutation rate is 

significantly lower, which is an advantage in kinship analysis [31]. However, as most SNPs are bi-allelic, 

their discrimination power is significantly reduced [33]. In order to obtain forensic power comparable 

to conventional STR based assays, a higher number of SNP loci is required [244]. The SNPforID 

consortium developed a 52-SNP multiplex which matches the discrimination power of routinely used 

10-15 STR multiplexes [32]. This SNP multiplex was initially designed to be analyzed via Single Base 

Extension (SBE) combined with capillary electrophoresis (CE) [245]. Although proficient, some issues 

inherent to this technique hampered its global implementation and led to the development of 

several other detection methods, such as mass spectrometry, microarray hybridization, 

oligonucleotide ligation assays and pyrosequencing [246]. The use of massive parallel sequencing 

(MPS) can be an attractive alternative to the PCR-SBE-CE workflow. MPS technologies allow high 

throughput sequencing of a large pool of amplicons in a single experiment enabling variant 

polymorphism detection with single base pair resolution. Recently, Oxford Nanopore developed a 

pocketsize MPS device called MinION. This low cost, highly portable sequencer uses nanoscopic 

pores through which DNA strands are translocated. The ionic current associated with this process is 

measured and used to identify the nucleotides passing through the pore. The quasi real time strand 

sequencing allows for an on-the-fly base calling and a ‘run until’ analysis, i.e. running the device until 

a required amount of data has been produced. In this proof-of-principle study the potential of the 

MinION sequencer to generate data allowing the deduction of a 52 SNP profile was investigated. 

Verification was done by comparison to the profile obtained via Illumina sequencing. Based on our 

results, a first assessment of the performance of the MinION sequencer to analyze a forensic SNP 

multiplex, as well as identifying criteria for selecting MinION compatible SNP markers was made.  

4.2. MATERIALS & METHODS 

 4.2.1. PCR AMPLIFICATION 

The results presented in this paper were obtained using sample 9947A, a female single contributor 

control DNA sample (Promega, Madison, US). The 52 SNP containing regions were individually 

amplified via PCR using a protocol based on the forensic SNP multiplex developed by the SNPforID 

consortium [32]. The primers were used according to the designer’s specifications (primer sequences 

available in Supplementary Table 2). PCR was performed in 25 µl containing 2.5 ng template DNA, 1 X 
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PCR buffer (Qiagen, Germany), 3 mM MgCl2, 800 µM dNTPs (Thermo Fisher, USA), 2 U HotStar Taq 

polymerase (Qiagen, Germany) and 0.5 µM of both forward and reverse primer. The temperature 

profile consisted of an initial denaturation at 95°C for 15 min, followed by 35 cycles including 

denaturation at 95°C for 30 s, primer annealing at 60°C for 30 s, extension at 72°C for 30 s and a final 

elongation step of 10 min at 72°C. The Agilent High-Sensitivity DNA kit (Bioanalyzer, Agilent 

Technologies, USA) was used to assess the quality of the generated PCR products. 

 4.2.2. NANOPORE SEQUENCING 

ONT’s Metrichor base calling software currently requires DNA fragments to have a minimum length 

of 100 bp to be processed. To comply with this restriction, the individual PCR amplicons were pooled 

and randomly concatenated via ligation to create longer DNA fragments. To accomplish this, we first 

purified the individual PCR products via gel electrophoresis in order to remove excess primers and 

enzyme (E-gel 2%, Thermo Fisher, USA). The fragments of interest were recovered by cutting out the 

59-115 base pairs (bp) region of the gel and processed using the Zymoclean Gel DNA Recovery Kit 

(Zymo Research, USA). The purified amplicons were quantified fluorimetrically using a Qubit 

fluorimeter (Life Technologies, UK) and pooled in equimolar quantities. The fragments in the mixture 

were end-polished using the NEBNext End-Repair module (New England Biolabs, USA). Random 

concatenation of the amplicons was performed using the Blunt T/A Ligase Mastermix (M0367S, New 

England Biolabs, USA). The ligation reaction proceeded for 45 min and the DNA was subsequently 

recovered using 1.8 volumes of AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter, UK). The quality of the ligation 

products was assessed using the Agilent High-Sensitivity DNA chip (Agilent Technologies, USA). 

Oxford Nanopore sequencing requires the attachment of the ONT specific leader and hairpin (HP) 

adaptor to the sample. End-repair was performed on 1.034 µg of the concatenated amplicons using 

the Ultra II End-Repair/dA-Tailing module (New England Biolabs, USA) according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. The resulting A-tailed DNA was cleaned-up using 1.8 volumes of AMPure 

XP beads (Beckman Coulter, UK) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Then, 8 μl nuclease 

free water, 10 µl Adaptor Mix and 2 µl HP adaptor were added to the eluate, followed by 50 µl of 

Blunt/TA ligase master mix (New England Biolabs, USA). Between each sequential addition the library 

was mixed by inversion. The reaction was incubated at room temperature for 10 min after which 1 µl 

of HP tether was added. The reaction was left to proceed for another 10 min at room temperature. 

This adaptor-ligated, tether-bound library was purified using 500 ng of MyOne C1 Dynabeads 

(Thermo Fisher, USA) and recovered in 25 µl elution buffer. Finally, the library was quantified 

fluorimetrically using a Qubit fluorimeter (Life Technologies, UK). This so called pre-sequencing mix 

had a final DNA concentration of 6.84 ng/µl. The sequencing mix was prepared by adding 37.5 µl of 

running buffer and 37.5 µl of library loading buffer to 12 µl of pre-sequencing mix. This library was 
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loaded in dropwise fashion via the Spot-ON port on an R9.4 Spot-ON flow cell. Sequencing (protocol 

48-hour FLO-MIN106_SQK-LSK208) was stopped after a 24 h non-stop run. The flow cell was topped 

up twice (after 6 h and 12 h) with freshly made sequencing mix. 

 4.2.3. DATA-ANALYSIS 

The raw data generated by the MinION device was processed by ONT’s cloud based Metrichor 

service, which performs base calling using a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). The sequencing data 

of the concatenated amplicons were retrieved as a set of fast5 files. The individual amplicon 

sequences were excised from the reads using a custom python script consisting of the following 

steps: (1) Sequences and their quality scores were extracted from the fast5 files and written into a 

fastq file. (2) Using Python’s regular expression module (regex, a functionality to construct search 

patterns) and the PCR primer sequences (Supplementary Table 2), individual SNP amplicon 

sequences within each sequencing read were identified and collected as subreads. To take into 

account nanopore sequencing errors, the regular expressions allowed up to 3 mismatches in each 

primer region. (3) Finally, subreads with a length between 50 and 150 nucleotides were collected. 

Detailed documentation including the python script is available on the SNPore Github repository 

(https://github.com/SenneC1/SNPore). All subreads were aligned against the reference sequences of 

the 52 SNP loci (consisting of the SNP and 25 nucleotides of flanking region on either side) using the 

BWA (version 0.7.15) software (Burrow-Wheelers Aligner) [234] and default settings. The alignment 

data was used to generate a table of all nucleotide variations at all positions by the SAMtools 

(version 1.3.1) [247] and BCFtools (version 1.3.1) [248] software, allowing detection and quantification of 

the SNP alleles. Documentation and scripts can be found at the SNP detection notebook on the 

SNPore GitHub repository (https://github.com/SenneC1/SNPore).  A heterozygous SNP should ideally 

result in a 50:50 ratio of reads from each allele. A homozygous SNP should result in a 100:0 ratio. 

However, using sequencing techniques in general, these ratios are rarely obtained because sequence 

errors get introduced due to PCR amplification of the STR amplicons, the physics of the sequencing 

technique, the base caller algorithm and the read mapping algorithm. A more lenient threshold 

needs to be used to call homo- and heterozygous SNPs. A homozygous call was made when at least 

75% of the reads corresponded to one of the possible alleles. This homozygosity threshold, which is 

in essence arbitrarily chosen, is in line with thresholds used to analyze Illumina reads and is the same 

threshold that is used in the proprietary Illumina CASAVA SNP calling pipeline. Finally, a visual 

inspection of the alignments was done using IGV [236] in an attempt to trace erroneous mapping. 

 

 

 

https://github.com/SenneC1/SNPore
https://github.com/SenneC1/SNPore
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 4.2.4. REFERENCE PROFILE  

A reference profile of the SNPforID loci for the 9947A sample was created by Illumina sequencing. 

The 9947A reference sample was amplified in a single multiplex according to Sanchez et al. [32]. A 

library of this amplified sample was created using NEBNext® Ultra DNA Library Prep (New England 

Biolabs, USA), according to the manufacturer’s protocol: The Illumina TruSeq DNA Sample 

Preparation Kit (Illumina, USA) was used to add adapter sequences to the ends of the DNA 

fragments, followed by a MinElute PCR Purification (Qiagen, Germany) procedure to remove excess 

buffer and enzyme. Size selection was performed with the E-Gel iBase Power system using an E-gel 

2% and a 1 kb Plus DNA ladder (Thermo Fisher, USA). Fragments with a size of approximately 180-300 

bp (amplicon + adapters) were cut from the gel and purified using the Zymoclean gel DNA recovery 

kit (Zymo Research, USA). The recovered DNA fragments were then subjected to an Agilent High-

Sensitivity DNA chip analysis (Agilent Technologies, USA) to ensure that the adaptor ligation was 

successful. The exact amount of sequence-able library fragments was determined by performing a 

qPCR using the Sequencing Library qPCR Quantification kit (Illumina, USA). Finally, single-end index 

75 bp sequencing was performed on a high output flow cell on a NextSeq 500 (Illumina, USA). The 

resulting sequencing reads were aligned against the reference sequences of the 52 SNP loci 

(consisting of the SNP and 25 nucleotides of flanking region on either side) using the BWA software 

(version 0.7.15). Variant calling and determination of the SNP alleles was done as described for the 

nanopore sequencing. 

4.3. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

The SNP amplicon ligation protocol produced DNA fragments with a median length of around 1000 - 

2000 bp (Fig. 4.1 A), thereby clearly overcoming the minimum length requirement (100bp) set by the 

Metrichor base calling software. Without this concatenation step, only 12 of the 52 loci amplicons 

would meet the minimum length requirements. The 24 h sequencing run generated a total of 776816 

reads, of which 367920 were categorized by Metrichor as high quality two-directional (2D) reads. 

Two-directional reads are based on the sequencing of the template and the complement strand of a 

double stranded DNA fragment and are thus more accurate because the reads are generated using 

the combined nanopore signal from the template strand and the complement strand. The 2D reads 

had a mean read length of 625 bp and the longest read measured 13380 bp (Fig. 4.1 B). 
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Figure 4.1: A) Length profile (bp) of concatenated amplicons as measured with an Agilent High-Sensitivity DNA chip; internal 
marker at 35 bp and 10380 bp.  B) Read length (bp) histogram of the high quality two-directional (2D) nanopore reads. 

SNP amplicon subreads (see Data analysis for an explanation on subreads) were extracted from the 

high quality 2D reads, resulting in 1542739 sequences. Fig. 4.2 displays the number of subreads per 

SNP locus (grey) as well as the number of subreads that uniquely mapped to the SNP reference 

sequences (black). The average number of subreads per SNP locus that could be extracted from the 

sequenced fragments was 29888 (SD = 12718), with a respective maximum and minimum of 75310 

and 11592 extracted subreads. Considering the fact that the amplicons were pooled in equimolar 

quantity before random ligation and library preparation, the representation bias is considerable. 

With an average depth after mapping of the subreads of 17933 (SD = 8452), all loci have a depth that 

should be adequate for SNP calling. The average mapping rate of the subreads against their 

respective reference sequences was 60%. For some loci, the mapping rate was particularly low. Locus 

rs1029047 has the lowest mapping rate with only 12% of the rs1029047 subreads mapping to this 

locus. The discrepancy between the amount of extracted and the amount of mapped subreads is 

caused by the difference in methodology: Extraction of the subreads from the sequencing reads is 

done using only the primer sequences, whereas the mapping procedure attempts to align an inner 

subread region to the 51 nucleotide long SNP reference sequence and excludes subreads with a high 

number of mismatches. In the rs1029047 locus, a long homopolymer stretch of 10 consecutive 

adenine (A) bases results in nanopore sequences with a high number of errors in the length of the 

homopolymer stretch. This causes too many mismatches in the mapping step and thus yields a low 

number of mapped reads. Issues with sequencing homopolymeric stretches have been reported by 

several groups in the Nanopore community [249]: The MinKNOW software performs a non-linear 

filtering on the raw data, to provide a secondary data stream of events which all subsequent analyses 

(e.g. base calling) are based upon. The event extraction is complicated by the stochastic behavior of 

the DNA molecule, the nanopore complex and the translocation enzyme. This enzyme tends to 

randomly ratchet the DNA too slowly or quickly through the pore resulting in variable dwell times, 

thereby omitting event detection and resulting in a deletion in the final base called sequence [250]. 

This process is further complicated when analyzing long homopolymeric stretches, which show no 
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distinct current changes (events) for an extended period while moving through the pore. 

Analogously, the rs1029047 locus has also proven difficult to sequence with Ion Torrent sequencing 

[245,251,252], a sequencing technology that is also error-prone when sequencing homopolymers.  

 

Figure 4.2: Number of extracted subreads per SNP locus (grey) and number of mapped subreads against the SNP reference 
sequence per SNP locus (black). 

The relative frequency of mapped subreads per SNP locus containing either of the two possible 

alleles (black/grey) is shown in Fig. 4.3. The proportion of mapped subreads not uniquely mapping to 

either of the two possible alleles is shown in red. The allelic homozygosity thresholds, (see Materials 

& Methods) are indicated by two horizontal dashed lines on. Based on these thresholds, 51 of the 52 

SNPs loci had a genotype corresponding to the genotype produced by Illumina sequencing. These 

SNP profiles, generated by Oxford Nanopore and Illumina sequencing can be found in Supplementary 

Table 4.1.The incorrectly called rs1031825 locus resulted from allelic imbalance. The locus was 

classified as a heterozygous while the Illumina reference profile showed a homozygous genotype. 

Although the rs1493232 locus was called correctly as homozygous, it showed a severe allelic 

imbalance with 75.7% A and 24.3% C. Both the rs1031825 and rs1493232 loci have their analyzed 

SNP located between or inside homopolymer stretches that consist of the same bases as the 

reference and alternative base at the SNP position, respectively AA[A/C]CCCC and CC[C/A]CAAAA. 

Examination of the mapped sequences by IGV (a screenshot for each of the 2 loci is available as 

Supplementary Fig. 4.1) indeed reveals that small sequencing errors, usually linked to short 

polymeric tracts of four or more bases, tend to produce false indels. Also when using other 

genotyping technologies, the rs1493232 and rs1031825 loci were reported to be problematic. 

Børsting et al. reported a substantial allelic imbalance of the rs1031825 locus using Ion Torrent 

sequencing [253], a sequencing technology which is also error-prone when sequencing homopolymers. 

Daniel et al. reported discordant genotypes for the rs1493232 locus when comparing the SBE 
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SNaPshot method, Ion Torrent and Sanger sequencing [245]. Based on these observations other loci 

were screened for the potential of SNP misinterpretation due to adjacent homopolymer regions. 

Three additional loci (rs1029047, rs733164 and rs873196) were identified as vulnerable for 

misinterpretation (a screenshot for each of the 3 loci is available as Supplementary Fig. 4.2). Two of 

which (rs1029047 and rs733164) had already been described as challenging to sequence correctly 

because of homopolymer regions by Børsting et al. [253]. 

 

Figure 4.3: Relative frequency of mapped subreads containing one of the two possible SNP alleles (grey and black). Red bars 
show the proportion of reads containing an unexpected base at the SNP position. The homozygosity thresholds, are 
indicated by dashed lines. Loci discordant with the Illumina reference are indicated with an asterisk.  

The use of a special BWA setting (-x ont2d), specifically designed for ONT datasets and allowing to 

handle a number of typical Oxford Nanopore sequencing errors, was proposed to produce better 

alignments. Although this special setting mapped more subreads and raised the average coverage 

depth per locus, the same loci remained problematic. A negative effect of this relaxed alignment 

setting was that the overall alignment quality dropped substantially, with more mismatches and 

indels being observed. This reduced alignment quality further hampered the correct SNP calling. 

Supplementary Fig. 4.3 and 4.4 are based on the analysis using BWA mapping with the –x ont2d 

setting, showing the results corresponding to Fig. 4.2 and 4.3. A more likely improvement would be 

to exclude or substitute the most problematic homopolymer containing loci in the SNP panel. This 

would result in a more robust genotyping. 

The newest version of the MinION flow cell (R9.4) yielded a number of reads that is much higher than 

needed for SNP calling in one sample. This opens the possibility to multiplex several samples in one 

run. To explore this, we downsampled the fastq files to 1/100th and redid the analysis: The same SNP 

profile was generated (available as Supplementary Fig. 4.5) as with the full dataset. The data was 

deposited in the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA) database under project accession number 

PRJEB18110 (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/data/view/PRJEB18110). 
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4.4. CONCLUSION 

This study demonstrates proof-of-concept forensic SNP genotyping using the Oxford Nanopore 

MinION sequencing platform and shows the current capabilities of the system. Current minimum 

amplicon length limitations of the technology can be circumvented by applying random amplicon 

ligation before the library preparation combined with bio-informatic retrieval of the amplicon 

sequences as subreads. All but one of the 52 loci was genotyped correctly. We identified two SNP loci 

that prove to be problematic to genotype robustly using nanopore sequencing. Both problematic loci 

contained homopolymers in the sequence flanking the forensic SNP and were already reported as 

problematic in studies using other sequencing technologies. When these loci are avoided, correct 

forensic genotyping using nanopore sequencing is technically feasible. The total sequencing 

throughput of the MinION R9.4 flow cell should allow to multiplex dozens of forensic samples on one 

flow cell. The technique is however still subpar compared with current techniques such as capillary 

electrophoresis and Illumina sequencing in terms of costs, analysis time, sequence error rate, 

representation bias and allelic imbalance. With the ongoing improvements, nanopore sequencing 

may become suitable for routine use in the future.  
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4.5. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Supplementary Table 4.1: Sample 9947A SNP profiles generated with Oxford Nanopore and Illumina sequencing.  
The discordant rs1031825 locus is indicated with an asterisk and is underlined (*). 
 
 
 

 

 Oxford Nanopore Illumina 
  rs2056277 C T C T 

  rs1413212  A G A G 

  rs2107612  G G G G 

  rs2111980  A G A G 

  rs251934 T T T T 

  rs1028528  G G G G 

  rs2831700  A A A A 

  rs901398  C T C T 

  rs722098  A A A A 

  rs2076848  A T A T 

  rs1493232  A A A A 

  rs735155  G G G G 

  rs1528460  T T T T 

  rs1005533  A G A G 

  rs733164 G G G G 

  rs1029047  A A A A 

  rs727811 C C C C 

  rs1024116  A G A G 

  rs1015250 G G G G 

  rs907100  C C C C 

  rs737681  C C C C 

  rs717302  G G G G 

  rs740910  G G G G 

  rs1979255 C C C C 

  rs719366  C T C T 

  rs2040411 G G G G 

  rs2016276  A A A A 

  rs135761 A A A A 

  rs8037429 C T C T 

  rs1335873 T T T T 

  rs876724  C C C C 

  rs354439 A T A T 

  rs1031825 * A C C C 

  rs873196 T T T T 

  rs1463729  A A A A 

  rs1886510 T T T T 

  rs763869 C T C T 

  rs2830795  A G A G 

  rs1454361 A A A A 

  rs1355366 G G G G 

  rs938283  C T C T 

  rs1490413 A A A A 

  rs964681  T T T T 

  rs826472 C C C C 

  rs729172 A C A C 

  rs1382387  T T T T 

  rs10495407  A G A G 

  rs891700  A G A G 

  rs917118 C C C C 

  rs914165 G G G G 

  rs2046361  T T T T 

  rs1360288 C T C T 
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 Forward primer sequence Reverse primer sequence 

rs1490413      GTGTGGACTGGGCTGATGT TTCTCACTAGTGTCCCTGCTCTG 
rs876724        GCAGGCTCCATTTTTATACCACT GAATATCTATGAGCAGGCAGTTAGC 
rs1357617      AGCTGATGCAGACCACTTCAC GGATAGCTGATAAGAAACATGACCA 
rs2046361      CCTATTTGTATGTATCTATTGTCTATGAACG GTCATTGTTGACACTTCACCTTCTA 
rs717302        CTTTAGAAAGGCATATCGTATTAACTGTG AACACAGAAAGAGGTTCATATGTTGG 
rs1029047     CATAACGTGGATTTGTCAGCA GGAATAAACTGAAGGCTAAAGAAAAG 
rs917118        GCCCTTTAGGGTCGGTTC GTAAGAGATGACTGAGGTCAACGAG 
rs763869        ATCAAGTGCTTTCTGTTGACATTTG GGCTACTCCCTCATAATGTAATGC 
rs1015250      AAGTGATGGAGTTAGGAAAAGAACC AAGACATTAGGTGGATTCATAGCTG 
rs735155        GGAGAAAACCGGAGAGCTG GAGTGTCACCGAATTCAACG 
rs901398        CTGGGTGCAAACTAGCTGAATATC CTGGAATGTACTAGGCAAGAAACTAA 
rs2107612     GAGCATTCTCTTCTGTTAAAATTGC TGAGTACATTATTCAACTGTTTTGGAG 
rs1886510     GTCCTTGTCAATCTTTCTACCAGAG GGATTTTCACAACAACACTTGC 
rs1454361     AGGGAAATACACCCTGAGCTG AGCTGTCCATCATCAGTAAGACAC 
rs2016276     TGCATCCCAGCCTCCACT ATTGTACCTTGCCACTTTGTGTG 
rs729172       CATTAATATGACCAAGGCTCCTCT ACATTTCCCTCTTGCGGTTAC 
rs740910       GTATAACAGTTTGCTAAGTAAGGTGAGTG AGATAGGTTCGAGTTTTGGCTTTA 
rs1493232     CTATTCTCTCTTTTGGGTGCTAGG CAAACTGTTTATTGTGAGGCCTGT 
rs719366       CACAGCATCTTTTAACTCTTTTATTATCC GTAAGGACTTATAGTGAGTAAAGGACAGG 
rs1031825     CTTATCTTTCCCACATTATGGTCCT AAGATATAATCACTGCTTTCAAGTATGC 
rs722098        GGAAGTACACATCTGTTGACAGTAATGA GGGTAAAGAAATATTCAGCACATCC 
rs733164        AGCTTTCAGCCCCAGGTC CGGCTCAGGAATGTCAGG 
rs826472       TGAATTTTGTCTCTGTTATATTAGTCACC TGTAATTGAAATTTGTAGGCAATAGAC 
rs2831700     GGCTAAACTATTGCCGGAGA TTCCCTAGAACCACAATTATCTGTC 
rs873196       GCATTCAAATCCCAAGTGCT GCAGGAGTTGGAGTCAATCAG 
rs1382387     ACGAAGGAGAAACACCTGAACT TGGAGTACTTAATAAGACGCTGCAT 
rs2111980     AGCATCTTGGCAGCATCC AGCAAGATCTTTGCCAGTGAGT 
rs2056277     CCAAACTGGGTGTTAGGGAGAC TCATTATCTCGTCATACTTCCCTGT 
rs1024116      CCATGTGTTCTAATAAAAAGGATTGC TGGGAAGTGAGCAAAAGTAAATACA 
rs727811        GTGTTTCTTTTTCTCTTACCGGAAC GTGAATGAAATCATGAGATTGCTG 
rs1413212     AACCTCCTTTGGAAACACTGAC CAACATTCCATTATCCAGGAGAC 
rs938283       CATTGAAGTCCTAACCCCTAGTACG GGATGAGGCCCACCCATA 
rs1979255     TCAGAGACTATGGATGGTATTTAGGTC CATGGAACGTTGGAACTCTTG 
rs1463729      ACTATCAGTCTCTGCCCTTATTCTG CACATGTGCATGCTTTTGG 
rs2076848     GCCTCACCACCAGAAATCAG GACATCAGAAACTCCCATGAAACT 
rs1355366     CCATGATTTTCTTGTGGTGAGA CACATGTGCTTAGGCCACAAC 
rs907100       GGAGTTCCTGATAACGATTCTGAAG ACAGAAAAGAAGCCCAGTTGGA 
rs354439       GGCTTCTCTTTCCCTTATGTATCTC CAGGTTGCGATAGAAAACAGTGAAT 
rs2040411     TCTGGAATGCCAGTTCTTTTGT CAGAACGCCTATGAAAACCAGT 
rs737681        ACATGTGAGGCCATCTCCAC CCTTACTGTGATGTAGGCACTGTTC 
rs2830795     CACTTCTATAGACATAGGACACACCAT ATCTAGGCTCTGAATCAGGATGAG 
rs251934        AGAGGGCAGTGAGGCTTTTAAGTAG TGCTAGAATCCAGACTTAACTACCAG 
rs914165        AGCAGCAGAGCCTGGATG AGACCAGTCACCTCTTTTGCACT 
rs1049540     AGATCTCCACTTCCTCTTGGTTG CTCCCAAATTTACATTGCCACT 
rs1360288     AGACTCTCTGTGTGTGGCTTTG GAGGGGGCATCTGTTGAG 
rs964681       GTACCTGGAGGTGATTTCTGTGAG GTTATGGAGGATTGGTAAGAACCAG 
rs1005533    GGTTTGTGTGTGAGTGTTTCAGAT CCTTATGCCTCCCCTGAAC 
rs8037429    TTCACTTTGCTACACCTCCATAGTA TGCTACGTAAGAGGTCATTGCTATC 
rs891700      TTTTCAGAGGTGGTATTTCTAGCTG GCTATGACACTCCTTAGAACTATGCAA 
rs1335873    GTGGATGATATGGTTTCTCAAGG TTCAACAAACGTGTGATGCTCT 
rs1028528    ACAGCTGATGCCTCCCTGA GAGGATGAAGGTTAGAGCCAGAC 
rs1528460  TCCTGGAGATCAATATTTAGCCTTA  GGGTGACCAGTAGTTCTATGAGC 
Supplementary Table 4.2: Forward and Reverse PCR primer sequences for the 52 SNPforID loci 
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A) 

 

B)  

 

Supplementary Figure 4.1: IGV screenshots of the mapped reads at locus (A) rs1493232 and (B) rs1031825. 
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A) 

 

B) 

 

C) 

 
Supplementary Figure 4.2: IGV screenshots of the mapped reads at (A) locus rs733164, (B) rs873196 and (C) rs1029047. 
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Supplementary Figure 4.3: Number of extracted subreads per SNP locus (grey) and number of mapped subreads against 
the SNP reference sequence per SNP locus (black) using the BWA -x ont2d setting. 

 

Supplementary Figure 4.4: Relative frequency of mapped subreads using the BWA -x ont2d setting containing one of the 
two possible SNP alleles (grey and black). Red bars show the proportion of reads containing an unexpected base at the SNP 
position. The homozygosity thresholds are indicated by dashed lines. Loci discordant with the Illumina reference are 
indicated with an asterisk.  

 

Supplementary Figure 4.5: Relative frequency of mapped subreads using 1 percent of the available data containing one of 
the two possible SNP alleles (grey and black). Red bars show the proportion of reads containing an unexpected base at the 
SNP position. The homozygosity thresholds are indicated by dashed lines. Loci discordant with the Illumina reference are 
indicated with an asterisk.  
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ABSTRACT 

The potential and current state-of-the-art of forensic SNP genotyping using nanopore sequencing 

was investigated with a panel of 16 tri-allelic single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), multiplexing 

five samples per sequencing run. The sample set consisted of three single-source human genomic 

reference control DNA samples and two GEDNAP samples, simulating casework samples. The primers 

for the multiplex SNP-loci PCR were taken from a study which researched their value in a forensic 

setting using conventional single-base extension technology. Workflows for multiplexed Oxford 

Nanopore Technologies' 1D and 1D2 sequencing were developed that provide correct genotyping of 

most SNP loci. Two loci (rs2069945 and rs9275142) were characterized as problematic for nanopore 

sequencing. When such loci are avoided, nanopore sequencing of forensic tri-allelic SNPs is 

technically feasible.      

KEYWORDS:  Forensic, SNP, Next Generation Sequencing, Oxford Nanopore Technologies, MinION.   
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5.1. INTRODUCTION 

Short tandem repeat (STR) profiling using multiplex PCR and subsequent capillary electrophoresis 

(CE) is currently still the most widely used method to perform DNA based human identification [23]. 

However, single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) profiling has gained a lot of interest over the last 

decades [33]. Both SNP and STR genotyping have distinct advantages and disadvantages over each 

other [31,254]. In comparison to STRs, SNPs have a lower mutation rate making them better suited for 

kinship analysis and paternity testing [255]. In addition, SNPs are free from stutters simplifying the 

interpretation. As the vast majority of SNPs are bi-allelic, hence a major disadvantage of SNP based 

identification is the low discriminative power [35]. Moreover, the bi-allelic nature of these SNPs also 

precludes reliable mixture analysis [38,256]. A possible solution involves using non-binary SNPs. (e.g. tri- 

or tetra-allelic SNPs) [257,258]. Fewer non-binary SNPs are required to obtain a higher discriminative 

power with the added advantage that non-binary SNPs enable the identification of multiple donors in 

a single sample. Westen et al. described a tri-allelic SNP multiplex consisting of 16 loci relevant for 

forensic identification [259] which relied on the single-base-extension (SBE) technique. 

A sequencing based approach would be an elegant alternative to SBE. In recent years, several 

sequencing based workflows for forensic human identification have been developed and are being 

commercialized as streamlined, validated methods [228,260,261]. The use of sequencing techniques for 

analysis of forensic amplicons has several well described advantages over other techniques [34,230,232]. 

A large number of SNP loci can be multiplexed, only being limited by the PCR multiplex capability [245]. 

Moreover, additional information can be extracted from the regions flanking the SNP, leading to 

more discriminative power. Despite these advantages, forensic sequencing based approaches are not 

yet widely used. One of the main hurdles remains the cost per sample which is much higher 

compared to a SNaPshot SBE analysis. Pooling several samples during a single sequencing run could 

help to reduce the costs. This is a commonly used technique in sequencing, which requires tagging 

each amplicon with a sample-specific barcode. In addition to the higher cost per sample, acquiring a 

state-of-the-art sequencer is a substantial investment [262]. However, Oxford Nanopore Technologies 

(ONT) recently commercialized the low-cost, pocket-sized MinION nanopore sequencer for general 

DNA sequencing [263]. This USB-powered device uses disposable flow cells containing an array of 

nanoscopic pores. While individual DNA molecules pass through the nanopores, they generate an 

electrogram from which the nucleotide sequence is deduced in real-time [264]. Due to the reduced 

cost compared to traditional sequencers, nanopore sequencing holds promise to become the 

technology of choice to perform forensic profiling [97,98,265]. The potential of the MinION sequencer for 

forensic SNP profiling has already been demonstrated [266]. Individually PCR-amplified bi-allelic SNP 

loci of a forensic sample were pooled equimolar and sequenced using a MinION flow cell (R9.4) 
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generating 2D reads. The current study builds on those findings. Forensic tri-allelic SNP profiles were 

generated using a 16-plex SNP loci PCR, followed by a ligation mediated sample-specific barcoding 

step, a nanopore library preparation on the pooled equimolar ligation products of different samples, 

and finally a single nanopore sequencing run. Currently, ONT isn’t supporting their 2D sequencing 

method anymore, but offers a 1D and a 1D2 method instead. Both methods were assessed. Thus, the 

current study shows the potential of the state-of-the-art MinION sequencer methods to analyze a 

forensic tri-allelic SNP multiplex PCR product. The possibility to barcode and pool several samples in a 

single sequencing run is tested as well. Three positive control reference samples and two GEDNAP 

(German DNA Profiling, www.gednap.org) samples simulating casework samples were genotyped. All 

profiles generated by nanopore sequencing were compared with reference profiles obtained via 

Illumina sequencing. 

5.2. MATERIALS & METHODS 

 5.2.1. SAMPLES 

The results presented in this paper were obtained from five samples. Three Promega single 

contributor reference DNA samples (9947, 9948 & 2800) (Promega, USA)as well as two reference 

saliva samples obtained from the GEDNAP (German DNA Profiling, www.gednap.org) proficiency 

tests G50 and G51 were used. These GEDNAP samples, which simulate forensic reference samples, 

were subjected to a Chelex DNA extraction procedure prior to PCR amplification [51]. 

 5.2.2. PCR AMPLIFICATION  

The 16 SNP loci were amplified using a multiplex PCR (primer sequences available in Supplementary 

Table 5.1) based on the report by Westen et al. [259]. Note that the SNP ID rs9274701 was relabeled to 

rs9275142 because the primers provided by Westen et al. [259] amplify an amplicon that is consistent 

with the latter SNP ID in dbSNP build 150. PCR was completed in a total volume of 12.5 µl containing 

1 ng template DNA, 1 X Gold Buffer I (Thermo Fisher, USA), 9 mM MgCl2 (Qiagen, Germany), 2 mM 

dNTPs (Thermo Fisher, USA) and 0.5 U AmpliTaq Gold (Thermo Fisher, USA). An optimized primer 

concentration of 100 nM each was used. The primer mix composition can be found in Supplementary 

Table 5.1. The temperature profile consisted of an initial denaturation step at 94°C for 10 min 

followed by 35 cycles of denaturation at 94°C for 30 s, primer annealing at 60°C for 30 s, and 

extension at 72°C for 30 s. Subsequent to the amplification cycles a final elongation step of 5 min at 

72°C was performed. The Agilent High-Sensitivity DNA kit (Agilent Technologies, USA) was used to 

assess the quality of the generated PCR products. Concentration was checked fluorometrically using 

a Qubit fluorometer (Life Technologies, UK).  
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 5.2.3. NANOPORE LIBRARY PREPARATION AND SEQUENCING 

Oxford Nanopore Technologies’ (ONT) base calling software currently requires DNA fragments to 

have a minimum length of 100 bp to be processed. To circumvent this restriction, PCR amplicons 

were ligated to create longer DNA fragments. Sample-specific nucleotide barcodes were added to the 

ligation reaction. This way, the amplicons of the SNP loci are ligated into longer fragments, and at the 

same time sample-specific barcodes are incorporated into these fragments. The used barcode 

sequences were identical to those of the Native Barcoding protocol developed by ONT. To 

accomplish the ligation, the PCR products were first purified via gel electrophoresis (E-gel 2% and a 

1 kb Plus DNA ladder, Thermo Fisher) in order to remove primers and enzyme. For each sample’s PCR 

multiplex, the desired fragments were recovered by cutting the region of interest (58 – 100 bp) out 

of the gel and processed using the Zymoclean Gel DNA Recovery Kit (Zymo Research, USA). The 

resulting SNP amplicons were subsequently end-polished using the NEBNext End-Repair module 

(New England Biolabs, USA). The polished amplicons of each sample were mixed with 0.125 nmol of a 

sample-specific barcode sequence (Supplementary Table 5.2) and ligated for 45 min using the Blunt 

T/A Ligase Mastermix (M0367 New England Biolabs, USA), after which a cleanup with 1.8 X AMPure 

XP beads (Beckman Coulter, UK) was performed. The quality of the ligation products was assessed 

using the Agilent High-Sensitivity DNA kit (Bioanalyzer , Agilent Technologies, USA). For each sample, 

the purified amplicon-barcode ligation products were quantified fluorometrically using a Qubit 

fluorometer (Life Technologies, UK). The material of all samples was pooled in equimolar quantities 

prior to library preparation. 

In this study both currently available Oxford Nanopore sequencing methods (1D and 1D2) were used. 

The 1D approach only sequences one template DNA strand, whereas with the 1D2 method both 

complementary strands are sequenced and the combined information is used to create a higher 

quality consensus read. Both sequencing methods require the attachment of a specific leader 

sequence to the DNA. To add these adaptors, end-repair was performed on 1 µg of the pooled 

ligation products using the Ultra II End-Repair/dA-Tailing module (New England Biolabs, USA) 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The resulting A-tailed DNA was cleaned-up using 60 µl 

of AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter, UK) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Subsequently, 

either 20 µl 1D-adaptor mix followed by 50 µl of Blunt/TA ligase master mix (New England Biolabs, 

USA) or 2.5 µl 1D2-adaptor mix in combination with 20 µl Blunt/TA ligase master mix was added to 

produce 1D and 1D2 libraries respectively. The reactions were incubated at room temperature for 10 

min. The adaptor-ligated libraries were purified using AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter, UK). The 

1D protocol requires the removal of free adaptor using AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter, UK) and 

the Adaptor Bead Binding buffer (ABB buffer, Oxford Nanopore technologies). The 1D library is 
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eluted using 15 µl elution buffer and quantified fluorometrically using a Qubit fluorometer (Life 

Technologies, UK). In order to generate 1D2 reads the samples are subjected to an additional ligation 

reaction in which 5 µl of the Barcode Adapter Mix (BAM) is ligated to 45 µl DNA sample using 50 µl 

Blunt/TA ligase master mix. This ligation takes 10 minutes after which the 1D2 libraries are purified 

using AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter, UK) and ABB-buffer. As with the 1D protocol, the 1D2 

samples are eluted in 15 µl elution buffer and quantified fluorometrically using a Qubit fluorometer. 

Both the 1D and 1D2 libraries are further prepared for loading on the flow cell by adding 35 µl of 

running buffer and 25.5 µl of library loading buffer. The libraries were loaded dropwise on an R9.4 

(1D) and R9.5 (1D2) Spot-ON flow cell. Sequencing protocol 48-hour FLO-MIN106_SQK-LSK208 or 

FLO-MIN107_SQK-LSK308 was chosen to produce the 1D and 1D2 reads respectively.  

 5.2.4. DATA-ANALYSIS 

The nanopore sequencing data was processed using the Albacore base caller (v3.1.2). The 1D 

sequencing experiment provides 1D reads whereas the 1D2 sequencing experiment provides both 1D 

and 1D2 reads. The fastq files generated by albacore, were processed as follows: (1) Sample  

de-multiplexing was done using a custom python script to sort the reads by barcode into sample-

specific fastq files, by means of a fuzzy regex allowing up to three mismatches to handle sequencing 

errors. (2) For each sample, the reads were aligned against the reference sequences of the 16 SNP 

loci using BWA (0.7.15) with default settings supplemented with the -x ont2d setting [234,267]. These 

reference sequences consist of the SNP position and 25 nucleotides of the left and the right flank, 

and were obtained from dbSNP build 150 [268]. A table containing the nucleotide variations at all 

positions was extracted from the alignment data by means of SAMtools (version 1.3.1) [247] and 

BCFtools (version 1.3.1) [269], allowing detection and quantification of the SNP variants in the reads.  

Documentation and scripts are available in the respective notebooks on the TRI-pore GitHub 

repository (https://github.com/SenneC1/TRI-pore.git). As mentioned in the previous chapter a 

heterozygous SNP from a single contributor should ideally result in a 50:50 ratio of reads from each 

allele. A homozygous SNP should result in a 100:0 ratio. However, using sequencing techniques in 

general, these ratios are rarely obtained because sequence errors get introduced due to PCR 

amplification of the STR amplicons, the physics of the sequencing technique, the base caller 

algorithm and the read mapping algorithm. A more lenient threshold needs to be used to call homo- 

and heterozygous SNPs. A homozygous call was made when at least 75% of the reads corresponded 

to one of the possible alleles. This homozygosity threshold, which is in essence arbitrarily chosen, is 

in line with thresholds used to analyze Illumina reads and is the same threshold that is used in the 

proprietary Illumina CASAVA SNP calling pipeline. Finally, a visual inspection of the alignments was 

done using IGV [236] in an attempt to trace erroneous mapping. 

https://github.com/SenneC1/TRI-pore.git
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 5.2.5. REFERENCE PROFILE 

A reference profile of the selected tri-allelic loci for all samples was obtained from Illumina 

sequencing data. An Illumina sequencing library was created for each sample, starting from an 

aliquot of the SNP multiplex PCR products using the NEBNext® Ultra DNA Library Prep (New England 

Biolabs, USA), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The Illumina TruSeq adaptors (Illumina, 

USA) were added to the ends of the DNA fragments, followed by a MinElute PCR Purification (Qiagen, 

Germany) procedure to remove buffer and enzyme. Library size selection was performed with the E-

Gel iBase Power system using a 2% E-gel and a 1 kb Plus DNA ladder (Thermo Fisher, USA). Fragments 

with a size of approximately 180 to 300 bp (amplicon + adaptors) were cut from the gel and purified 

using the Zymoclean gel DNA recovery kit (Zymo Research, USA). The recovered DNA fragments were 

then subjected to an Agilent Bioanalyzer Bioanalyzer chip analysis (Agilent Technologies, USA) to 

ensure that the adaptor ligation was successful. The exact amount of sequence-able library 

fragments was determined by qPCR using the Sequencing Library qPCR Quantification kit (Illumina, 

USA). Finally, paired-end 150 bp sequencing was performed in a standard flow cell on a MiSeq 

(Illumina, USA) sequencer. For each sample, the resulting sequencing reads were aligned against the 

reference sequences of the 16 SNP loci (consisting of the SNP and 25 nucleotides of flanking region 

on either side, extracted from dbSNP) [268] using the BWA (0.7.15) software [234,267] with default 

settings. Variant calling and determination of the SNP alleles was done as described for the nanopore 

sequencing. 

5.3. RESULTS 

 5.3.1. REFERENCE PROFILE FROM ILLUMINA SEQUENCING DATA 

 All samples were amplified in parallel with the above described PCR method. Aliquots of the same 

PCR product were sequenced with nanopore and Illumina sequencing. Profiles generated with 

Illumina sequencing were used as reference profiles and are shown in Table 5.1. Half of the 16 tested 

loci (rs17287498, rs2032582, rs2069945, rs2307223, rs3091244, rs356167, rs433342, rs5030240) 

displayed all three possible alleles in the limited sample (n=5) population. The relative frequency of 

each nucleotide observed in the mapped reads at the SNP position is shown in the first stacked bar in 

Fig. 5.1, representing the data for the 5 samples.  
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 5.3.2. NANOPORE LIBRARY PREPARATION 

The amplicon and barcode ligation resulted in DNA fragments with a median length between 1000 – 

2000 bp (Supplementary Fig. 5.1 shows the size distribution of the ligated PCR products), which 

overcomes the minimum length requirement (100 bp) set by ONT’s base calling software.  

 5.3.3. 1D SEQUENCING  

Nanopore 1D sequencing was continued for 20 h and produced 334327 reads of which 174636 were 

filtered as ‘pass’ reads (52%). These ‘pass’ reads had a mean read length of 666 bp. All ‘pass’ reads 

had a Phred quality score above five, with only 690 reads (0.4%) having a Phred quality score above 

ten. The Phred quality score (Q) is defined as the -10.log(base-calling error probability).  

Sample de-multiplexing using the barcode extraction protocol retrieved 155473 reads with at least 

one barcode and yielded an average of 31094 reads per sample (Supplementary Table 5.3). The 

sample-specific reads were uniquely mapped against the 51 bp long SNP reference sequences using 

the –x ont2d setting of the BWA MEM aligner. This less stringent setting handles a series of typical 

Oxford Nanopore sequencing errors. The average depth, taking all loci of all samples into account, 

was 661X (±435X). The locus with the lowest sequencing depth (95X) across all samples was the 

rs2069945 locus of sample 9948. A low coverage was observed for this locus throughout all five 

samples. The second stacked bar in Fig. 5.1 shows the relative frequency of each nucleotide observed 

at the SNP position using the 1D reads resulting from the 1D sequencing experiment for the five 

samples. In theory, only one allele for a homozygous locus and two alleles for a heterozygous locus 

should be observed. However, due to sequencing errors, more than two alleles could be observed at 

the SNP position. To facilitate SNP profile generation, a homozygosity threshold (see Materials & 

Methods) is applied to deal with the additional noise of the nanopore sequencing. Based on this cut-

off, 78 out of 80 SNP loci over all samples had a genotype corresponding to the reference genotype. 

The rs2069945 locus of the 2800 sample and the rs9275142 locus of the 9948 sample were not 

corresponding with the reference. The complete profiles for all five samples are shown in Table 5.1, 

alleles discordant with the reference sequence are indicated with suffix b.  
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Figure 5.1: Overview of the relative frequency of each nucleotide observed at the SNP position of each locus for the 9947, 
9948, 2800, GEDNAP 50 Person C and GEDNAP 51 Person C sample. For each SNP, the first stacked bar (1) represents the 
data for Illumina sequencing, the second one (2) for 1D nanopore sequencing, the third (3) one for 1D data after 1D

2
 

nanopore sequencing, and the fourth one (4) for 1D
2
 nanopore sequencing. 
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 5.3.4. 1D2 SEQUENCING  

Nanopore 1D2 sequencing was continued for 48 h and produced 1119765 reads of which only 4407 

were filtered as ‘pass’ 1D2 reads (Phred quality score > 11). When lowering the cut-off Phred quality 

score to 10, 12812 1D2 reads could be retrieved. These ‘pass’ reads have a mean read length of 1382 

bp. Besides recovering 1D2 reads from this sequencing run, it is also possible to extract the 1D reads. 

Of the 1119765 reads, 806463 (72%) were classified as ‘pass’ 1D reads. These 1D reads are inherently 

less qualitative as only 0.1% had a Phred quality score higher than 10. However, the sheer number of 

1D versus 1D2 reads justifies to use both datasets to generate a SNP profile. Sample de-multiplexing 

using the barcode extraction protocol retrieved 595556 1D reads and 8862 1D2 with at least one 

barcode, yielding an average of 119311 (±64456) 1D reads and 1772 (±1306) 1D2 reads per sample. 

The exact read count per barcode for both 1D and 1D2 can be found in Supplementary Table 5.3. The 

sample-specific reads were uniquely mapped against the 51 bp long SNP reference sequences using 

the -x ont2d setting of the BWA MEM aligner. The average read depth, taking all loci of all samples 

into account, was 250X (± 184X) and 5375X (± 2890X) using the 1D2 and the 1D reads respectively.  

The locus with the lowest sequencing depth across all samples was the rs2069945 locus with 23X 

using the 1D2 reads (GEDNAP G51 Person C) and 1380X when using the 1D reads (Sample 9948). A 

low coverage was observed for this locus throughout all five samples.  

The third and fourth stacked bar of Fig. 5.1 show the relative frequency of each nucleotide observed 

at the SNP position using respectively the 1D and 1D2 reads resulting from the 1D2 sequencing 

experiment for all five samples. From this figure it is clear that the more accurate 1D2 reads generate 

the least noise. However, occasionally multiple incorrect nucleotides are observed at the SNP 

position. Hence, application of the homozygosity threshold (see Materials & Methods) is required to 

determine the SNP profile. The 1D2 reads resulted in correct genotyping of 79 out of 80 SNPs over all 

samples. The only incorrectly genotyped locus was rs9275142 of the 9948 sample. For the 1D reads, 

78 of the 80 SNP loci over all samples had a genotype corresponding to the reference genotype. 

Identical to the results of the 1D sequencing run, the rs2069945 locus of the 2800 sample and the 

rs9275142 locus of the 9948 sample were not corresponding with the reference. The latter locus was 

misinterpreted throughout all nanopore sequencing experiments. The complete profiles for all five 

samples inferred from 1D and 1D2 reads from the 1D2 run are shown in Table 5.1, alleles discordant 

with the reference sequence are indicated with suffix c and d respectively.  
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 2800 9947 9948 GEDNAP 50 C  GEDNAP 51 C 

rs1008686 TT TT TT AT AA 

rs1112534 CC CT CC CC TT 

rs17287498 AG GG GG GT GG 

rs2032582 AT GT GG AT GG 

rs2069945 GGa,d/CGb,c CC GG AC CG 

rs2307223 AA AT AT AG AA 

rs2853525 CT CT CC TT TT 

rs3091244 CC CT AT CC CC 

rs34741930 CC CC CC CC CC 

rs35528968 AA AA AA AA AA 

rs356167 AG CG AG CG CG 

rs433342 GG CG GG AG GG 

rs5030240 GT CG GG GT CG 

rs727241 TT TT TT CT TT 

rs9275142 GG CG CGa/CCb,c,d CC CC 

rs9329104 AG AA AG AA AA 

Table 5.1: SNP profiles of all samples obtained from the different sequencing runs. A single genotype indicates all runs 
resulted in the sample’s reference genotype obtained via Illumina sequencing. Discordant results are shown in bold next to 
the reference genotype and marked with the following suffixes to identifying the sequencing experiments: a) Illumina 
sequencing, b) 1D reads from the 1D nanopore sequencing run, c) 1D reads from 1D2 nanopore sequencing, and d) 1D

2
 

reads obtained from nanopore 1D
2
 sequencing. 

 5.3.5. SEQUENCE DATA DEPOSITION 

All sequencing data was deposited in the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA) database under project 

accession number PRJEB25630 (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/data/view/PRJEB25630). 

5.4. DISCUSSION 

 5.4.1. NANOPORE LIBRARY PREPARATION & BARCODING 

The amplicon and barcode ligation protocol resulted in sequenceable ligation products, overcoming 

the minimum length requirement for current nanopore base callers. The barcoding was combined 

with amplicon ligation to avoid an extra step in the library preparation, even though Oxford 

Nanopore provides a Native Barcoding kit to allow sequencing of multiplexed samples. Multiplex 

sequencing is essential to further reduce the costs per sample. However, the total cost per sample 

remains considerably higher compared to a conventional SNaPshot analysis [270]. 

 5.4.2. TRI-ALLELIC MULTIPLEX 

In contrast to a SNaPshot analysis, the quality of the result generated with nanopore sequencing is 

influenced by the nature of the amplicon sequences in the PCR multiplex. Nanopore sequencing is 

especially prone to sequencing errors linked to short homopolymeric tracts of four or more bases 
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which tend to produce false inserts of deletions [249,271]. Therefore, the SNP multiplex of choice should 

contain amplicons lacking such regions. Even with those precautions taken, 1D2 nanopore sequencing 

currently achieves a maximal base calling accuracy of only 95% [272]. One way to cope with this error 

rate is to obtain a high sequencing depth so that the true SNP alleles are well represented above the 

noise of sequencing errors and it becomes possible to acquire a reliable consensus sequence. A lower 

number of analyzed SNP loci improves the coverage per SNP and simplifies the PCR multiplex 

optimization, clearly demonstrating the advantage of tri-allelic over bi-allelic SNPs. Furthermore, in 

contrast to a standard bi-allelic SNP multiplex, multiple contributors can be identified when using a 

tri-allelic multiplex. 

 5.4.3. SEQUENCING 

The 1D and 1D2 sequencing runs were allowed to proceed until saturation, i.e. up to the moment 

where no considerable amount of newly produced reads per hour was observed. For the 1D run, new 

read production was negligible after 20 hours, while the 1D2 run still produced some new reads when 

it was stopped after 48 hours. The discrepancy between the runs could be attributed to the 

differences in flow cell type, as well as to the somewhat lower number of active pores in the 1D run 

(890 vs 1293 for the 1D2 run). The latter could have led to faster flow cell saturation in the 1D run 

and resulted in a lower read yield (334327 vs 1119765 for the 1D2 run).  

Although the 1D2 run produced a satisfactory number of raw 1D reads, the base caller software only 

managed to extract a small fraction of ‘pass’ 1D2 reads out of them. The high fail rate is most likely a 

direct result of the characteristics of the sequenced amplicons and the way 1D2 reads are generated. 

The 1D2 base calling relies on an alignment of the template and the complement strand to generate a 

consensus read with better overall quality than the original reads. When sequencing a library of 

fragments with similar sequences and length, base calling software fails to identify the correct 

complementary reads producing low quality 1D2 reads that will not pass quality filtering (Phred 

quality score > 11). The incorrect pairing of 1D2 reads is caused by reads of the same length getting 

into the same pore one after the other without being from the same double stranded DNA. Unlike 

the now discontinued 2D chemistry, where the template and complement strand were covalently 

linked together through a hairpin, the 1D2 chemistry does not physically join the two strands. An 

adapter is attached to the complementary strand allowing it to be tethered to the membrane while 

the template strand is being sequenced. Shortly after the template strand leaves the pore, the 

complement strand can be pulled in and sequenced [104]. Hence, only 4407 qualitative 1D2 reads were 

generated resulting in a sequencing depth too low for reliable SNP profiling. 

Adjusting the quality score filtering settings by lowering the minimum Phred quality score from 11 to 

10, increased the amount of ‘pass’ 1D2 reads to 12812. This enabled robust SNP profiling with only 
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the rs9275142 locus of sample 9948 being incorrectly genotyped. As an alternative, we also used the 

individual 1D reads, which are less qualitative as no consensus read is created. Nevertheless, a large 

number of 1D reads can be obtained (806463), providing in a higher coverage per locus. The use of 

these 1D reads originating from the 1D2 experiment resulted in one additional erroneous SNP locus 

(rs2069945, sample 2800). Similar results were obtained using the 1D reads originating from the 1D 

experiment, even though less than a third of the reads where produced during this sequencing run. 

In both cases the rs2069945 locus of sample 2800 and the rs9275142 locus of sample 9948 were 

genotyped incorrectly. The latter SNP was incorrectly genotyped for sample 9948 throughout all 

nanopore sequencing experiments. Interestingly, ambiguous sequencing results for this SNP have 

been reported in literature, resulting in the proposition to exclude this locus from the multiplex panel 

[259]. The incorrectly called rs2069945 locus of the 2800 sample was only misinterpreted using the 1D 

reads, but was genotyped correctly when using high quality 1D2 reads. The rs2069945 locus showed 

the lowest coverage of the entire dataset and is therefore the most prone to sporadic sequencing 

errors.  

With a Phred quality score ranging from 5 to 10, the 1D reads have an error rate probability between 

10% and 32%. In case of the rs2069945 locus, this results in an erroneous cytosine nucleotide 

identification producing a CG heterozygous call. The higher quality 1D2 reads, which have a minimal 

Phred quality score of 10 (error rate better or equal to 10%), only identify a cytosine in 11% of the 

reads, hence remaining below the heterozygous allelic balance threshold. The difference in quality 

can clearly be observed by comparing the relative allele frequencies at the SNP location for the 1D 

and 1D2 reads versus the reads generated by Illumina (Fig. 5.1). In general the 1D2 allele frequencies 

are closer to the reference Illumina results, with heterozygous balances close to the ideal 50-50 

equilibrium and less erroneous nucleotides being detected. However, when only using the original 

1D2 reads with a quality score above 11 no reliable profile could be generated due to insufficient 

coverage. Clearly a balance has to be found between the coverage per locus and the quality of these 

reads. It is believed that significant improvements resulting in higher quality reads are still possible in 

the software pipelines translating the nanopore’s electrical signals into a DNA sequence [40]. 

However, using the current technology and analysis tools, this study shows that it is possible to 

correctly genotype 4 of the 5 samples, of which two were casework samples (GEDNAP G50 and G51).  
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5.5. CONCLUSION  

The applicability and current state-of-the-art of ONT’s MinION nanopore sequencer for forensic tri-

allelic SNP profiling was investigated. Forensic tri-allelic SNP profiles were generated using a 16-plex 

SNP locus PCR, followed by a ligation mediated sample-specific barcoding step, a nanopore library 

preparation on the equimolarly pooled ligation products of five different reference and casework 

samples, and finally a single nanopore sequencing run. Data analysis methods for multiplexed Oxford 

Nanopore Technologies' 1D and 1D2 sequencing were developed that provide correct genotyping of 

almost all SNP loci across all samples. Loci that are problematic for nanopore sequencing were 

identified. When such loci are avoided, nanopore sequencing of forensic tri-allelic SNPs seems 

technically feasible. 
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5.6. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 

 Forward primer sequence Reverse primer sequence Concentration µM) 

rs10008686 AGCTTCCTGCAACAAAGAAC GCCCTCAAACACTATCAAGC 0.1 

rs1112534 GTTTGCTGATCCTTTTGGTC TTCAGACCCCTTCCTAAGTTC 0.1 

rs17287498 CAGGGAGGGTGCAAAGTG GGCTGGACAGGAGAACAAC 0.1 

rs2032582 CATATTTAGTTTGACTCACCTTCC TGTTGTCTGGACAAGCACTG 0.1 

rs2069945 CCTACGTGCAAACCTTGG TTTCCCCAGTGGCTTAATG 0.1 

rs2307223 CACCTGTAGCAGATAGGAACTG GAGCGGAAACGAGAAGATG 0.1 

rs2853525 GCTGTTGGATTTTAGTAGGAAAG TTCCTGTGAATCTGTAAAACAA 0.1 

rs3091244 GCGAAAATAATGGGAAATGG GGCTGAAGTAGGTGTTGGAG 0.1 

rs34741930 ACCAGAACCTCCCTAAGCAC TCCTTGAAGAAGACGACAGG 0.1 

rs35528968 TCCATTTGATGGTGCTGAC TTCAATAGCCAGATCCTTTG 0.1 

rs356167 AAAACCATCACCACAGTTCC CCAAATGTGCCAGATACAAAC 0.1 

rs433342 AATCTGTGAGCATCCACCTC AGAACAGGCAAAAATGATGG 0.1 

rs5030240 CAAAGTGCCAGGATCACAG TTCAGCCCTAGAAAATGTGG 0.1 

rs727241 TGCTTTCAATCATTCCTTGTC ACTCACAGCTCTGCTCCTTAC 0.1 

rs9275142 AATCCCAGAAGGGTTTATGC GACCTCAAGACCAAATTAGATG 0.1 

rs9329104 AATCTCTAACGTAAGCAACTGC GCTGGAAACACAGCCTGTAG 0.1 

Supplementary Table 5.1: Forward and Reverse PCR primer sequences for the 16 tri-allelic SNP loci of the PCR multiplex    

 

Barcode Barcode sequence Sample Barcode 

NB07                                                                                                                                             GTGTTACCGTGGGAATGAATCCT                                                                  9948 NB07 

NB08 TTCAGGGAACAAACCAAGTTACGT 9947 NB08 

NB09 AACTAGGCACAGCGAGTCTTGGTT 2800 NB09 

NB10 AAGCGTTGAAACCTTTGTCCTCTC GEDNAP 50 Person C NB10 

NB12 CAGGTAGAAAGAAGCAGAATCGGA GEDNAP 51 Person C NB12 

Supplementary Table 5.2: Barcodes used to identify the samples in the sequencing multiplex         

                

1D sequencing run 9948 9947 2800 GEDNAP 50 C GEDNAP 51 C 

Number of 1D reads 

with barcode 
26589 11594 62083 39610 15597 

1D2 sequencing run 9948 9947 2800 GEDNAP 50 C GEDNAP 51 C 

Number of 1D
 
reads 

with barcode 
82158 74436 202455 174928 62576 

Number of 1D
2 

reads 

with barcode 
823 1742 1943 3846 506 

Supplementary Table 5.3: Overview of the number of barcode-extracted sample reads following the 1D and 1D
2
 

sequencing runs. 
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Supplementary Figure 5.1: Length profile (bp) of the ligated amplicons and barcodes, measured with an Agilent High 
Sensitivity DNA chip; internal marker at 35 bp and 10980 bp. (A:2800; B:9947, C:9948, D:GEDNAP 50 Person C, E:GEDNAP 
51 Person C)  
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ABSTRACT   

The demand for solutions to perform forensic DNA profiling outside of centralized laboratories is 

increasing. We here demonstrate highly sensitive STR amplification using a silicon micro-PCR (µPCR) 

chip. Exploiting industry-standard semiconductor manufacturing processes, a device was fabricated 

that features a small form factor thanks to an integrated heating element covering three parallel 

micro-reactors with a reaction volume of 0.5 µl each. Diluted reference DNA samples (1 ng – 31 pg) 

were amplified on the µPCR chip using the forensically validated AmpFISTR Identifier Plus kit, 

followed by conventional capillary electrophoresis. Complete STR profiles were generated with input 

DNA quantities down to 62 pg. Occasional allelic drop-outs were observed from 31 pg downward. 

On-chip STR profiles were compared with those of identical samples amplified using a conventional 

thermal cycler for direct comparison of amplification sensitivity in a forensic setting. The observed 

sensitivity was in line with kit specifications for both µPCR and conventional PCR. Finally, a rapid 

amplification protocol was developed. Complete STR profiles could be generated in less than 17 

minutes from as little as 125 pg template DNA. Together, our results are an important step towards 

the development of commercial, mass-produced, relatively cheap, handheld devices for on-site 

testing in forensic DNA analysis.  

 

KEYWORDS:  Forensic, Short Tandem Repeats, Microfluidics, DNA amplification, Lab-on-a-Chip.  
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6.1. INTRODUCTION 

Currently, forensic DNA profiling is performed almost exclusively by multiplex polymerase chain 

reaction (PCR) amplification of short tandem repeat (STR) regions [23,273]. These repetitive sequences 

are highly polymorphic allowing for the generation of very distinctive profiles from minute amounts 

of DNA. The global consensus on using STRs allows for straightforward comparison of profiles in 

databases around the world [274,275]. To generate a forensic STR profile, a multiplex of several loci is 

amplified by PCR and subsequently analyzed using capillary electrophoresis (CE) [276]. Conventional 

PCR requires a thermal cycler with a large thermal mass, resulting in considerable thermal inertia. 

Consequently, the speed at which the instrument can be cooled or heated is limited. Furthermore, 

multiplex PCR amplification is an expensive, time-consuming and labor-intensive process requiring a 

dedicated laboratory setting with limited potential for on-site testing. Forensic laboratories around 

the world continually face the challenge of increased amounts of case work and the demand for 

timely and cost-effective analysis of the evidence [194]. In addition, there is an emerging demand for 

Rapid DNA profiling that can be performed outside of centralized forensic laboratories, fueled by 

recent changes in legislation in the United States (Rapid DNA Act of 2017) [277]. Lab-on-a-Chip 

technology could address some of the limitations hampering the conventional STR typing process 

 [278–280] and enable the development of Rapid DNA instruments. Its merit, with respect to 

conventional tools, is threefold: (1) Microfluidic platforms inherently require less reagents and 

sample, thus potentially decreasing the cost per analysis. (2) Silicon microchips possess favorable 

thermal properties allowing faster PCR cycling, thus shortening time to results [281,282]. (3) The 

potential of lab-on-chips for on-site analysis far exceeds that of conventional systems due to the 

smaller form factor and modest power consumption, permitting integration into portable devices. 

Several research groups from both academia and industry have been working towards fully 

integrated systems for STR profile generation, with a number of microfluidic systems described in the 

literature [117,152,283–285]. Previous efforts have focused chiefly on the analysis of so-called reference 

sample buccal swabs, obtained from known individuals and containing sufficient amounts of DNA for 

analysis. Consequently, amplification sensitivity, which is essential for achieving robust forensic DNA 

profiling of case samples, such as those obtained from a crime scene, was not studied in depth. In 

this work, the amplification sensitivity of a silicon micro-PCR (µPCR) chip for forensic PCR, produced 

using well-established semiconductor fabrication processes, was directly compared to conventional 

amplification. Crucially, the use of industry-standard semiconductor manufacturing processes for the 

fabrication of prototype silicon µPCR chips guarantees cheap mass producibility, which is an 

important consideration for future commercial development of single-use disposable chips. The 

miniature chip holds three 0.5 µl reaction cavities for parallel testing and an integrated aluminum 
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heater enabling rapid thermal cycling in a small form factor. Using the forensically validated 

AmpFISTR Identifier Plus Multiplex STR kit, the sensitivity of on-chip amplification was examined. A 

serial dilution of template material was amplified both on a conventional thermal cycler and on-chip. 

Detailed comparison of the resulting profiles demonstrated the capabilities of the µPCR chip to 

generate STR profiles that satisfy the strict quality requirements of forensic DNA analysis. 

Furthermore, a rapid amplification protocol was developed harnessing the full potential of on-chip 

amplification and allowing complete STR profiles to be generated in a fraction of the time normally 

required. 

6.2. MATERIALS & METHODS 

 6.2.1. PCR CHIP DESIGN AND FABRICATION 

The silicon µPCR chip used to perform amplification is depicted in Fig. 6.1. Each chip is composed of 

three PCR reactor cavities with individual inlet and outlet channels accessible from the back side. The 

microfluidic structures were etched in a 0.4 mm thick silicon wafer which was subsequently diced 

into 20 mm x 20 mm individual chips. The reaction cavities and associated microfluidic channels were 

created on the front side of the silicon substrate by dry etching 0.25 mm deep and subsequently 

sealed by anodic bonding of Pyrex. The air-trenches for thermal isolation surrounding the reaction 

cavities, as well as the access ports for fluidics were created by a subsequent front and backside dry 

etching up to the Pyrex-silicon interface. Supplementary Fig. 6.1 shows a schematic representation of 

the chip structures etched in the silicon substrate, while a close-up image is provided in 

Supplementary Fig. 6.2. A detailed fabrication process was published previously by Majeed et al. [286]. 

Importantly, the entire fabrication process relies on industry-standard semiconductor manufacturing 

processes that are ideally suited for upscaling to mass production. The reactor cavity design was 

based on previous designs reported in literature [115,282,287]. With a total volume of 0.5 µl and a 

meandered shape lacking sharp curvature, the cavities are optimal to minimize air bubble formation 

during filling. Including the volume of the microfluidic channels, 0.8 µl is needed to fill the reactor 

cavity. To supply heat to the micro-reactors we used a µPCR chip equipped with an integrated 300 

nm thick aluminum Joule heater recently developed by Barman et al. [164]. This micro-heater design 

was optimized to reduce non-uniform heating with a spread of +/- 0.5°C at 95oC, with the largest 

differences in the inlet and outlet regions. The specific design of the heater and surrounding air-

trenches result in localized heating and decreased heat dissipation during periods of rapid heating. 

Thus, in combination with the inherently small reaction volume and thermal conductivity properties 

of silicon (130 W.m-1.K-1), a highly efficient heat transfer is achieved, resulting in a maximum heating 

rate of 6.6°C/s. 
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Figure 6.1: Top view showing the complete chip including integrated heater, air-trenches surrounding the reaction cavity, 
three inlets and outlets and the PCB. The integrated heater and resistance temperature detector are wire-bonded to the 
10-pin connector. The insertion shows a schematic overview of the reaction chambers, access holes, channels and air-
trenches etched in silicon. The three reaction cavities and their separate microfluidic channels are indicated in purple. 
These are created by a 0.25 mm  deep front side etch. The three inlets and outlets are indicated in blue and created by 
front and backside etching of 0.25 mm and 0.17 mm respectively. Thereby the silicone substrate is pierced through the 
silicon substrate. The insulating air trenches surrounding, also indicated in blue the micro-reactor are fabricated during the 
same etch process.  

Furthermore, an active cooling system was deemed unnecessary. Solely relying on natural 

convection, a cooling rate identical to the heating rate (6.6°C/s) could be achieved. The lack of an 

active cooling system was intentional to keep the design and fabrication simple. Temperature 

monitoring was accomplished by a calibrated resistance temperature detector (RTD) placed 

alongside the heater. The chip was bound to a printed circuit board (PCB) using a thermally non-

conductive epoxy. The heater and temperature sensor were connected to the PCB pins using 25 µm 

aluminum wires. A standard 10-pin socket connected the PCB with a temperature controller. The 

reagents were loaded into the chip using a micropipette placed at the inlet holes. 

6.2.2 CONVENTIONAL (OFF-CHIP) PCR 

Conventional (off-chip) amplification was carried out using 0.2 ml thin-walled reaction strips 

(Westburg, The Netherlands) and the SimpliAmp Thermal Cycler (Applied Biosystems, USA). The 

reaction volume was 25 µl as prescribed by the AmpFlSTR® Identifiler Plus kit specifications. This 

conventional PCR amplification method is referred to in this report as “off-chip” amplification. 
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 6.2.3. OFF- AND ON-CHIP PCR WITH IDENTICAL TEMPLATE AMOUNTS 

The AmpFISTR ® Identifier Plus PCR Amplification Kit (Applied Biosystems, USA) was used to amplify 

the amelogenin locus and the following tetrameric STR loci: CSF1PO, D2S1338, D3S1358, D5S818, 

D7S820, D8S1179, D13S317, D16S539, D18S51, D19S433, D21S11, FGA, TH01, TPOX, vWA. Female 

Human Forensic Control DNA 9947A in TE buffer (Origene, USA) was used as reference sample and 

serially diluted ranging from 1 ng to 31 pg. A no template control (NTC) experiment containing water 

instead of DNA template was added to rule out any non-specific amplification. All PCR reactions were 

conducted according to the manufacturer’s recommendations using a 29-cycle PCR protocol for 

added sensitivity when amplifying DNA input amounts lower than 125 pg. The temperature profile 

consisted of an initial denaturation at 95°C for 11 min, followed by thermal cycling including 

denaturation at 94°C for 20 s, primer annealing and extension at 59°C for 3 min and a final elongation 

step of 10 min at 60°C. The heating and cooling ramp rates were restricted to 5°C/s, which is well 

within the limitations of the integrated heating system. Identical concentrations of the AmpFISTR 

Identifiler Plus Master Mix and Primer Set were used for off- and on-chip amplification. No specific 

optimization of the kit protocol, other than reducing the volumes (50-fold reduction), was performed 

to allow on-chip amplification. The absolute amount of DNA template input was maintained in 

conventional and on-chip amplification (1 ng – 31 pg), implying a 50-fold increase of the DNA 

concentration in the on-chip reaction mixture (cfr. 50-fold reduction in reaction volume). Replicate 

amplifications (n=3) were performed on different chips and in different reaction cavities, to measure 

the chip-to-chip and run-to-run variation. 

 6.2.4. OFF- AND ON-CHIP PCR WITH IDENTICAL TEMPLATE CONCENTRATIONS 

Additional experiments were conducted comparing the conventional and on-chip PCR amplification 

using samples of identical concentration. Samples containing 0.1 ng/µl, 0.05 ng/µl and 0.025 ng/µl 

template were amplified. Following the manufacturer’s instructions, the conventional PCR reaction 

has a total reaction volume of 25 µl, of which 10 µl should be the DNA sample volume. Using 

abovementioned sample concentrations, this results in 1 ng, 500 pg and 250 pg input DNA 

respectively. The on-chip reaction volume contains only 0.2 µl DNA sample, corresponding to 20 pg, 

10 pg and 5 pg input DNA respectively. 

 6.2.5. RAPID ON-CHIP PCR 

To harness the full potential of the favorable thermal properties of silicon microchips, a rapid on-chip 

PCR amplification protocol was designed. This customized protocol includes an optimized master mix 

and temperature profile. The master mix was developed based on the SpeedSTAR HS DNA 

Polymerase kit (Takara, USA) following the manufacturer’s instructions, with some optimization. Each 

reaction consisted of 0.12 U SpeedSTAR HS DNA Polymerase, 1X SpeedSTAR Fast Buffer I, 250 µM of 
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each dNTP (Takara, USA). Identifiler Plus primer concentrations and input DNA quantities were 

identical to those used for the comparison between off- and on-chip PCR (section 6.2.2) at 

conventional speed. The SpeedSTAR HS DNA Polymerase can incorporate 1 kb in less than 10 

seconds, allowing a considerable reduction of elongation times. The temperature profile consisted of 

an initial denaturation at 95°C for 1 min, followed by thermal cycling including denaturation at 94°C 

for 5 s and primer annealing and extension at 62°C for 12 s, and a final elongation step of 1 min 30 s 

at 60°C. The primer annealing and extension temperature (62°C) was optimized by off-chip 

optimization experiments. This temperature allowed the SpeedSTAR polymerase to properly 

elongate while the Identifiler plus primers could still readily bind to the target sequences. Similar 

optimization experiments conducted by Foster and Laurin et al. yielded a comparable (61°C) 

annealing and extension temperature [288]. The total amplification time was further reduced by 

increasing the heating and cooling ramp rates to 6.6°C/s, resulting in an amplification time of less 

than 17 min. Rapid amplification was conducted for samples ranging from 1 ng to 31 pg. Again, all 

experiments were performed in triplicates using different chips and different reaction cavities to 

measure the chip-to-chip and run-to-run variation. 

 6.2.6. CE ANALYSIS 

STR profiles were generated using high-resolution capillary electrophoresis. The on-chip PCR 

products were manually recovered from the reaction cavities. All samples were subsequently 

analyzed on an Applied Biosystems 3130xl Genetic analyzer using 36-cm capillaries containing POP-

4™ matrix (Applied Biosystems, USA) at 60°C as per the manufacturer’s instructions. One alteration 

to the standard protocol was made, the recommended sample input of 1 µl was lowered to match 

the volume retrieved from the chip reaction cavity (0.5 µl). All samples were added to a Hi-Di™ 

formamide (Applied Biosystems, USA) - GeneScan™ 500 LIZ Size Standard (Applied Biosystems, USA) 

mixture. Samples were heated at 95°C for 3 min, snap-cooled and analyzed using a run module 

corresponding to a 22 s sample injection time at 3 kV and 2200 s separation time at 15 kV. 

Electropherograms were analyzed using GeneMapper® ID Analysis software v3.2 (Applied 

Biosystems, USA). PCR sensitivity was assessed based on the presence of the 26 possible alleles in the 

STR profile. Alleles with peaks heights greater than 50 RFU were considered present while the other 

alleles were considered absent. The allelic balance of heterozygous loci, calculated as the ratio of the 

peak heights of both alleles was also assessed. As the genotypes of all samples used in this study 

were known, no homozygous/heterozygous threshold was used. 
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6.3. RESULTS 

 6.3.1. OFF- AND ON-CHIP PCR WITH IDENTICAL TEMPLATE QUANTITIES 

To demonstrate the µPCR chip’s multiplex amplification functionality, a sensitivity study was 

performed comparing forensic STR profiles generated both by on-chip and off-chip amplification. 

First, STR profiles were generated using off-chip amplification after serial dilution of the 9947A 

reference template DNA (Fig. 6.2 A). Complete STR profiles could be obtained throughout the entire 

dilution series. Unbalanced amplification of some alleles was observed, more specifically at lower 

DNA input quantities (≤62 pg). Some samples with 31 pg DNA input showed partial profiles with 

several allelic drop-outs. The observed sensitivity was in line with the kit specifications which states 

that for the 29-cycle amplification protocol full profiles (26 alleles) should consistently be obtained at 

62 pg and occasional partial profiles may be observed at 31 pg. 

 

Figure 6.2: CE profiles generated after A) Off-chip amplification and B) On-chip amplification of a serial dilution of input 
material (1 ng – 31 pg) and a no template control (NTC). All experiments were conducted in triplicates (n=3). 

Next, on-chip STR profiling was compared to conventional off-chip analysis. The small PCR reactor 

cavities, with a volume of just 0.5 µl, result in a decreased consumption of reagents and forensic 

sample, leading to cost savings. A serial dilution was used to match input quantities of the off-chip 
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amplification experiments. Resulting profiles (Fig. 6.2 B) were compared to their off-chip 

counterparts (Fig. 6.2 A). Fig. 6.3 A gives a representation of the number of drop-outs by showing the 

percentage of observed alleles. The extent of drop-outs is comparable for on-chip and off-chip 

amplification: With only one exception, drop-outs were only observed when samples with input 

quantities lower than 62 pg were amplified. Compared to off-chip amplification, on-chip 

amplification of these low input quantities consistently resulted in a slightly higher number of drop-

outs. The on-chip STR profiles originating from samples with high amounts of input material (1 ng, 

500 pg and 250 pg, 125 pg) produced complete profiles that can be readily interpreted. However, 

several peaks caused by spectral bleed-through could be observed. The lower input range (62 pg – 31 

pg) seemed less affected by this phenomenon. The heterozygous allelic balance for both on-chip and 

off-chip amplification is represented in Fig. 6.3 B as the average (n=3) peak height ratio (RFU peak 1 / 

RFU peak 2). A comparable peak height ratio was observed for both methods of amplification. A 

strong correlation exists between the allelic peak height ratio and the amount of input material used 

during the amplification. High input samples consistently resulted in a heterozygous ratio above 0.75 

(i.e. low allelic imbalance), whereas a ratio between 0.75 and 0.5 (i.e. more allelic imbalance) was 

observed for the samples containing less than 250 pg. Even though no average allelic peak height 

ratio lower than 0.5 was observed, some low input samples did display considerable sample-to-

sample and locus-to-locus fluctuations of the peak height ratio. Locus-specific allelic balance ratios 

below 0.5 as well as several allelic drop-outs were frequently observed in samples containing 32 pg 

DNA. Together, these results demonstrate equivalent efficiency for both on- and off-chip STR 

profiling.     

 

Figure 6.3: A) Percentage of observed alleles throughout the dilution series for both Off-chip (♦) and On-chip (●) 
amplifications. B) Peak height ratio of all heterozygous loci throughout the dilution series for both Off-chip (♦) and On-chip 
(●) amplifications. All amplifications were conducted in triplicates (n=3). 
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  6.3.2. OFF- AND ON-CHIP PCR WITH IDENTICAL TEMPLATE CONCENTRATIONS 

On-chip and off-chip amplification of samples containing template DNA concentrations of 0.1 ng/µl, 

0.05 ng/µl and 0.025 ng/µl were compared (Fig. 6.4). Amplifying these samples off-chip, following the 

kit’s instruction (10 µl DNA sample per reaction), corresponds to amplifying 1 ng, 500 pg and 250 pg 

input DNA respectively (Fig. 6.4 A). Amplifying the same samples on-chip corresponds to template 

DNA quantities of 20 pg, 10 pg and 5 pg respectively, due to the 50-fold reduction in reaction 

volume. The resulting on-chip profiles show severe allelic imbalance and drop-out, only producing an 

occasional full profile for a DNA input concentration of 0.1 ng/µl (Fig 6.4 B).  

 
Figure 6.4: Comparison of CE profiles generated Off-chip A) and On-chip B) using identical input concentrations (0.1 ng/µl, 
0.05 ng/µl, 0.025 ng/µl). All experiments were conducted in triplicates (n=3). 

 6.3.3 RAPID ON-CHIP PCR  

Rapid amplification experiments were conducted using a combination of the Identifiler Plus primer 

set and the SpeedSTAR HS polymerase and master mix. After optimization of the temperature 

profile, PCR amplification could be performed in less than 17 minutes. A serial dilution (1 ng, 500 pg 

and 250 pg, 125 pg, 62 pg, 31pg) was amplified and subsequently analyzed by CE. Representative CE 

profiles resulting from the rapid PCR amplification protocol are shown in Fig 6.5. The amount of drop-

outs for this rapid amplification protocol is shown in Fig. 6.6-A by showing the percentage of 

observed alleles for each input quantity. Full profiles could consistently be observed with input 

quantities of 250 pg and higher. Amplifications conducted with samples containing 125 pg template 

DNA generally produced full profiles, however some sporadic drop-outs were observed. The 

observed drop-outs predominantly occurred with the CSF1PO, D2S1338, D18S51, D7S820 and 

D16S539 loci. All of these loci are longer than 250 bp. Samples containing 62 pg and 31 pg produced 

no useable profiles. Some sporadic amplification of the shortest loci, such as the amelogenin locus 

could be observed 
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Figure 6.5: CE profiles generated after rapid on-chip PCR amplification of a serial dilution of input material (1 ng – 31 pg). All 
experiments were conducted in triplicates (n=3).  

The heterozygous allelic balance is represented in Fig. 6.6-B as the average (n=3) peak height ratio 

(RFU peak 1 / RFU peak 2). Consistent with the results obtained with off-chip and “slow” on-chip 

amplification, 1 ng input samples resulted in a heterozygous ratio above 0.75 whereas a ratio 

between 0.75 and 0.5 (i.e. more allelic imbalance) was observed for the samples containing 500 pg to 

125 pg. No reliable peak height ratio could be calculated for the 62 pg and 32 pg samples as the drop-

out rate was too high. 

Figure 6.6: A) Percentage of observed alleles throughout the dilution series subsequent to rapid on-chip amplification. B) 
Peak height ratio of all heterozygous loci throughout the dilution series subsequent to rapid on-chip amplification. No 
reliable peak height ratio could be calculated for the 62 pg and 32 pg samples as the drop-out rate was too high. All 
amplifications were conducted in triplicates (n=3). 
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6.4. DISCUSSION  

Significant efforts have been made both in academia and industry to produce fully integrated 

systems for STR profile generation [152,283,284,289–292]. Examples include the plastic cartridge that 

incorporates purification, amplification and glass-based capillary electrophoresis reported by 

Hopwood et al. [293], and the partially integrated chip, fabricated in glass, described by Bienvenue et 

al. [294]. An early silicon-based system has been reported by Schmalzing et al. [116]. More recently, 

Petralia et al. [295] reported a silicon-based total analysis system. Commercial examples of automated 

Rapid DNA analysis systems include RapidHIT ID (IntegenX) and DNAscan/ANDE (NetBio). In line with 

guidelines from the FBI, Rapid DNA analysis efforts have focused on reference sample buccal swabs 

obtained from known individuals and containing sufficient amounts of DNA for analysis. For this 

reason, amplification sensitivity of integrated STR profiling solutions has largely been ignored. For 

robust forensic DNA profiling of case samples, such as those obtained from a crime scene, however, 

sensitivity is of critical importance. In this study, we therefore investigated the potential of a silicon 

µPCR chip for forensic DNA profiling and compared its amplification sensitivity with a conventional 

thermal cycler. The advantages of the proposed silicon chip-based solution to be incorporated into a 

Rapid DNA instrument are threefold: (i) integrated heaters and sub-µl reaction volumes allow for a 

small form factor; (ii) small PCR reactors etched into thermally conductive silicon, surrounded by 

thermal insulation trenches, enable rapid thermal cycling with limited power consumption; (iii) chip 

fabrication using industry-standard semiconductor manufacturing processes enable highly 

reproducible and relatively cheap mass production. Together, these factors enable the integration of 

our µPCR chip in truly portable, commercial devices for on-site STR profiling.  

To assess on-chip STR amplification sensitivity, a forensic STR multiplex PCR kit was used to amplify 

varying amounts of the 9947A reference DNA sample, either in a common benchtop thermocycler 

(off-chip) or on the herein presented µPCR chip (on-chip). No specific optimization to the Identifiler 

Plus protocol, except for reducing the reaction volume, was necessary to obtain on-chip profiles that 

were in almost perfect concordance with their off-chip counterparts, demonstrating equivalent 

sensitivity for both on- and off-chip STR profiling. The extent of drop-outs is comparable for on-chip 

and off-chip amplification. With one exception, drop-outs were only observed when samples with 

input quantities lower than 62 pg were amplified. On-chip amplification of these low input amounts 

consistently resulted in a slightly higher drop-out rate. A comparable heterozygous peak height ratio 

was observed for both amplification methods. Profiles resulting from the higher amounts of input 

DNA, suffer from peaks that are the result of spectral bleed-through of other peaks and suffer from 

peak splitting. Bleed-through is not uncommon with the analysis of highly concentrated samples. 

Peak splitting can also be directly linked to high input amounts. As more PCR product is present, the 
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polymerase needs more time perform A-tailing resulting in an incomplete +A nucleotide addition to 

the final PCR product and hence split peaks can be observed [296,297]. Based on the results described 

here an optimal sample quantity range of 250 pg and 125 pg DNA is proposed for on-chip 

amplification. To achieve such sample quantities in the 0.5 µl reaction cavity, sample concentrations 

of 1.25 ng/µl and 0.625 ng/µl are respectively required in our setting. Comparable concentrations are 

encountered in crime scene cases. However, it is not improbable that in some cases (i.e. trace 

samples) these concentrations cannot be obtained. To further compare this, samples with a 

concentration of 0.1 ng/µl, 0.05 ng/µl and 0.025 ng/µl were amplified both on-chip and off-chip 

rather than comparing the amplification of identical absolute template quantities. On-chip 

amplification of the 0.1 ng/µl samples resulted in occasional full profiles and partial profiles were 

observed when amplifying the 0.025 ng/µl samples. Despite allelic imbalance and drop-outs on-chip 

amplification using extremely low input amounts was demonstrated. While insufficient for typing, 

these partial profiles may provide sufficient information to exclude potential suspects, which is useful 

in an early identification. Several approaches to increase the sample concentration have been 

described in literature, including Silica-based kits (QIAamp®, Qiagen, USA), centrifugal filter devices 

(Microcon®, Merck Millipore, Germany) and vacuum concentrators (Speedvac, Thermo Fisher, USA) 

[298,299]. However, these added sample preparation steps do introduce additional hands-on laboratory 

time and require trained staff. Consequently, we envisage that the on-chip amplification described 

here would predominantly be used for the amplification of reference samples. These reference 

samples are always collected using standard methods (usually buccal swabs) making them 

significantly easier to analyze. Moreover, buccal swabs provide an excellent source of DNA resulting 

in a relatively high DNA concentration, well suited for on-chip amplification [40]. On-chip amplification 

after single cell isolation could be a potential field of interest [300]. Ballantyne et al. [301] already 

demonstrated the potential of STR typing after whole-genome amplification, supporting the 

feasibility of this approach in forensic DNA analysis.  

The favorable thermal properties of silicon for temperature cycling were exploited to speed up on-

chip PCR amplification. With a total amplification time of less than 17 minutes, a 7-fold reduction was 

achieved compared to the conventional off-chip amplification time. Even though singleplex 

amplifications have already been reported to be conducted in under 10 minutes [302], STR multiplex 

amplification remains more challenging in terms of speed as many fragments need to be amplified in 

a multiplex PCR [303]. Reducing the amplification time of the 16-plex forensic Identifiler plus assay did 

come at a cost, more specifically a reduced sensitivity. Complete STR profiles could only be 

generated with samples containing a least 125 pg to 250 pg template DNA. Moreover, at 125 pg a 

correlation between the amplicon size and PCR efficiency became apparent. A ‘ski-slope’ pattern was 

observed, with the smaller amplicons having a stronger signal compared to the signal intensities of 
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larger amplicons such as CSF1PO, D2S1338 and D18S51. This ‘ski-slope’ electropherogram is a strong 

indication that the rapid PCR efficiency is dependent on amplicon size [304,305]. Not surprisingly, in one 

of the 125 pg containing triplicate samples several drop-outs were observed, all of which were longer 

than 250 bp. The results presented here are in accordance with the comparative study presented by 

Butts and Vallone [306] in which six different benchtop thermal cycling platforms were tested for their 

potential to perform rapid PCR amplification in a forensic setting. Using an identical primer set, the 

sensitivity presented here, using the on-chip amplification, is slightly better then what was reported 

for these six thermal cyclers. A potential explanation for the increased sensitivity when performing 

rapid amplification on-chip compared to traditional benchtop thermal cyclers are the differences in 

thermal mass and inertia. Conventional thermal cyclers rarely achieve fast cycling conditions due to 

their large thermal mass. Even if these rapid ramp rates are achieved, temperature control is typically 

less accurate. Rapid benchtop thermal cyclers typically overshoot the set temperature. In contrast, 

the sample is presumed to be heated to the correct temperature [307,308]. Because of the small 

thermal inertia of the chip being used in this paper, no such overheating is necessary.  

6.5. CONCLUSION  

This work compared the sensitivity of the forensic AmpFlSTR Identifiler Plus kit using a conventional 

thermal cycler and an integrated µPCR chip. The potential of the integrated µPCR chip was 

demonstrated without the need for any specific optimization to the multiplex PCR kit protocol. A 

nearly identical PCR sensitivity between the standard off-chip and the integrated µPCR chip 

amplification was observed. Furthermore, the potential for rapid PCR amplification in a forensic 

setting was investigated. A 7-fold amplification time reduction compared to conventional 

instrumentation was achieved, while still obtaining an acceptable sensitivity. Taken together, our 

results show that multiplex PCR amplification, an essential part of forensic DNA analysis, can readily 

be performed in a silicon µPCR chip with comparable sensitivity even at an increased speed. This is 

an important step towards the development of a handheld forensic analysis tool for on-site DNA 

testing.  
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6.6. SUPPELMENTARY INFORMATION 

 

Supplementary Figure 6.1: Close-up of the 3 cavity chip design. The three reaction cavities and their separate microfluidic 
channels are indicated in purple. These are created by a front side etch. The three inlets and outlets are the blue layers 
created by front and backside etching of the silicon substrate, thereby piercing through the silicon substrate. The insulating 
air trenches surrounding the micro-reactor are fabricated identically. A real-life close-up image of the 3 reaction cavities 
with their microfluidic channels is given in the insertion.  

 

 

Supplementary Figure 6.2: Microscopy image of the 3 reaction cavities with their microfluidic channels filled with a sample- 
AmpFlSTR Mastermix solution. Small air-bubbles are visible in cavity one and three.  
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ABSTRACT   

The demand to perform forensic DNA profiling outside of centralized laboratories and on the crime 

scene is increasing. Several criminal investigations would benefit tremendously from having DNA 

based information available in the first hours rather than days or weeks. However, due to the 

complexity and time-consuming nature of standard DNA fingerprinting methods, rapid and 

automated analyses are hard to achieve. We here demonstrate the implementation of an alternative 

DNA fingerprinting method in a single microchip. By combining PCR amplification and HyBeacon 

melting assays in a silicon Lab-on-a-Chip (LoC), a significant step towards rapid on-site DNA 

fingerprinting is taken. The small form factor of a LoC reduces reagent consumption and increases 

portability. Additional miniaturization is achieved through an integrated heating element covering 24 

parallel micro-reactors with a reaction volume of 0.14 µl each. The high level of parallelization allows 

the simultaneous analysis of 4 short tandem repeat (STR) loci and the amelogenin gender marker 

commonly included in forensic DNA analysis. A reference and crime scene sample can be analyzed 

simultaneously for direct comparison. Importantly, by using industry-standard semiconductor 

manufacturing processes, mass manufacturability can be guaranteed. Following assay design and 

optimization, complete 5-loci profiles could be robustly generated on-chip that are on par with those 

obtained using conventional benchtop real-time PCR thermal cyclers. Together, our results are an 

important step towards the development of commercial, mass-produced, portable devices for on-

site testing in forensic DNA analysis. 

KEYWORDS: Forensic, DNA fingerprinting, Short Tandem Repeats, Lab-on-a-Chip, Microfluidics 
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7.1. INTRODUCTION 

Human DNA fingerprinting is currently almost exclusively performed based on short tandem repeat 

(STR) region identification [23,273]. Because of the highly polymorphic nature of these repetitive 

sequences, very distinctive profiles can be generated from minute amounts of DNA allowing 

discrimination of different individuals. Hence, a global consensus to use specific STR loci was agreed 

upon, allowing straightforward comparison of profiles in databases around the world [274,275]. The gold 

standard method for generating STR profiles was optimized about two decades ago and consists of a 

combination of multiplex polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and a subsequent fragment sizing using 

capillary electrophoresis (CE) [67]. Although delivering excellent results, this method of STR profiling 

does have some drawbacks. This process, which typically takes place in a specialized forensic 

laboratory, is labor-intensive, often taking several days to complete [40]. Several criminal 

investigations would benefit tremendously from having DNA profile information available within the 

first hour after discovery of the crime scene , the so-called golden hour [309]. This information could 

be used to focus the investigation on certain suspects and exclude other innocent suspects at an 

early stage. An initial step would be to overcome some of the logistical steps of a traditional DNA 

fingerprinting analysis and perform a rapid on-site DNA screening. Lab-on-a-Chip (LoC) technology 

could address some of the limitations that hamper the conventional STR typing process and thereby 

provide fast, correct information ad hoc [159]. LoCs typically have a significantly reduced footprint 

compared to benchtop tools making the analysis portable and allowing on-site testing. Furthermore, 

because of the small reaction volumes, LoCs typically have limited reagent consumption. Smaller 

devices which contain smaller amounts of liquids also have a lower thermal mass, which is of great 

importance when performing fast PCR amplification, as explained in the previous chapter [281,310]. By 

using silicon as the fabrication substrate, the thermal inertia is reduced even further, resulting in 

modest power consumption and the possibility of integration into portable devices. Crucially, the use 

of industry-standard silicon semiconductor manufacturing processes for the fabrication of silicon 

LoCs guarantees mass manufacturability, which is an important consideration for future commercial 

development of single-use, disposable DNA fingerprinting chips. The level of integration that can be 

achieved using these fabrication techniques enables the production of chips that comply with the 

sample-in answer-out principle. Therefore, the need for any manual intervention during the analysis 

process can be largely eliminated. Numerous research groups from both academia and industry have 

been working towards integrated systems for STR profile generation [117,152]. The PCR LoC based 

solutions described in the literature are mainly focused towards point of care applications and are 

limited in terms of reaction multiplexing [311,312]. Furthermore, many of these LoCs rely on-chip 

reagent storage, which is challenging and results in an increased device fabrication complexity [313,314]. 
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In this paper a forensic LoC was designed, fabricated and tested capable of performing multiple PCR 

amplifications and STR detection without the need to perform CE analysis on-chip. Although STR 

profiling using CE-based size separation has been the gold standard for traditional DNA fingerprinting 

analysis, attempts at miniaturization of CE by on-chip implementation have been unable to deliver 

the single-basepair resolution that is required for forensic applications. Hence, alternative STR typing 

methods were developed and integrated on-chip. The HyBeacon technology used in LGC‘s ParaDNA 

system holds particular promise to be integrated in a silicon LoC [315]. This HyBeacon technology relies 

on the determination of the melting temperature (Tm) of a duplex formed by a HyBeacon probe and 

an STR-amplicon. The fluorescently labeled HyBeacon probe, complementary to a section of the 

repeat region, will dissociate at a characteristic temperature, the melting temperature, leading to a 

decrease in fluorescence. A longer STR region can hybridize with the probe over a longer distance 

resulting in a stronger interaction, requiring more energy (a higher temperature) to dissociate the 

complex. Therefore, the Tm of the probe-template duplex can be used as an indicator of the number 

of repeat regions. The HyBeacon assays used in this study are based on previous work by French et 

al. and Gale et al. [316,317] with minor modifications. Assays for STR loci D16S539, D18S51, D8S1179, 

TH01 and the amelogenin sex marker were tested. The gender identification assay, which is based on 

the amelogenin gene, is a novel design. To test all five loci simultaneously, a minimum of 11 cavities 

is required. Multiple cavities per locus are needed to allow detection of the entire range of alleles. 

When long STRs are analyzed, a length difference of 1 STR (typically 4 nucleotides), only has a 

relatively small impact on the Tm, making it difficult to distinguish the Tms of STRs with varying 

lengths. This problem is resolved by the use of non-fluorescent blocker sequences that block a 

predetermined number of STR repeats. This limits the number of repeats available for probe 

hybridization and increases the difference in Tm between unblocked STRs of varying length. 

Supplementary Fig. 7.1 and 7.2 schematically show the blocking mechanism of the non-fluorescent 

blockers and explain the need for multiple blockers per locus. To detect the full range of common 

alleles, up to three blocker sequences per locus are required. Therefore, a LoC capable of 

simultaneously amplifying and melting more than 11 reactions had to be designed and tested. To 

allow a reference and crime scene sample to be analyzed simultaneously a LoC capable of analyzing 

24 assays in parallel was designed. The miniature chip holds 24 small, reaction cavities for parallel 

testing and an integrated aluminum heating system. Temperature monitoring was accomplished by a 

resistance temperature detector (RTD) deposited directly on the silicon surface. The performance of 

this novel LoC to generate STR profiles using HyBeacon technology was evaluated. All modified 

HyBeacon assays were tested using conventional PCR amplification and melting analysis in a 

benchtop instrument before being transferred on-chip. Next, on-chip temperature uniformity during 
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heating was assessed over all cavities. Finally, complete STR profiles of three reference samples were 

generated on-chip and compared to off-chip results. 

7.2. MATERIALS & METHODS 

 7.2.1. CHIP DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING 

A LoC was designed with 24 parallel reaction cavities, which allows simultaneous PCR amplification of 

24 independent reaction mixtures. Fig. 7.1 A shows the topside of the 24 reaction chamber LoC with 

the different access holes and the integrated aluminum heating element. The backside is shown in 

Fig. 7.1 B, displaying the microfluidic channels connecting the inlet and outlet holes with the reaction 

cavities in the thermally isolated zone of the chip. The microfluidic structures were etched in a 0.4 

mm thick silicon wafer that was subsequently diced into 4 cm2 individual chips. First, the reaction 

cavities and associated microfluidic channels were created on the front side of the silicon substrate 

by 0.25 mm deep reactive dry etching and subsequently sealed by anodic bonding of Pyrex. The air-

trenches for thermal isolation of the reaction cavities, as well as the access ports for fluidics were 

created by subsequent backside dry etching up to the Pyrex-silicon interface. Each of the 24 reaction 

cavities has a volume of 0.14 µl with individual inlet and outlet channels connecting the access holes. 

The chip fabrication process is based on previously published work [115,286,287,310]. Supplementary Fig. 

7.3 A-B shows a schematic representation of the chip structures etched in the silicon substrate. To 

supply heat to the micro-reactors we used a PCR chip equipped with an integrated Joule heater 

consisting of a 200 nm aluminum thin film resistor patterned similar to Barman et al. [164]. To 

accommodate the 24 PCR cavities, a 5 mm by 5 mm heated and thermally isolated zone was 

designed. This included an adjusted routing of the microfluidic channels and optimized thermal air 

trench design to connect the 24 cavities with their respective inlet and outlet holes. Prior to 

fabrication, the thermal characteristics of the LoC were evaluated by numerical 3D modeling (Comsol 

5.2a, CFD module). A detail description of the simulation methodology can be found in Barman et al 

[164]. The largest temperature differences during heating are expected at the inlet and outlet regions. 

At these points the PCR cavities are connected to the rest of the chip through silicon beams which 

conduct heat to the rest of the chip. Actual temperature uniformity, achieved using the integrated 

heating system, was tested by performing a melt curve analysis of a solution containing 1 X EvaGreen 

(Biotium, USA), 50 ng/µl NoLimits 300 bp DNA Fragment (Thermo Fisher, USA), and 1 X DNA Taq 

polymerase Buffer (Thermo Fisher, USA). A uniform spatial reduction of the fluorescence level 

throughout the PCR reactor during heating is the result of uniform melting and hence indicates 

uniform heat transfer. A full description of the heating uniformity test as well as the development of 

the integrated heater is described by Barman et al. [164]. The small mass and the minute reaction 
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volume of the chip result in a low thermal mass enabling rapid and efficient heat transfer which 

allows for fast thermal cycling. Cooling relies on natural convection and is the main factor limiting the 

speed of this thermal cycling. The lack of an active cooling system is intentional to keep the design 

and fabrication simple. On-line temperature monitoring is accomplished by a calibrated resistance 

temperature detector (RTD) placed alongside the heater at the center of the reaction chamber on 

the silicon surface. The chip is bound to a printed circuit board (PCB) using a thermally non-

conductive epoxy. The heater and temperature sensor are connected to the PCB pins using 25 µm 

aluminum wires. A standard 10-pin socket connects the PCB with a temperature controller. The 

reagents are loaded on the chip using a 100 µl syringe (Hamilton, USA) and a Legato 180 syringe-

pump (KD Scientific, USA) coupled to a capillary (ID 182.5µm) (Polymicro technologies, USA) pumping 

the PCR reagents and an FC40 oil plug (F9755, Sigma Aldrich, USA) at a flowrate of 8 µl/min. Injecting 

the oil plug prior to the PCR reagents prevents the formation of air bubbles in the reaction cavity 

during chip loading. 

 

Figure 7.1: A) Top view showing the complete chip including integrated heater, air trenches surrounding the reaction cavity, 
24 inlets and outlets and the PCB. The integrated heater and resistance temperature detector are wire-bonded to the 10-

pin connector. B) Backside of the mounted chip showing the microfluidic channels connecting the different access holes 

with the respective reaction cavities. The backside is sealed with a Pyrex glass cover allowing fluorescence detection.  

 7.2.2. ASSAYS 

Probe, blocker and primer sequences as well as the respective concentrations used in each assay 

(D16S539, D18S51, D8S1179, TH01) can be found in Supplementary Tables 7.1–7.4. All assay 

compositions are based on previous published work by French et al. and Gale et al. [316,317]. To 

promote the binding of the probe to its complementary strand, all amplification reactions are 

asymmetric PCRs. An asymmetric PCR amplification is achieved by using a 10 to 1 ratio of both 

primers. The 10-fold excess of one of both primers results in amplification of mainly the strand 

complementary to the probe. These HyBeacon probes consist of an oligonucleotide sequence specific 

for the STR target, one or several internal FAM fluorophore dT-analogues and a 3’ phosphate cap to 

prevent PCR extension. HyBeacon probes demonstrate increased fluorescence on hybridization with 
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target DNA due to a conformational change of the fluorophore’s position, resulting in the 

fluorophore being positioned farther from adjacent quenching nucleotides [318]. Different blocker 

sequences with varying lengths are added in parallel to different reactions to block a fixed portion of 

the STR sequence of the target DNA from the probe. This ensures that a wide range of STRs can be 

analyzed using the same probe while maintaining considerable separation of the melting 

temperatures of consecutive repeats. The mechanism of probe and blocker binding is explained in 

Supplementary Fig. 7.1 and 7.2 elaborately described by French et al. [317]. An assay for sex 

determination using the amelogenin gene was developed based on the same quenching and de-

quenching principle as the other HyBeacon probes. The amelogenin assay consists of primers and a 

probe, but no blocker sequence was needed as only two alleles have to be discriminated from each 

other. The probe consists of a nineteen nucleotide long sequence and a single FAM fluorophore 

linked to an internal dT-analogue. Unlike the previously described HyBeacon probes, where the 

difference in melting temperature is based on a different number of nucleotides binding with the 

probe, the difference in melting temperature is based on the probe-target duplex stability. The 

probe’s sequence is perfectly complementary with the amelogenin gene on the X chromosome, 

whereas a dual SNP on the Y chromosome induces a mismatch and an associated duplex 

destabilization. The primer and probe sequences, as well as the respective concentrations used in the 

amelogenin assay can be found in Supplementary Table 7.5.  

 7.2.3. AMPLIFICATION 

Each of the previously described assays were first tested using a conventional LightCycler 480 

instrument (Roche, Switzerland) to verify their efficacy and to produce a benchmark melting 

temperature for a broad range of alleles. All alleles with prevalence larger than 0.6% according to the 

popSTR Europe database (spsmart.cesga.es/popstr.php) were analyzed in triplicates. Samples were 

obtained from the GEDNAP (German DNA Profiling, www.gednap.org) proficiency tests. All 

amplifications were conducted in a 10 µl volume, containing 1 X PCR buffer (Qiagen, Germany), 1 U 

HotStarTaq polymerase (Qiagen, Germany), 250 µM of each dNTP (Thermo Fisher, USA) and the 

specific amounts of primers, probe and blockers (see Supplementary Tables 7.1-7.5). Amplifications 

were performed asymmetrically to generate an excess of target strand assuring that probe 

hybridization is favored over reannealing of the amplified sequences, as already mentioned. 

Amplification was initiated with an initial denaturation for 15 min at 95 °C to activate the HotStar Taq 

polymerase, followed by 45 cycles consisting of denaturation (95 °C, 15 s), annealing (55 °C, 30 s) and 

extension (72 °C, 30 s). Melting analysis was performed by heating the PCR product from 40 °C to 

65 °C at a rate of 0.1 °C/s. During this melting the fluorescence intensity was continuously monitored 

and melt peaks were constructed by plotting the negative first derivative of the fluorescence 

http://spsmart.cesga.es/popstr.php
http://www.gednap.org/
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intensity with respect to the temperature. Furthermore, melting analysis was performed on three 

reference DNA samples (9948, 9947 and 2800) (Promega, USA).  

These three reference DNA samples were also subjected to on-chip analysis using identical thermal 

cycling and melting parameters as described for the off-chip experiments. Reference STR profiles of 

these samples were obtained using conventional PCR-CE analysis and can be found in Supplementary 

Table 7.6. Although the on-chip reaction volume is reduced over 70 times (10 µl vs 0.14 µl) compared 

to the initial off-chip tests, identical reagent concentrations were used as described above. Some 

alterations were made to counteract the possible effects of the silicon surface on the PCR efficiency. 

More specifically, the polymerase concentration was increased to 5 U/µl and Bovine Serum Albumin 

(BSA) was added to the master mix to passivate the silicon surface [211]. On-chip fluorescent readout 

was performed using a setup consisting of a mercury lamp (X-cite exacte, Excelitas, Canada) with 

appropriate filter set for FAM fluorophore detection (Chroma, USA) and an inverted microscope 

(IX73 Olympus, Japan) combined with an Orca flash 4.0 CMOS camera (Hamamatsu, Japan). Detailed 

schematic of the optical pathway is shown in Supplementary Fig. 7.4. The thermal cycling program 

and temperature monitoring were controlled by a custom LabVIEW® script linked to a thermal 

controller unit (Eurotherm, Germany) coupled to a 7V DC power supply unit. 

7.3. RESULTS 

 7.3.1. OFF-CHIP 

7.3.1.1. Off-chip HyBeacon assay development 

The HyBeacon assays that are used in this study are slightly modified compared to the published 

assays [316,317]. Therefore, all alleles of all loci were tested in triplicates on the LightCycler 480. Results 

of this off-chip testing can be found in Supplementary Tables 7.7-7.11. On average, the obtained Tm is 

1.37°C (± 0.97°C) higher compared to previously published data by Gale et al. and French et al. 

[316,317]. These results were used to define melting temperature ranges that identify each allele. When 

a Tm of an unknown sample lies within one of these ranges, the corresponding allele is assigned to 

the investigated sample.  

7.3.1.2. Off-chip STR profiling of reference samples 

The melting temperatures of the forensic reference Promega samples 2800, 9947 and 9948 were 

determined in triplicates (n=3) using the LightCycler 480 instrument. Melting temperatures for all 

samples were generated using the full array of probe and blocker combinations. All Tm values are 

given in Table 7.1. Although some loci were homozygous, two distinct melting peaks can be observed 

when performing the melt analysis (for example D16Bl4–9948). These additional melting peaks 

originate when the probe binds before the blocker can, resulting in full probe hybridization. These 
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full probe melting peaks are a known phenomenon and are not associated with an allele. They are 

therefore indicated by FP in Table 7.1 and not considered when composing the final STR profile. For 

each sample a complete STR profile could be generated based on the Tm values, using the Tm ranges 

defined during the off-chip HyBeacon assay development to call the alleles. The STR profiles were in 

perfect concordance with the reference STR profiles generated with PCR-CE. By performing these off-

chip profiling experiments the efficacy of the slightly adjusted assays could be evaluated. Moreover, 

the performance of the novel sex identification assay was assessed as shown in Table 7.1.  

  9947 9948 2800  
Locus Blocker Tm (°C) ±SD(°C) Observed 

alleles 
Tm (°C) ± SD(°C) Observed 

alleles 
Tm (°C) ±SD(°C) Observed 

alleles 

D16S539 Bl 4 56.2 ± 0.1 11 56.1 ± 0.2 11 48.0  ± 0.4 & 58.2 ± 0.2 9 : 11+ 

Bl 6 48.5 ± 0.3 &  52.5 ± 0.4 11 : 12 49.1 ± 0.7 & 57.0 ± 0.6 11 : FP 56.7 ± 0.4 13 

TH01 Bl 2.1 58.5 ± 0.3 8+ 46.40 ± 0.4 & 59.0 ± 0.1 6 : 8+ 45.6 ± 0.4 & 5829 ± 0.2 6 : 8+ 

Bl 3.3 51.4 ± 0.2 - 58.7  ± 0.5 8 : 9.3 58.9 ± 0.4 9.3 58.7 ± 0.3 9.3 

D8S1179 Bl 5 59.6  ± 0.7 11+ 59.60 ± 0.36 11+ 60.0 ± 0.4 11+ 

Bl 8 51.2 ± 0.4 13 47.5 ± 0.5 & 51.3 ± 0.4 12 : 13 55.9 ± 0.4 & 58.2 ± 0.3 14 : 14+ 

Bl 11 58.5 ± 0.2 FP 59.0 ± 0.7 FP 41.5  ± 0.8 & 48.4 ± 0.3 14 : 15 

D18S51 Bl 7 62.0 ± 0.3 14+ 61.7 ± 0.5 14+ 61.9 ± 0.4 14+ 

 Bl 10 53.5 ± 0.2 & 62.1 ± 0.2 15 : 17+ 53.8 ± 0.3 & 62.6 ± 1.0 15 : 17+ 57.8 ± 0.2 & 62.6 ± 0.3 16 : 17+ 

 Bl 14 54.5 ± 0.1 & 61.9 ± 0.2 19 : FP 48.9 ± 0.3 & 62.2 ± 0.7 18 : FP 49.0 ± 0.5 & 62.3 ± 0.2 18 : FP 

Amelogenin 50.9 ± 0.8  X 51.0 ± 1.0 & 60.9 ± 0.5 X : Y 51.5 ± 0.8  & 60.8 ± 1.0 X  : Y  

Table 7.1: Overview of melting temperatures ± SD of reference samples 9947, 9948 and 2800 determined using the 

benchtop LightCycler 480 instrument and the called alleles. A plus (+) indicates the maximum detectable allele is achieved, 

FP indicates a full probe peak is measured.  

 7.3.2. ON-CHIP 

7.3.2.1. Chip loading 

Loading of the novel 24 cavity chips was performed using a syringe-pump coupled to a capillary 

allowing a constant injection flowrate. This constant flowrate prevents pressure surges and thereby 

air bubble formation. To further reduce air bubble trapping, each PCR cavity was flushed and loaded 

with FC40 oil prior to loading the sample solution. This FC40 oil is more resilient to air bubble 

formation due to its low contact angle with silicon. Upon loading the hydrophilic sample- master mix 

solution, the FC40 oil plug is pushed out. Supplementary Fig. 7.3. C shows a fluorescent image of the 

24 reaction cavities filled with sample- master mix solution including the residual FC 40 oil.  

7.3.2.2. Temperature uniformity  

Numerical modeling allowed predicting the thermal properties of the novel 24-cavity chip design 

prior to fabrication. The reactor zone was divided into 100 equally sized modular blocks of which 93% 

were within the set temperature ± 0.3°C. The thermal numerical modeling results can be found in 

Supplementary Fig. 7.5. Thermal uniformity was tested to verify the numerical modeling data. This 
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was performed by means of melting analysis of the NoLimits 300 bp DNA fragment melt solution. 

Each reaction cavity was filled with the solution and subjected to a melting analysis. The results of 

the thermal uniformity tests can be found in Fig. 7.2. The average observed Tm in the 24 cavities was 

86.31°C (± 0.25°C) with no significant differences observed between the inner and outer reaction 

cavities. The uniformity within each reaction cavity was also tested by measuring the fluorescence 

intensity of three discrete regions (top, middle bottom). No differences were found between each of 

the three regions. As a comparison, a melting analysis was also performed on the LightCycler 480 

instrument using the same solution. The resulting Tm was 89.24°C (±0.32°C), which is 2.93°C (± 

0.33°C) higher compared to the results obtained by on-chip melting analysis. 

 

Figure 7.2: Melting curves of the 24 individual reaction cavities generated using the normalized fluorescence intensity of 
the NoLimits 300 bp DNA fragment melt solution. Melting peaks, in the insert, are presented as the first negative derivate 
of the melting curves. An average Tm of 86.31 (± 0.25°C) was observed with no differences observed between the inner and 
outer reaction cavities. 

7.3.2.3. On-chip STR profiling 

STR profiling using the HyBeacon assays was performed on-chip for the 9947, 9948 and 2800 

reference samples. The novel developed 24 cavity chips allow testing of the full array of probe and 

blocker combinations for all loci in parallel. Moreover, enough cavities are available to perform two 

analyses on the same chip, for example a suspect’s reference sample and crime scene sample. Fig. 

7.3 shows the on-chip generated melting peaks of the 4 investigated STR loci and the amelogenin 

marker for the 9948 sample. The melting temperatures of all blocker combinations for the 9947, 

9948 and 2800 samples were determined in triplicates and can be found in Table 7.2. The potential 

of the amelogenin assay to determine the gender of the sample’s donor is shown in Supplementary 

Fig. 7.6. A 10°C difference separates the melting peaks which correspond to the X and Y amelogenin 

alleles allowing for straightforward gender identification. It should be noted that, similar to the 
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results with the melt solution, all on-chip acquired Tm values are between 2.5°C and 3°C lower 

compared to the values obtained using the LightCycler 480 instrument. However, as the difference is 

constant over all analyses, this constant difference allows recalibrating the Tm ranges defined during 

the off-chip HyBeacon assay development to call the alleles using the temperatures measured on-

chip.  

 

Figure 7.3: On-chip melting peaks profiles for the 9948 reference sample using the D16S539, D18S51, D8S1179, TH01 and 
Amelogenin HyBeacon probes. The alleles corresponding to the acquired melting temperatures are indicated above each 
respective melting peak. A plus (+) indicates the maximum detectable allele is achieved, FP indicates a full probe peak is 
measured.  
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  9947 9948 2800 
Locus Blocker Tm (°C) ±SD(°C) Observed 

alleles 
Tm (°C) ± SD(°C) Observed 

alleles 
Tm (°C) ±SD(°C) Observed 

alleles 

D16S539 Bl 4 53.7 ±0.8 11 53.5 ± 0.7 11 45.5 ± 0.9 & 53.7 ± 0.3 9 : 11+ 

Bl 6 46.3± 0.5 & 51.16 ± 0.48 11 : 12 45.6 ± 0.3 & 55.5 ± 0.3 11 : FP 53.3 ± 0.6 13 

TH01 Bl 2.1 55.5 ± 0.4 8+ 42.0 ± 0.6 & 55.4 ± 0.9 6 : 8+ 43.6 ± 1.8 & 56.9 ± 0.9 6 : 8+ 

Bl 3.3 49.2± 1.1 & 56.3  ± 0.7 8 : 9.3 56.8 ± 0.4 9.3 56.5 ± 0.6 9.3 

D8S1179 Bl 5 56.8  ± 0.6 11+ 57.2 ± 0.8  11+ 55.3 ± 0.6 11+ 

Bl 8 49.2 ± 0.7 13 45.5 ± 1.0 & 49.5 ± 1.7 12 : 13 52.9 ± 0.6 & 56.2 ± 0.4 14 : 14+ 

Bl 11 57.1 ± 0.3 FP 57.3 ± 0.4 FP /  ± (- ) & 45.6 ± 0.5 14 : 15 

D18S51 Bl 7 58.2 ± 0.7 14+ 59.1 ± 0.8 14+ 58.6 ± 0.7 14+ 

 Bl 10 50.3 ± 0.6 & 58.2 ± 0.6 15 : 17+ 50.0 ± 0.5 & 59.1 ± 0.7 15 : 17+ 54.7 ± 0.3 & 58.3 ± 0.7 16 : 17+ 

 Bl 14 50.3 ± 0.3 & 59.0 ± 0.8 19 : FP 45.3 ± 0.6 & 60.1 ± 0.5 18 : FP 44.8 ± 0.7 & 59.1 ± 0.3 18 : FP 

Amelogenin 47.2 ± 0.5  X 48.1 ± 0.9  & 58.8 ± 0.5 X : Y 47.8 ± 1.1  & 58.4 ± 0.9 X : Y  

Table 7.2: Overview of Tm values of reference samples 9947, 9948 and 2800 as determined on a 24-cavity silicon chip.  
The called alleles shown for each locus, a plus (+) indicates the maximum detectable allele is achieved, FP indicates a full 
probe peak is measured. This occurs when the blocker insufficiently blocks the target regions.  

7.4. DISCUSSION 

 7.4.1. CHIP LOADING 

Prior to the amplification and the analysis, all the assays were loaded in separate cavities. Substantial 

effort was invested in the prevention of air-bubble formation in the PCR cavities as trapped air will 

expand and contract during the heating and cooling cycles. These repetitive forces will drive the PCR 

solution out the heated zone resulting in failure of the amplification. By filling the PCR cavities with 

FC40 oil air-bubble formation is averted. Due to the low contact angle of the FC40 oil with silicon it 

simply fills the cavities without any spraying effects. The FC40 oil does not interfere with the 

amplification nor with the melting analysis. Other factors influencing the likelihood of air-bubble 

formation can be dealt with at the design stage. Serpentine-like shaped cavities are favored, as this 

design helps to expel the air bubble once being formed.  

 7.4.2. OFF-CHIP ASSAY DEVELOPMENT 

Off-chip assay testing allows us to identify whether or not the small changes made to the chemistry 

of the probes and the blockers influenced the efficacy of the assay. Minor differences in Tm, 

compared to what is reported in literature were observed. These minor discrepancies are attributed 

to small differences in both the master mix composition and the probe and blocker sequences. For 

example the probes used in this study did not contain a 5’ trimethoxystilbene (TMS) cap which has a 

stabilizing effect on the probe-target duplex due to stacking interactions [319,320], thereby influencing 

melting temperature. Although the minimal modifications to the assays resulted in some minor Tm 

differences robust amplification and detection could be achieved. Besides altering some previously 

developed assays for the STR loci, we designed a completely novel assay for the amelogenin locus. 

Unlike the STR assays the amelogenin assay did not contain blocker sequences. Discrimination 
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between the XX and XY genotypes solely relied on probe complementarity. The amelogenin probe 

was designed to be fully complementary with the Y allele, while having a 2-nucleotide mismatch with 

the X allele. Upon annealing of the probe with the X allele, the 2 nucleotide mismatch results in 

duplex destabilization. When performing a melting analysis this destabilized duplex requires less 

energy to melt compared to the fully complementary Y allele. The resulting Tm difference of 10°C 

allows for gender identification.  

 7.4.3. ON-CHIP ASSAY TESTING 

Upon transferring the assay on-chip it was obvious that the PCR efficiency was lower compared to 

the off-chip experiments. The increased surface-area-to-volume ratio and the tendency of silicon to 

adhere biological macromolecules, such as polymerases, led to a reduced amount of Taq polymerase 

available for amplification. By flushing the chip with BSA prior to PCR reagent loading, the silicon 

interface is lined with BSA which largely prevents the adsorption of the Taq polymerase [211,321]. This 

passivation increased the PCR amplification efficiency considerably. Compared to the STR assays the 

amelogenin assay typically showcased a low intensity of the melting peaks when analyzed on-chip. 

Adding a second fluorophore to the amelogenin probe could probably overcome this issue. The 

second fluorophore, positioned at the optimum interval of 5 to 7 nucleotides and preferably next to 

a guanine or cytosine nucleotide, could act as an additional fluorescent quencher producing more 

intense and sharper melting peaks [317,318]. This rationale is supported by the D16S539 assay in which 

the probe contains three fluorophores. Throughout all analyses the D16S539 assay displayed the 

largest drop in fluorescence and strongest melting peaks being straightforward to interpret. The 

observed discrepancy of 2.5°C to 3°C between the detected melting temperature when performed 

either on-chip or the LightCycler 480 instrument, was consistent over all analyses. This observed 

discrepancy between both analysis methods is most likely due to the differences in thermal set-up 

and volume. Experiments using different ramp rates or geometrical set-ups resulting in different off-

sets have been reported before [322]. Of vital importance to the application described here, is the high 

reproducibility of the observed melting temperatures on both systems. This allows both to be used 

readily to generate STR profiles. It should be noted that the resolution of the HyBeacon assay does 

not allow discriminating between different point alleles, which differ only 1 or 2 nucleotides from 

each other. Moreover the presence of mutations in the STR sequence might prevent probe 

hybridization or at least significantly influencing the melting temperature of the probe target duplex.  
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 7.4.4. FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 

The HyBeacon technology has already proven its value in LGC’s ParaDNA system. This system allows 

police investigators to produce database compatible DNA profiles close to or at the site of sampling 

within an hour [27]. Several validation studies were performed allowing the system to transit form 

proof-of-concept to an operationally ready device [13,28]. However, its introduction into general 

routine use has been partially hampered by the system’s dimensions, weight and cost. By applying 

the HyBeacon technology on the herein developed 24 cavity µPCR chip, these issues are partially 

surmounted. The use of small and lightweight chips makes on-site analysis conceivable. Moreover, by 

solely relying on standard semi-conductor fabrication processes and methods used in the CMOS 

industry, low cost and high volume production can be guaranteed. An additional advantage of using 

silicon is the fact that it holds potential to speed up the thermal cycling of PCR amplification, which 

has recently been demonstrated [325,326]. Even though some great leaps towards cheap, on-site 

human DNA fingerprinting have been made, further developments are still needed to achieve a 

similar level of integration as showcased by the ParaDNA system. An easy to use sampling device, as 

well as a sample introduction system have to be developed to allow non-trained operators to load a 

sample without the use of any laboratory equipment. In addition to a user-friendly loading 

mechanism, integrated chips should include a sample preparation and a DNA extraction step. Some 

initial work with positive results has already been performed in which the integrated heater 

completes a thermal cell lysis to release the DNA. Many different on-chip extraction techniques have 

already been explored. The majority of methods use solid-phase based sample preparation 

techniques; which utilize the differential binding capacities of silica [119–121]. Furthermore, to limit the 

operator’s hands-on time, all chips should be pre-loaded with all necessary reagents, without 

complicating the chip manufacturing process too extensively. Finally the optical setup for a 

fluorescent readout should be miniaturized as well using integrated photonics or a small detection 

system [327].  
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7.5. CONCLUSION 

In this work the potential of an integrated silicon µPCR chip for the amplification of STR loci and 

detection of the alleles using a HyBeacon assay was demonstrated. A µPCR chip capable of 

performing 24 analyses in parallel is designed and produced relying solely on standard semi-

conductor fabrication processes. The potential of this µPCR chip to perform on-site DNA 

fingerprinting was demonstrated by repeatedly and correctly producing STR profiles of three 

reference samples. In addition to the previously developed D16S539, D18S51, D8S1179 and TH01 

assays the generated STR profiles also contain a sex identifier. A novel amelogenin gender 

determination assay was developed and optimized for on-chip analysis. This work is an important 

step towards the development of a handheld forensic analysis tool for on-site DNA fingerprinting. 
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7.6. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 

 

Supplementary Figure 7.1: Schematic overview of the HyBeacon system with a fluorescent HyBeacon probe and non-
fluorescent blocker oligonucleotide. Probe, blocker and target sequence repeats are represented by yellow, blue and green 
boxes, respectively. Both probe and blocker oligonucleotides possess anchor regions that hybridize to non-repetitive 

flanking sequences to prevent slippage 
[317]

. A) STR target region comprising of 11 repeat units partially blocked by a 7 

repeat blocker and bound to the probe. B) STR region comprising of 15 repeat units in combination with a 7 repeat blocker 
results in full probe hybridization which makes discrimination with a 14 repeat STR region unfeasible. C) A blocker of 11 
repeat blocks a larger fraction of the 15 repeat target sequence which allows partial probe hybridization and identification 
of the 15 STR region.  

 

Supplementary Figure 7.2: Schematic overview of the working mechanism of a fluorescent HyBeacon probe and blocker 
oligonucleotide. Probe, blocker and target sequence repeats are represented by yellow, blue and green boxes, respectively. 
Both probe and blocker oligonucleotides possess anchor regions that hybridize to non-repetitive flanking sequences to 
prevent slippage 

[317]
. In hybridized state no quenching of the probes’ fluorophores is experienced and high fluorescence 

intensity is observed. Upon heating denaturation of the probe is favored resulting in a quenching effect which reduces the 
fluorescence intensity.  
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Supplementary Figure 7.3: A) Schematic overview of the 24 reaction cavity chip with inlet and outlet holes (green), 
microfluidic channels (light blue) from and to the reaction cavities (red) and the air trenches etched in silicon (dark blue). 
The inlet and outlet holes are numbered from 1-24 according to the position of reaction chambers from left to right. 
B) A close-up of the 24 parallel reaction cavities and the microfluidic inlet and outlet channels leading to them. C) 
Fluorescent image of the 24 parallel microfluidic reaction cavities filled with the HyBeacon Mastermix, including the 
fluorescently labelled HyBeacon probes. The residual FC40 oil is visible as small non-fluorescent dots. 

 

Figure 7.4: Olympus IX70-series inverted microscope with a schematic representation of the optical pathway. Illumination 
and detection fluorescence signal are preformed from the bottom-up using a series of lenses and dichroic mirrors.  
This inverted setup is necessary as the chip is only transparent through the Pyrex glass bounded to the opaque silicon chip. 

 

Supplementary Figure 7.5: Numerical modeling was performed to estimate the thermal characteristics of the novel chip 
design accommodating 24 PCR cavities with a total heated zone of 5 mm by 5 mm. The chip’s surface was divided in 100-
cell containing mesh to estimate the thermal uniformity. 93% of the heated zone was within ± 0.3°C of the set temperature 
of 95°C. 
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Supplementary Figure 7.6: Melting peaks generated using the amelogenin assay of a male (XY) and female (XX) sample.  

Name (D18S51) Sequence Concentration 

Forward primer TGCCACTGCACTTCACTCTGA 1 µM 

Reverse primer GTGTGGAGATGTCTTACAATAACAGTTG 0.1 µM 

HyBeacon probe TTCTTTCTTTCTTTCTTTCTTTCTTFCTTTCFGAGACP 0.150 µM 

D18 Blocker 7 CTTTCCTCTCTCTTT(TTCT)7P 0.225 µM 

D18 Blocker 10 CTTTCCTCTCTCTTT(TTCT)10P 0.225 µM 

D18 Blocker 14 CTTTCCTCTCTCTTT(TTCT)14P 0.225 µM 
Supplementary Table 7.1: Sequences of Probes, Primers and Blockers of the D18S51 locus assay and their respective 
concentrations. F: Internal fluorescein dT, P: 3’ Phosphate cap. 

Name (D8S1179) Sequence Concentration 

Forward primer CGGCCTGGCAACTTATATGT 0.1 µM 

Reverse primer GCCTTAATTTATTTACCTATCCTGTAGA 1 µM 

HyBeacon probe TCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCFATCTAFTCCCCP 0.075 µM 

D8 Blocker 5 GTATTTCATGTGTACATTCGTA(TCTA)5P 0.375 µM 

D8 Blocker 8 GTGTACATTCGTA(TCTA)8P 0.375 µM 

D8 Blocker 11 GTGTACATTCGTA(TCTA)11P 0.375 µM 
Supplementary Table 7.2: Sequences of Probes, Primers and Blockers of the D8S1179 locus assay and their respective 
concentrations. F: Internal fluorescein dT, P: 3’ Phosphate cap. 

Name (TH01) Sequence Concentration 

Forward primer GGCTTCCGAGTGCAGGTCA 0.1 µM 

Reverse primer GGTGATTCCCATTGGCCTG 1 µM 

HyBeacon probe TGGFGAATGAAFGAATGAATGAATGAATGAP 0.075 µM 

TH01 Blocker 3.3 ATGAATGAATGAATGAGGGAAATAAGGGP 0.375 µM 

TH01 Blocker 2.1 GAATGAATGAGGGAAATAAGGGAGGAACP 0.375 µM 
Supplementary Table 7.3: Sequences of Probes, Primers and Blockers of the TH01 locus assay and their respective 
concentrations. F: Internal fluorescein dT, P: 3’ Phosphate cap. 
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Name (D16S539) Sequence Concentration 

Forward primer / 
         Blocker 4 

GCGGC(TATC)4CACCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTA-HEG-
GATCCCAAGCTCTTCCTCTT 

1 µM 

Forward primer / 
          Blocker 6 

GCGGC(TATC)6CACCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTA-HEG-
GATCCCAAGCTCTTCCTCTT 

1 µM 

Reverse primer ACGTTTGTGTGTGCATCTGTAAGCATGTATC 0.1 µM 

HyBeacon probe TATCTATCFTCTATCFATCTATCFATCTATCGCCGCP 0.075 µM 
Supplementary Table 7.4: Sequences of Probes, Primers and Blockers of the D16S539 locus assay and their respective 
concentrations. F: Internal fluorescein dT, P: 3’ Phosphate cap, HEG: Hexaethylene glycol spacer. 

Name (Amelogenin) Sequence Concentration 

Forward primer CCCTGGGCTCTGTAAAGAA 1 µM 

Reverse primer ATCAGAGCTTAAACTGGGAAGCTG 0.1 µM 

HyBeacon probe TCAAGTGGFCCCAATTTTACAGTTP 0.075 µM 
Supplementary Table 7.5: Sequences of Probes, Primers and Blockers of the Amelogenin locus assay and their respective 

concentrations. F: Internal fluorescein dT, P: 3’ Phosphate cap. 

Locus 9947 9948 2800

D8S1179 13 : 13 12 : 13 14 : 15

D16S539 11 : 12 11 : 11 9 : 13

D18S51 15 : 19 15 : 18 16 : 18

TH01 8 : 9.3 6 : 9.3 6 : 9.3

Amelogenin X : X X : Y X : Y
Supplementary Table 7.6: STR profiles based on the examined loci of three reference samples (9947, 9948 and 2800) 

 

D18S51 Allele Tm 1 
 (°C) 

Tm 2  
(°C) 

Tm 3  
(°C) 

Average Tm 
 (°C) 

SD 

 11 48,7 47,8 48,2 48,2 0,5 

 12 54,2 53,0 54,5 53,9 0,8 

Blocker 7 13 58,4 57,9 58,5 58,3 0,3 

 14 61,2 62,2 61,0 61,5 0,6 

 14+ 62,8 63,1 62,8 62,9 0,2 

 14 47,4 48,0 48,3 47,9 0,5 

 15 54,1 54,3 54,8 54,4 0,4 

Blocker 10 16 57,5 58,5 58,7 58,2 0,6 

 17 61,2 61,3 62,3 61,6 0,6 

 17+ 62,4 62,7 63,4 62,8 0,5 

 18 49,2 48,6 48,6 48,8 0,3 

 19 55,6 54,6 54,5 54,9 0,6 

Blocker 14 20 59,3 58,4 58,4 58,7 0,5 

 21+ 64,3 63,0 63,0 63,4 0,8 

Supplementary Table 7.7: Melting temperatures of different alleles of the D18S51 locus using respectively the BL7, BL10 
and BL14 blocker 
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D8S1179  Allele Tm 1  
(°C) 

Tm 2 
 (°C) 

Tm 3 
 (°C) 

Average Tm 
(°C) 

SD 

  8 41,3 40,8 39,9 40,7 0,7 

  9 48,1 47,5 47,7 47,8 0,3 

Blocker 5  10 51,8 52,7 52,1 52,2 0,5 

  11 55,8 55,9 54,9 55,5 0,6 

  11+ 60,4 60,3 59,1 59,9 0,7 

  11 39,6 38,4 39,8 39,3 0,8 

  12 46,6 48,3 47,2 47,4 0,9 

Blocker 8  13 51,6 51,0 50,9 51,2 0,4 

  14 54,0 55,7 54,9 54,9 0,9 

  14+ 57,4 56,5 57,7 57,2 0,6 

  14 39,1 39,6 39,9 39,5 0,4 

Blocker 11  15 46,3 46,4 46,7 46,5 0,2 

  16 50,4 50,9 51,3 50,9 0,5 
Supplementary Table 7.8: Melting temperatures of different alleles of the D8S1179 locus using respectively the Bl5, Bl8 and 
Bl11 blocker 

 

TH01                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Allele Tm 1  
(°C) 

Tm 2 
 (°C) 

Tm 3 
 (°C) 

Average Tm 
 (°C) 

SD 

 6 46,6 46,4 46,3 46,4 0,2 

Blocker 7 52,4 52,3 52,6 52,4 0,2 

2.1 8+ 58,6 58,5 58,4 58,5 0,1 

 8 50,8 51,5 51,8 51,4 0,5 

Blocker  9 54,9 55,7 55,8 55,5 0,5 

3.3 9.3 58,5 58,7 58,9 58,7 0,2 

 10 58,1 58,5 58,8 58,5 0,4 
Supplementary Table 7.9: Melting temperatures of different alleles of the DTH01 locus using respectively the Bl2.1 and 
Bl3.3 blocker 

D16S539   Allele Tm 1  
(°C) 

Tm 2 
 (°C) 

Tm 3 
 (°C) 

Average Tm 
 (°C) 

SD 

 8 43,2 43,8 42,3 43,1 0,8 

 9 48,4 48,7 48,1 48,4 0,3 

Blocker 4 10 52,8 53,1 52,6 52,8 0,3 

 11 55,9 56,0 55,6 55,8 0,2 

 11+ 57,4 57,6 57,3 57,4 0,2 

 11 49,0 49,3 49,3 49,2 0,2 

 12 52,8 53,1 53,0 53,0 0,2 

Blocker 6 13  56,2 56,3 56,5 56,3 0,2 

 14 57,6 57,7 58,0 57,8 0,2 
Supplementary Table 7.10: Melting temperatures of different alleles of the D16S59 locus using respectively the Bl4 and Bl6 
blocker 

Amelogenin   Allele Tm 1  
(°C) 

Tm 2  
(°C) 

Tm 3  
(°C) 

Average Tm  
(°C) 

SD 

 X (♀) 50,6 51,7 51,1 51,1 0,6 
 X (♂) 49,6 51,2 50,8 50,5 0,8 
 Y 60,9 61,1 61,4 61,1 0,3 
Supplementary Table 7.11: Melting temperatures of different alleles (XX- XY) of the amelogenin locus. 
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Chapter VIII: General discussion & conclusion 

The primary aim that drove this PhD was straightforward; enable a human identification analysis to 

be performed rapidly, on-site, by a non-specialist operator, at a fraction of the current cost. The 

development of a device capable of all this is however, less straightforward. During the development 

a number of factors have to be taken in account, such as the different sample types encountered, the 

need to analyze multiple loci in parallel and the fact that DNA fingerprinting is a well-regulated 

scientific niche. These regulations safeguard the validity of the analysis; however, they also 

contribute to the costly and time-consuming nature of current DNA fingerprinting techniques. In 

some countries this, in combination with an ever-increasing demand for DNA-based identification, 

has overwhelmed the analytical capacity, resulting in increased analysis times and backlogs. These 

backlogs fundamentally undermine the justice system as innocent suspects are kept in jail, while 

other potentially dangerous offenders remain free. Hence, a rapid and cost-effective DNA 

fingerprinting method has its place in a modern justice system. Police investigations would benefit 

tremendously from rapid DNA profiling information which can be used to focus the investigation 

towards certain suspects or exclude innocent suspects at an early stage.  

To develop a device with the required specifications it seemed obvious to look towards disruptive 

developments made in semi-conductor technology. The possibility to integrate several sensing 

systems in a device within a small footprint is appealing and opens several new opportunities. While 

exploring the possibilities to develop an in house designed chip for rapid human DNA testing, this 

PhD started with the development of a forensic assay compatible with commercially available 

MinION sequencer by Oxford Nanopore Technologies. This handheld sequencer costing only a 

fraction of the cost of any other sequencer was the first, and still is the only of its kind. It has been 

employed to perform on-site DNA testing by many different laboratories, in many different settings. 

There have even been Oxford Nanopore sequencing experiments performed in outer space [328]. 

Chapter III therefore focused on the development of an assay compatible with Oxford Nanopore’s 

MinION sequencer. A ligation protocol, to overcome the minimal length requirements set by the 

base calling software and a custom bio-informatics pipeline, to retrieve the original amplicon 

sequences, had to be developed. Two data interpretation methods were elaborated to generate an 

STR profile from the retrieved subreads; 1) a sequence-based and 2) a length-based approach. 

However, both approaches failed to produce conclusive forensic STR profiles due to the high amount 

of sequencing errors. Partial deletions in homopolymeric stretches related to the STR regions were a 

frequently observed systemic sequencing error. The extraction of single-base identities inside 

homopolymeric regions based on the ionic current state is challenging. A sequence of identical 

individual bases does not influence the measured ionic current making it challenging to correctly 
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identify the exact amount of identical nucleotides passed through the nanopore. SNP sequencing was 

identified as an alternative as it only relies on the detection of a single nucleotide. The proof-of 

concept to perform SNP-based human identification with the MinION sequencer was demonstrated 

by analyzing the amelogenin locus. The X and Y loci have, besides a six bp indel, also seven SNPs 

which could be readily identified and analyzed. Based on these results, it was decided to proceed 

with SNP based human identification using the MinION sequencer. These promising results were 

elaborated by subjecting the validated SNPforID multiplex to nanopore sequencing in Chapter IV. The 

previously developed generic ligation protocol also enabled the sequencing of the even shorter SNP 

amplicons. In combination with updated sequencing hardware and chemistry, the development of a 

novel iteration of the in-house software pipeline is described in this chapter. A major improvement 

of this novel iteration is the method with which primers are identified and subreads are extracted. 

Using a fuzzy regex a predetermined number of sequencing errors are allowed to occur at random 

positions in the primer site. The previous extraction pipeline required a minimum 6 bp primer 

sequence fragment of the forward and reverse primer to be recognized. The high amount of random 

sequencing errors generated by nanopore sequencing required a more lenient method, which is 

provided by the fuzzy regex. The combined novel methodology allowed correct genotyping of 51 of 

the 52 SNPs making up the SNPforID multiplex. The only incorrectly called locus (rs1031825) has the 

SNP located inside a homopolymeric stretch, which again proved difficult for the nanopore 

technology to cope with. Hence, in Chapter V an alternative multiplex was tested, which lacked SNP 

amplicons with large homopolymeric tracks. Moreover, the chosen SNP loci were tri-allelic loci, 

which allows reducing the multiplex’ size, while retaining the same discriminative power. A smaller 

tri-allelic multiplex also results in a more balanced amplification and sequencing facilitating the data-

analysis and interpretation. Furthermore, using tri-allelic SNPs also allows distinguishing multiple 

donors in a mixed sample, something which was not possible with the previously tested bi-allelic 

SNPforID multiplex. This reduced tri-allelic multiplex increased the coverage per locus, which enabled 

the sequencing of multiple samples during a single sequencing run. A barcoding system compatible 

with the ligation protocol and the data-analysis pipeline was developed which allows simultaneous 

sequencing of five samples. Two of these samples, obtained from a proficiency test designed to 

assess the performance of validated laboratories, simulate forensic casework samples. Both samples 

could be correctly genotyped, highlighting the potential of the nanopore sequencing technology and 

the associated analysis pipeline. Furthermore, these results underline the evolution Oxford Nanopore 

sequencing has gone through from the initial devices. The continuous updates have resulted in an 

increased data yield per sequencing run, but also affected the quality of the generated data. A trend 

which can also be seen with the data produced in this dissertation. The initial sequencing 

experiments produced merely 61000 reads, whereas the final experiments resulted in a total of over 
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a million reads. The average quality of these reads is also considerably higher. Both factors contribute 

to a better coverage and ultimately a more reliable variant calling.  

As the objective of this work is to develop a Lab-on-a-Chip for forensic DNA analysis, one might argue 

that although the MinION is a pocket size sequencer, the speed at which an analysis is performed is 

not in line with the idea of a Rapid DNA analysis. Indeed, with sequencing runs ranging between 12 

and 48 hours Oxford Nanopore sequencing cannot be considered rapid or capable of performing 

human identification at the point and time of need. To reduce the time to result, ONT software 

allows for on-the-fly base calling, making it possible to terminate the sequencing run when sufficient 

data to identify a person has been collected. This so-called “run-until” analysis prevents the 

generation of excessive amounts of data which would only lengthen the sequencing run and 

complicate the data-interpretation. The sequencing speed itself has already been enhanced through 

several updates of the pores, software and chemistry. Besides the sequencing speed, the library 

preparation time has to be taken in consideration as well. Preparing the sample to a state which is 

compatible with the MinION sequencer has been difficult and time consuming. Therefore Oxford 

Nanopore Technologies has developed Voltrax, a portable and programmable device designed to 

perform all the necessary steps of the library preparation [329]. In a sense it takes DNA from its natural 

form, as found at the crime scene, to one ready for sequencing by an ONT sequencer. Because of the 

possibility to program the Voltrax device and the simplicity of the barcoding and ligation protocols, 

developed as a part of this dissertation, it should be possible to automate the entire sample 

preparation. This would allow non-trained operators to perform the analysis correctly. However, low 

amount of forensic samples typically found at the crime scene typically do require a targeted 

amplification. Such amplification of the forensically relevant loci is not included into the Voltrax 

sample preparation. Therefore, in Chapter VI we attempted to develop a miniaturized PCR device 

capable of performing targeted amplification in a fraction of the time required by conventional 

thermal cyclers. Because of the repetitive nature of the STR loci and the difficulty to analyze them, 

SNPs had been used for the Nanopore sequencing experiments. However, as virtually all national and 

international DNA databases rely on STRs for profile comparison, it is imperative to develop a 

method which can tap into these databases. Hence the development of a miniaturized amplification 

device was optimized for STRs instead of SNPs. With a length varying between 100 bp and 400 bp, 

STR amplicons are typically longer than SNP amplicons, which makes the amplification more time-

critical. Therefore, optimization of a rapid STR amplification protocol is more challenging. 

Consequently, a µPCR chip developed for rapid STR amplification could also readily be used for rapid 

amplification of SNPs. A prototype µPCR chip was developed taking advantage of the knowhow of 

industry-standard semiconductor manufacturing processes guaranteeing the possibility of cheap 

mass producibility. This is an important consideration for future commercial development of single-
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use disposable chips. An additional advantage of making use of semi-conductor processes is the 

possibility to exploit specific advantages of silicon. With a low heat capacitance and a high thermal 

conductance, silicon is ideally suited for rapid heating and cooling. Taking advantage of these thermal 

properties and the small form factor allowed the amplification of a complete forensic multiplex in 

less than 17 minutes. Even when performing the PCR amplification 7 times faster compared to what 

is achieved by conventional instrumentation, acceptable sensitivity could still be achieved. Complete 

STR profiles were generated with input quantities of 125 pg. Moreover, when performing the PCR 

amplification according the kit manufacturer’s recommendation this µPCR chip proved to have an 

identical sensitivity compared to the traditional instrumentation. The fact that a validated kit can be 

used and a similar sensitivity can be achieved clearly entails that the developed LoC is fit for routine 

use. However, this LoC is merely capable of performing PCR amplification. Based on these results, 

further developments were pursued in Chapter VII, in attempt to create a true LoC. Therefore, 

besides the amplification, an STR detection step was incorporated on the chip. By making use of 

HyBeacon technology a STR profile could be generated based on a melting analysis performed after  

the amplification. Importantly, detection can be performed in the same reaction cavity as the 

amplification. Although capable of only detecting a subset of the loci which are typically being 

examined in a routine DNA fingerprinting analysis, the combination of the HyBeacon technology and 

a µPCR chip enables a rapid triage of samples and suspects. This could reduce the pressure on 

traditional DNA fingerprinting laboratories, prioritizing the high importance samples and eliminating 

innocent suspects at an early stage of the investigation. 

The results presented in this dissertation are an initial step towards rapid and on-site DNA 

fingerprinting. The potential of the developed LoC for on-site analysis far exceeds that of the 

conventional systems due to its smaller form factor and modest power consumption. However, 

further development regarding integration of additional instrumentation and data-analysis systems is 

still required before truly having a sample-in answer-out forensic tool on par with current state-of-

the-art methods. These results are rather a stepping stone towards a fully handheld forensic analysis 

tool for on-site testing. In the broader scope, the results presented here illustrate the dawn of a new 

era, which will not only affect the field of forensics, but the entire field of life sciences. The marriage 

between semi-conductor industry and life sciences is a match made in heaven, with some early 

applications already surrounding us in daily life (e.g. portable ECG devices and bio-analytical sensors). 

During the coming years and decades, semi-conductor processes will play an even greater role in 

virtually every branch of life sciences. Novel bio-analytical methods as well as advances in medicine 

will require highly performant but cost-efficient instrumentation. These instruments will need to 

deliver extremely high sensitivity, the possibility to massively parallelize the analyses and conduct 

analysis in a fraction of the time. The application of LoC technologies allows decentralization of the 
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analysis, while maintaining central laboratory quality data. Advances in semi-conductor processes 

being developed in the wake of life sciences will reduce the gap between time of testing and the time 

of action. Hence, molecular diagnostics, including forensic human identification, will undoubtedly 

become faster, more efficient, costing a fraction of the current cost and be performed at the place of 

need. 
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Chapter IX: Broader international context, relevance and future 

perspectives 

9.1. GENERAL OVERVIEW 

Modern society is faced with an increasing demand for biometrics-based identity checks. Terrorism, 

human trafficking and illegal immigration could be tackled much more effectively through fool-proof, 

on-the-spot identification methods. Likewise, forensic crime scene analysis and disaster victim 

identification would benefit immensely from quick and portable identification tools. The push 

towards on-demand, rapid testing has revolutionized the biometrics landscape, with examples such 

as portable iris scans, digital fingerprint devices and facial recognition in public places. Still, it is 

widely acknowledged that DNA profiling offers the most reliable and precise method of identity 

matching. Over the past decade, Short Tandem Repeat (STR) profiling has become the gold standard 

in forensic DNA identification and has proven to be an indispensable piece of evidence in many 

judicial investigations. One of the main reasons why DNA profiling is favored for human identification 

over the other possible biometrics is the possibility to reliably discriminate between individuals. 

Current DNA profiling methods readily achieve random match probabilities (RMP) in excess of 1/1018, 

in comparison, conventional fingerprinting and iris identification methods only realize RMPs of 

approximately 1/105 and 1/108 respectively [330,331]. However, the relatively high cost, long analysis 

time and complexity involved with obtaining a DNA profile have so far hampered the uptake of DNA 

fingerprinting beyond forensics. The current analytical techniques are labor-intensive, lengthy and 

require a specialized laboratory with highly trained staff. Several research groups from both 

academia and industry have already been working towards fully integrated and miniaturized systems 

for DNA profiling [190,283,332]. However, most of these systems are still dependent on large off-chip 

supportive tools and use technology that is not suited for cheap mass production. Evolution towards 

sample-in answer-out devices which ensure an easy-to-use product, safeguarding the correct use by 

non-trained operators needs to be pursued even further. The fully integrated nature of a LoC 

incorporates all sequential steps of a DNA fingerprinting analysis into a disposable, single-use, closed-

loop device without the need for human intervention post sample injection. This drastically reduces 

the possibility of cross contamination, which is of vital importance when taking a DNA analysis out of 

the laboratory and into the field. It should be clear that the main application for on-chip DNA 

fingerprinting is to be found in the field of forensic crime scene investigation. However, STR and even 

SNP based human identification have recently found introduction in a wide range of domains 

including Disaster Victim Identification, immigration, paternity testing, ancestry testing and airport 

security. With several emerging disruptive technical innovations, such as the emergence of LoC and 
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sequencing techniques, the cost per analysis will be reduced considerably resulting in an increase of 

the respective markets. However, each of the potential markets in which DNA fingerprinting could be 

used has their own specific demands, problems, key stakeholders and regulatory requirements.  

9.2. LEGISLATION & ETHICS 

As DNA fingerprinting techniques and methods changed, so did the public’s opinion since the first 

application in 1983. During the 1990’s, when DNA fingerprinting techniques came of age with 

excellent results being presented in court, DNA identification grew to be an ever more popular tool 

for crime scene investigators. Television shows such as “CSI: crime scene investigation” further raised 

public awareness and fueled the expectations of what could be achieved with forensic DNA 

fingerprinting. This phenomenon was quickly dubbed the “CSI effect”. Although it cannot be proven 

that the CSI-effect directly affected key decision markers, an increased demand for forensic evidence 

in court could be observed. The increased frequency of DNA fingerprinting evidence used in court 

forced the policy makers to create an appropriate legal framework. The first framework defining the 

legal landscape for DNA fingerprinting was included in the “DNA IDENTIFICATION ACT” adopted by 

the US senate in 1994. This act authorized the establishment of a national index of DNA recovered 

from crime scenes, convicted persons and from unidentified human remains [333]. It was one of the 

first general acts which structured the use of genetic material for human identification and regulated 

the creation of a national database. Although national legal frame-works in other countries may 

differ from the US’s, a similar evolution has been seen worldwide. 

Following the first legal step, the “VIOLENT CRIME CONTROL AND LAW ENFORCEMENT ACT” of 

1994, authorized the FBI to create a national DNA database named CODIS (Combined DNA Index 

System). This database allowed state and local forensic laboratories to submit and match their DNA 

profiles. Obviously, having a tool to compare profiles from different cases further increased the 

demand for DNA fingerprinting analyses, which inevitably led to a steady increase in turnaround 

times and which eventually gave rise to backlogs in the forensic laboratories. Hence, in 2000 the 

congress passed the “DNA ANALYSIS BACKLOG ELIMINATION ACT” to allow even more grants to be 

donated to US states in order to carry out DNA fingerprint analyses and submit the profiles to CODIS. 

However, the DNA act also provides that DNA samples must be taken from each individual either 

being on parole, on probation, in custody, or under supervised release and persons who have been 

convicted of a qualifying federal offense. These qualifying crimes include but are not limited to arson, 

aggravated assault, burglary, kidnapping, robbery and carjacking. Different states apply different 

regulations about which persons are eligible for sample collection upon arrest. An overview of the 

different states and their respective regulations can be found in Fig. 9.1. 
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Figure 9.1: Overview of states that collect your DNA upon arrest. 
[334]

 

Due to the mandatory DNA fingerprinting of a large part of the population, the backlog elimination 

act partially missed its goal. A striking example was the Debbie Smith sexual assault case in which 

DNA evidence was not formerly tested for 5 years. The “DEBBIE SMITH ACT”, adopted in 2004, 

amended the 2000 Backlog elimination act and provides additional grants to eligible states and local 

governments to overcome the DNA fingerprinting backlogs. The Debbie Smith act itself was 

reauthorized in 2008 and 2014 extending the availability of DNA backlog reduction program grants, 

the sexual assault forensic exam program and the DNA evidence training and education program. A 

968-million-dollar fund was allocated to finance this act over a five-year period (2015-2019). 

However, even with these substantial investments it appears that no significant backlog reduction 

was achieved. Fig. 9.2 illustrates the growing average turnaround time for a DNA fingerprinting 

analysis, as well as the ever-increasing backlogs in the U.S. 

 

Figure 9.2 Overview of USA trends in DNA testing of forensic cases; Blue: The annual requested number of DNA analyses,  
Orange: The annual completed number of DNA analyses, Grey: Average turnaround time to perform an analysis 
Bar plot; Annual number of cases in queue 

[335]
. 
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One of the main reasons the substantial investments are not or only partially effective, is the intrinsic 

high cost of a DNA fingerprinting analysis itself. On average, a forensic DNA fingerprinting test costs 

the community between $100 and $1500. A considerable portion of this cost can be attributed to the 

substantial hands-on time of highly trained personnel which have to work in strictly regulated and 

accredited laboratories. Recently, US policy makers have realized the potential of Rapid DNA analyses 

in the fight against backlogs and towards timely results. On-site sample-in answer-out devices allow 

non-expert personnel (e.g. police officers) to perform a DNA fingerprinting analysis. Thereby 

surpassing many intermediate steps, such as transportation, ensuring fast results. Even if the 

generated profile is less informative compared to profiles generated in a laboratory, it can still be 

used to include/exclude certain suspects or allow triage of samples for further analysis. This is 

especially useful when analyzing samples taken from a large population from screening. One of the 

latest amendments to the initial DNA identification act is the “RAPID DNA ACT” of 2015, authorizing 

criminal justice agencies to use Rapid DNA instruments in compliance with quality standards set by 

the FBI [277]. The need to send samples to the FBI or an authorized laboratory for processing is waived 

in case the analysis is performed on a Rapid DNA instrument. The Rapid DNA act is groundbreaking as 

it is the first to create a legal landscape that enables DNA fingerprinting to be performed outside an 

accredited laboratory.  

A very similar evolution in DNA fingerprinting analyses can be observed in Europe. Since the first 

successful use of DNA fingerprinting in the Pitchfork case, the demand for DNA evidence has 

continuously increased in the UK and the rest of mainland Europe. The United Kingdom still has 

Europe’s largest DNA database (NDNAD) with more than 6 million profiles submitted, corresponding 

to roughly 10% of the population [26]. With constantly expanding databases, exchanging profiles in 

the fight against international crime makes increasingly more sense [336]. In an effort to step up cross-

border European cooperation, particularly in combating terrorism and cross-border crime, the PRÜM 

TREATY was accepted in 2006 by the European Union (EU) [337,338]. This convention enables the 

exchange of data between EU partners, including DNA profiles. In agreement with the developments 

towards Rapid DNA testing in the US, the UK government has recently initiated several pilot studies 

to test the performance of the current available Rapid DNA analysis techniques. Shortly afterwards, 

approval was granted to retain profile records generated using Rapid DNA technology to NDNAD as 

of 31st March 2016 [26]. 

Even though the above-mentioned evolutions in the regulatory frame work have been implemented 

by democratically elected policy makers, the importance of an ethical debate should not be 

neglected. The principal question to contemplate when analyzing the DNA of people for forensic 

purposes is: “What is the right balance between public safety and personal liberties?” Human Rights 

Watch reported “Privacy concerns as China expands DNA database” [339], while in Kuwait the 
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government tried to pass a law which required all citizens to submit DNA samples [340]. There is a 

slippery slope in deciding who should be profiled and who not, a decision often subjective to cultural 

and social influences. One might argue that a population-wide database is appropriate, the argument 

being that innocent people should have nothing to hide. Besides quality, cost and security issues that 

accompany such databases are a major privacy concern. Even though current databases almost 

exclusively use non-coding STRs and do not disclose any sensitive genetic information, they still can 

be considered an infringement of someone’s personal information. These population-wide databases 

would allow DNA typing and subsequent comparison to be applied without prior suspects. In many 

respects, the situation is analogous to that of latent fingerprints. Originally, latent fingerprints were 

used for comparing crime scene evidence with known suspects. With the inclusion of fingerprints in 

international passports and the development of the Automated Fingerprint Identification Systems 

(AFIS) population-wide databases were created enabling investigative use of fingerprints without the 

prior need of suspects [341]. Moreover with the emergence of novel genotyping methods using SNPs, 

it has become possible to characterize phenotypical characteristics, in particular externally visible 

characteristics (EVCs). The use of EVCs has been classified as an infringement of individual and civil 

rights [342], while others argue that the use of EVCs does not lead to a violation of privacy as they are 

visible to everybody [39]. An alternative to the population wide database is to only include the profile 

of suspects of a crime to the databases. Based on other evidence, this group can already be linked to 

a crime, tipping the privacy vs evidence balance. Similar to the choice of identification markers (STR 

vs SNP) and which part of the population to include in a database (population vs perpetrators), the 

fact that a DNA analysis can be performed on-site without prior consulting the judiciary is a delicate 

issue. It should hence be preceded by a sound ethical debate. Both the US and the UK already have 

specifically stated on-site DNA profiling in several laws, however in many other nations, including 

Belgium, a member of the judiciary (e.g. magistrate) must still grant his approval before a DNA 

analysis can be performed.  

9.3. APPLICATIONS – FUTURE AND CURRENT 

9.3.1.  FORENSICS 

Ever since its development in the 80s, DNA fingerprinting has been used predominantly in the fight 

against crime. With millions of DNA fingerprinting analyses being performed each year, forensics is 

and will remain the largest field of application for DNA based human identification. It would 

therefore benefit the most from a transition from traditional analysis to a chip-based method.   

As already elaborately discussed above, the increased efficiency with which DNA fingerprinting 

analyses can be performed together with the reduced reagent consumption are appealing factors for 
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forensic service providers to consider. Of course, several other fields of application can be thought of 

which would benefit tremendously form chip technology applied for human identification, for 

example Disaster Victim Identification (DVI). 

 9.3.2.  DISASTER VICTIM IDENTIFICATION

Another domain where DNA fingerprinting can play an important role is Disaster Victim 

Identification. Unlike DNA fingerprinting in criminal cases, some ethical aspects apply less when 

identifying disaster victims. In many cases, relatives are even asked to donate a reference sample of 

the victim in question. DVI is a broad field performed by several organizations, the International 

Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) has even included “forensic science and humanitarian action” as 

one of the basic pillars of their activities [343]. When loved ones go missing, humans have the 

fundamental desire to know the fate of their relatives and want the remains to be retrieved for 

commemoration. In some cases, DVI and criminal investigations may overlap, when establishing the 

cause and manner of death may help in finding a culprit [344]. An example of overlay between DVI and 

criminal investigation is provided by the International Commission on Missing Persons (ICMP). This 

international organization is exclusively dedicated to the identification of missing persons. The ICMP 

has coordinated the sample collection, analysis and interpretation of DNA, forensic anthropologic 

and archaeologic evidence for the international Criminal Tribunal for Yugoslavia (ICTY) in The Hague. 

Hence, both identifying the victims and building a case against the culprits.  

Locating and analyzing human remains can be difficult, especially when bodies have been buried in 

secret graves; when unidentified remains originate from hundreds of individuals or more. In many of 

these cases, large numbers of DNA samples are collected, often from degradative conditions and 

potentially containing DNA of multiple contributors. Even with highly developed forensic facilities, 

this multitude of samples can easily flood the capacity of local authorities and forensic practitioners. 

This was for example the case with the 9/11 World Trade Center attack. At the time of the attack no 

infrastructure existed for rapid and effective DNA based human identification. In the aftermath of 

the attacks 19913 putative victim tissues from 2749 missing individuals were tested, resulting in 

52000 STR, 44000 mtDNA (mitochondrial DNA) and 17000 SNPs profiles [345]. The added value of cost-

efficient and fully automated sample-in answer-out devices in these situations can be significant. 

Again, producing fast results allows triaging samples for further analysis and provides quick 

information to relatives. Furthermore, when local infrastructures have been demolished, for example 

after a disaster, natural or man-made, a portable DNA fingerprinting device can be particularly useful 

to have. 
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 9.3.3. ANTI-TERRORISM 

Both on domestic and foreign battlegrounds, DNA fingerprinting has been implemented in the fight 

against terrorism. The domestic fight against terrorism is largely being conducted by the respective 

police forces and intelligence services, with technical limitations and ethical considerations similar as 

the ones described above with routine forensics. The military forces using DNA fingerprinting 

techniques for human identification on the other hand have very specialized needs, as they operate 

in foreign and potentially hostile environments. First and foremost, the inability to use the existing 

infrastructure and local expertise makes any attempt at DNA fingerprinting more challenging. 

Second, the types of samples encountered differ from those in routine forensic investigations. For 

example, DNA profiles from bomb packages or components of it are compared to suspected 

terrorists’ profiles. Several biometric identification techniques have been used in the past, including 

the fingerprint comparison. However, due to the low discriminative power and difficulty to identify 

mutilated human remains, alternatives were sought. Portable DNA fingerprinting might therefore be 

a viable alternative. The capture of Saddam Hussein and Osama Bin Laden, two high profile cases in 

which the US military used DNA fingerprinting to identify a person on-site, showcase the potential of 

on-site DNA fingerprinting. Upon capturing Saddam Hussein by the 4th infantry division, the former 

dictator confirmed his identity when asked. However, DNA tests were carried out to prove the 

prisoner was not one of the many “body doubles” of the former dictator. Comparison could be 

performed using the DNA profiles of Saddam’s two sons Uday and Qusay, who were killed and from 

which the US military had a DNA profile [346,347]. DNA collected from Bin Laden's body after he had 

been killed was compared with DNA from multiple relatives, one of which was his sister who died in 

Boston in 2005. One sample was analyzed on-site, and genetic information was transmitted 

electronically from Afghanistan, to Washington D.C. Another sample was physically transported to 

the United States for confirmation [348]. Besides identifying potential terrorists, DNA profiling is also 

being used by the military to identify military casualties. The Armed Forces DNA Identification 

Laboratory (AFDIL) is a US military-run forensic DNA laboratory. When authentication dog tags or 

useable fingerprints are not available from deceased military personnel, DNA records are used to 

confirm identity. 
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 9.3.4.  IMMIGRATION AND BORDER CONTROL  

The identification of asylum seekers and illegal border-crossers has been worldwide headline news 

for several years. To aid with the identification during the asylum procedure, the EU created the 

European Dactyloscopy (EURODAC) database containing fingerprints. By EU law, all asylum seekers 

over the age of 14 are obliged to have their fingerprints taken to be cross-reference checked against 

the database. This enables authorities to determine whether asylum seekers have already applied for 

asylum in another EU member state (principle of first contact - Dublin regulation) [349]. Since the start 

of the migration and refugee crisis in 2015, some EU member states were overwhelmed with 

fingerprinting data because of the large scale of arrivals. In 2016, the Eurodac system processed over 

1.6 million transactions; in 2015 the total number of transactions even exceeded 1.9 million [350]. This 

was the highest number of transactions registered since Eurodac’s entry into operation in 2003. As a 

consequence, thousands of migrants could not be processed and have remained invisible in Europe. 

Hence, the EU commission proposed to reinforce Eurodac and include the use of other biometric 

identifiers such as facial recognition and DNA fingerprinting [351]. This should allow the European 

Border and Coast Guard Agency, also known as Frontex, to quickly generate and submit unique 

biometric profiles that are virtually impossible to forge. The EU is not alone in being confronted with 

an increased need for identity control at its borders. The U.S. counterpart of the European 

immigration system is US VISIT (United States Visitor and Immigrant Status Indicator Technology). 

The system involves the collection of biometric data of all non-U.S. citizens visiting the United States. 

To allow implementation of DNA fingerprinting for routine immigration and border control, the 

analysis should be performed on-site with the result being produced within several minutes. Such 

performance can currently only be delivered using highly integrated systems which can be employed 

outside a standard laboratory.   

9.4. RACE TO THE MARKET 

The increased need for timely and cost-effective human identification in several fields of applications 

has fueled the demand for Rapid DNA profiling outside of centralized laboratories. Both large well-

established forensic players (e.g. Thermo Fisher) and numerous novel companies have tried to fill this 

growing economical void. While large vendors have to re-orientate parts of their economic model to 

claim their market share, many small enterprises compete by means of disruptive technological 

advancements. Key early accessors to the Rapid DNA market, each with their own technological 

solutions, were IntegenX (RapidHIT ID), LGC (ParaDNA), and NetBio (DNAscan). Table 9.1 gives an 

overview of these key companies and their respective hardware, highlighting some basic features.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/EU_member_state
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 ParaDNA 
LGC 

RapidHIT ID 

IntegenX (Thermo Fisher) 
ANDE / DNAscan 

NetBio (GE Healthcare) 

Company ° 1996 ° 2006 ° 2004 
Hardware cost £ 45000 $ 100000 $ 100000 
Consumable cost £75 / sample $300 / sample / 
Run-time 75 min  90 min 90 min 
Sample size 5 8 5 
Samples INTACT SAMPLE: 

Blood, saliva, semen, swabs 
INTACT SAMPLE: 

Swabs (work best) 
INTACT SAMPLE: 

Blood, FTA, Swabs 
Detection technology HyBeacon - Fluorescence CE- Fluorescence CE - Fluorescence 
Portability / Weight 6-17 kg 25 kg 50 kg 
Regulatory (NDIS)* 
approved 

yes yes no 

Table 9.1: Overview of the Rapid DNA analysis technology players, with some key features of the respective hardware.  
*(NDIS: National DNA index System) 

 9.4.1.  RAPIDHIT ID (INTEGENX) 

The RapidHIT ID instrument is a fully automated system generating CODIS-compatible STR profiles in 

less than 90 minutes including manual sample preparation of only one minute [290]. The automated 

workflow of the RapidHIT ID system comprises cell lysis, amplification, capillary electrophoresis-

based size separation and data interpretation. The system utilizes single-use sample cartridges, pre-

loaded with all components including a commercially available STR multiplex (GlobalFiler Express or 

AmpFlSTR NGM Select). All other bulk reagents are contained in an onboard primary reagent 

cartridge [352] (Fig.9.3). The RapidHIT ID is truly a sample-in answer-out device, almost completely 

obviating any hands-on time. The closed single-use cartridge system safeguards the correct use by 

non-trained operators, which reduces the chances of contaminating the sample. Besides reducing 

hands-on time and the risk of accidental sample contamination, the RapidHIT ID system also reduces 

the total analysis time. Because each step is optimized and efficiently linked to the next, the entire 

process can be conducted in less than 90 minutes. Sensitivity, accuracy and genotype concordance 

with standard DNA fingerprinting analysis methods have been examined by several groups. In each of 

these studies, the RapidHIT ID was found equally performant to the standard DNA fingerprinting 

methods [292,352]. Following the launch of the RapidHIT ID in 2012, several customers have already 

started employing the system for the analysis of real-life crime scene samples [353]. Interestingly the 

RapidHIT ID instrument is in full compliance with quality standards set by the FBI and Rapid DNA act, 

facilitating its implementation into the existing procedures. While one of the first fully integrated 

systems, it can hardly be considered truly portable, with a net weight of over 25 kg and requiring to 

be plugged into the power grid for power supply. Fig. 9.3 shows the latest generation Rapid HIT ID 
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system, with the sample loading port on top and the large user interface making it an easy-to-use 

device, even for non-trained users.  

 

Figure 9.3: The latest RapidHIT ID System developed by IntegenX, with the sample cartridge being loaded through the  
sample loading port and the primary reagent cartridge containing many of the reagents. The large user interface enables 
non-specialists to perform the DNA analysis and interpret the data 

[290]
. 

 9.4.2.  PARADNA (LGC) 

The ParaDNA instrument developed by LGC is based on HyBeacon technology, which allows to screen 

and triage potential evidential items or identify individuals in 75 minutes. The ParaDNA system was 

designed in such a way that it can be operated by non-experts (e.g. police). The ParaDNA System 

comprises two parts: 1) an instrument designed for DNA amplification and fluorescent detection 

including software to control the entire amplification-detection process; 2) a consumable kit 

consisting of a sample collector and a ready-to-go reaction plate containing the reagents required for 

amplification and generation of the DNA profile [315]. Fig. 9.4 shows the sample collection pen which 

is used to swab a potential object of interest. Subsequently, it is plugged into the reagent container 

which in turn is placed into the amplification-detection device. The ParaDNA system generates 

profiles containing information of five STR markers (D3S1358, D16S539, D8S1179, D18S51 and TH01) 

and the amelogenin sex marker using HyBeacon technology [323]. Even though the generated profiles 

can be used to triage samples and exclude suspects for further investigation, the generated profiles 

are less discriminative compared to other commercially available Rapid DNA devices. The fact that 

multi-contributors samples prove difficult to interpret and the low resolution hampers correct 

identification of point alleles are serious handicaps [317]. In contrast to the RapidHIT ID system, the 

latest version of the ParaDNA system can be run using a battery package, which increases portability 

considerably. However, the entire system is still too bulky and heavy to be considered a true Lab-on-

a-Chip.  
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Figure 9.4: A) The disposable ParaDNA sample collector; B) The sample collector recovering cellular material from an 
evidence item; C) loading the sample collector into the consumable container; D) The consumable container being loaded 
into the ParaDNA device 

[354]
. 

9.4.3.  DNASCAN/ANDE (NETBIO)

A consortium of U.S. government agencies including the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI), the 

Department of Defense (DoD), and Department of Homeland Security addressed the need for Rapid 

DNA technology by establishing the Accelerated Nuclear DNA Equipment (ANDE) program. The 

DNAscan/ANDE Rapid DNA Analysis System was developed as a result of this program [292]. This Rapid 

DNA analysis platform consists of three components: a swab, a cassette and the benchtop DNAscan 

instrument. Each swab is loaded into a single-use cassette containing all lyophilized reagents 

necessary to perform the entire analysis. The cassette is loaded into the DNAscan instrument as 

demonstrated in Fig. 9.5 [355]. DNA extraction is performed by guanidine-based lysis and silica binding, 

after the PCR amplification a profile is generated by CE. Complete STR profiles, consisting of over 16 

STR markers, can be readily produced complying with quality standards described in the Rapid DNA 

act, resulting in full compatibility with global major DNA databases [356]. Although the DNAscan 

instrument enables sample-in answer-out results it can barely be seen as portable instrument, with a 

net weight of over 50 kg. It might be better suited for use in a laboratory environment to rapidly 

produce results without the need for human intervention or during disasters, when normal 

infrastructure has been destroyed. 
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Figure 9.5:  The ChipSet Cassette containing five sample swabs being loaded into the DNAscan/ANDE instrument 
[355]

 

9.5. FUTURE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

Although a lot of effort has been put into the development of LoCs for human identification by 

several academic groups, a considerable discrepancy exists between these devices and the products 

described above which are already commercially available. The prototype LoCs developed by 

academia are usually truly portable chip systems, with small footprints, consuming small amounts of 

reagents and generating profiles rapidly. However, the level of integration seen with commercial 

systems is usually not reached in these academic LoCs. For example, many research chips require an 

external optical setup for detection or electronic control units which make them useless outside a 

laboratory. The available commercial systems on the other hand, can hardly be considered portable 

and often require an external power source, hampering their on-site usage. Furthermore, none of 

these commercial devices is capable of generating a DNA profile within a timespan acceptable for 

routine identity screening, for example screening at an airport control. Hence, further efforts should 

focus on bringing the best of the commercial and academic systems together. The chips developed 

by academia should be integrated into fully sample-in answer-out devices including a graphical user 

interface (GUI) and database connectivity. This rationale can also be applied to the developments 

presented in this dissertation. The majority of the efforts during this PhD have focused on the 

development of the independent steps (amplification and detection) involved in DNA-based human 

identification. Therefore, the main focus of any future research should be on the integration of these 

individually developed steps into a disposable, single-use, closed-loop device. However, further 

elaboration of the methods underlying each step should not be neglected. For example, further 

research is needed to develop a performant on-chip detection system capable of detecting multi-

contributor profiles with single base resolution and being compatible with existing databases. Once 

development and integration have been completed, the LoC’s performance must be validated in 
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terms of sensitivity, accuracy, genotype concordance, robustness, and on-site usability before it can 

be commercialized.  

 9.5.1.  SAMPLE PREPARATION 

Sample preparation is of utmost importance in the DNA fingerprinting procedure. However, it has 

only been touched superficially in the previous experimental chapters. The used template DNA was 

either obtained from samples subjected to an off-chip extraction process or from standard reference 

DNA samples. The only kind of sample preparation performed on-chip relied on thermal lysis of cells, 

without any subsequent DNA purification. However, the DNA purification is of considerable 

importance in a forensic DNA fingerprinting analysis. Substantial efforts on the development of on-

chip DNA extraction and inhibitor removal have already been performed within Imec’s life science 

department, including the use of silica micro-pillars. These silica micro-pillars can be used to perform 

a solid phase extraction. During future research phases, the compatibility of these sample 

preparation protocols with subsequent human DNA fingerprinting processes and the efficiency of the 

extraction protocols have to be investigated. The DNA extraction is a crucial part of on-chip DNA 

fingerprinting as the presence of inhibitors, the amount of DNA template and the reaction volume for 

subsequent analysis all has to be rigorously controlled. A µPCR amplification requires the same 

amount of template DNA as conventional PCR, but in a much smaller volume, as a consequence of 

the reduced reactor volume. Therefore, the final elution of the DNA should proceed in a considerable 

smaller volume than what is used during traditional extraction processes. Evidentially this will also 

result in concentrating any potential inhibitor if the sample preparation fails to efficiently remove it.  

9.5.2. AMPLIFICATION 

A great deal of effort has already been put into the development of a miniaturized µPCR device 

capable of performing fast multiplex amplification with sensitivity on par with benchtop thermal 

cyclers. However, loading these chips with a mixture of sample and PCR reagents is still done 

manually. Moreover, reagent manipulation has to be performed in a controlled environment to 

prevent any contamination. Future research should hence focus on simplifying the loading of the 

µPCR cavities. These efforts should, if possible, be combined with the development and integration 

of a compatible sample preparation step. This should ensure the final product to be easy-to-use, 

safeguarding the correct use by non-trained operators. A major point of focus in the development of 

such a µPCR device, will be the storage of all PCR reagents needed. Two potential methods have 

been proposed; the first includes storing the reagents lyophilized on-chip, the second relies on liquid 

storage, which most likely means off-chip storage. When storing the reagents in lyophilized form, on-
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chip rehydration will have to occur upon introduction of the liquid sample (e.g. saliva, blood). This 

method requires the correct amount of each reagent being spotted in a specified reaction cavity. 

Hence, spotting should be performed prior to anodic bonding, when the cavity’s surfaces are still 

accessible. Although anodic bonding is an effective sealing technique, it requires high temperatures 

(in excess of 300°C) to molecularly bind the silicon and pyrex interfaces together. These extreme 

conditions are detrimental to many of the deposited PCR reagents. Other sealing techniques which 

are more compatible with the deposited PCR reagents should be examined. Alternatively, the 

reagents can be stored outside the chip, possibly in a liquid form. This would surpass the chip-sealing 

issues but introduces additional technical issues involved with connecting the chip with reagent 

reservoirs, pumping of the reagents at the right amounts and concentrations. Moreover, liquid 

storage might shorten the shelf life and require cold chain storage, which reduces usability. 

9.5.3.  DETECTION 

Several forensic DNA detection methods have been investigated and discussed in previous chapters 

of this dissertation, including the HyBeacon technology and Oxford Nanopore sequencing 

techniques. HyBeacon detection technology allows for a simple chip design, as it does not require 

any specialized fabrication processes. The detection can be performed in the same cavity the PCR 

amplification takes place in using the integrated heaters to perform the melting. Furthermore this 

method also omits the need for sophisticated valves and pumping systems. Although elegant in its 

simplicity, this detection system also has its limitations; poor resolution, inability to discriminate 

multiple contributors, and a limited number of loci which can be detected. Hence, alternative 

detection methods have to be considered. Sequencing is an alternative technique with substantial 

potential and has gained lots of attention in several fields of life sciences. The outburst of sequencing 

techniques has even outpaced several more traditional genomic detection techniques in terms of 

throughput, scalability and resolution. The detailed sequence information which can be acquired will 

aid in the interpretation of complex cases and ensure enhancement of the statistical power of the 

evidence. However, a major factor hampering the implementation into routine forensic analysis was 

the considerable cost of a sequencing run. Though, with novel innovations the rate at which the 

sequencing cost per genome is reduced, far exceeds Moore’s law, as is illustrated in Fig. 9.6. One 

such novel sequencing technique enabling cost-effective sequencing has been developed by Oxford 

Nanopore technologies. Although some exciting results were presented in the experimental chapters 

of this dissertation, the biological pores of Oxford Nanopore Technologies prove difficult to integrate 

into a silicon LoC from a technical point of view. Moreover, the limited stability of the biological 

pores and the need for cold chain transportation reduces its usefulness for on-site rapid testing. It 
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should further be highlighted that STR based human identification using current state-of-the-art 

nanopores remains subpar to CE analysis or any other sequencing technique. Using SNPs has proven 

to be a viable alternative; however, cross reference of the generated data with STR-filled-databases 

is therefore not possible. An alternative to biological pores would be the use of solid state 

nanopores. Unlike the pores used by Oxford Nanopore Technologies, solid states pores are fabricated 

from the substrate they are imbedded in (e.g. silicon). However, several technical issues including 

regulating the translocation speed and the fabrication accuracy of these pores still hampers the 

introduction of this technology [357]
.  

 

Figure 9.6: Evolution of the sequencing cost per genome in USD from 2001 to 2017. The $1000 mark is indicated in red 
[358]

.  

9.5.4.  INTEGRATION 

The final goal of this research is to develop a fully working sample-in answer-out DNA fingerprinting 

device capable of handling different sample types. In order to comply with the true philosophy of the 

sample-in answer-out principle, merely having a LoC capable of performing a sample preparation, 

amplification or detection is not sufficient. A completely integrated solution, similar to the devices 

that are already commercially available, has to be developed. To harvest the full potential of LoC 

technologies, the chip should perform all essential steps of the DNA fingerprinting analysis. All 

secondary processes which are not time-limiting can proceed on the supporting device. Such a hybrid 

approach, which includes a single-use disposable chip and a reusable supporting device, has multiple 

advantages. From an economic point of view, it is obvious that not every component can be readily 

incorporated on a single-use disposable chip. An example is the fluorescence detection on-chip: from 

a technical point of view, on-chip incorporation would be feasible using silicon waveguides, but 

(currently) results in an exuberantly expensive chip [359,360]. Off-chip detection using a miniaturized 

optic setup, photon detector and LEDs offers an economic viable alternative. Fig. 9.7 shows a 
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schematic illustration of a supporting device to which a LoC can be plugged into and the different 

modules it should be composed of. Besides the detection unit, which can differ based on the specific 

on-chip detection technique used, the other modules to be included are 1) a controlling unit, to 

monitor and control all the different processes, 2) a software module to perform the data analysis 

and provide data-storage and 3) a power module. The power module can be either external or 

internal; however, to increase the portability of the device, an internal power source (e.g. battery 

pack) is preferred. Finally, all the individual functional modules should work together to generate a 

single, easy to interpret result. Hence, an easy to use graphical user interface (GUI) should be 

developed which allows the operator to see whether a match was found with another crime scene 

sample or database profile. As virtually every forensic DNA database is composed of STR profiles, it is 

essential that any device developed produces STR profiles. Even though shifting from STR to SNP 

profiling may result in an increased success rate and be better suited for high-throughput and 

miniaturized systems, it is very unlikely this will happen any time soon 
[361]

. A concurrent analysis of 

STRs and SNPS might be the best possible approach.  

 

Figure 9.7: Schematic overview of the different components to be incorporated into an integrated readout device.  
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Chapter X: Summary 

During the last decades, the use of DNA has matured to be an indispensable and frequently used 

piece of evidence in criminal investigations. Based on inter-individual differences in DNA, just about 

every individual can be distinguished from the rest of the population with near certainty. The 

variations in our DNA can be subdivided into length variations on the one hand and sequence 

variations on the other, of which the forensically most relevant markers are Short Tandem Repeat 

(STR) and Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNP), respectively. The use of STRs and, by extension, 

DNA identification as a whole, has proven its value countless times in the past. However, the current 

DNA analyses also have some downsides. For example, traditional analyses are extremely labor-

intensive and require highly trained staff to be employed in specialized and accredited laboratories. 

Such and other quality measures are taken to prevent possible cross-contamination of the forensic 

samples. It is therefore not surprising that the number of samples that can be analyzed in a given 

time is limited. Combined with the increasing popularity in court, the limited analysis capacity has led 

to some laboratories being faced with a turnaround lag. Such lags, obviously, have an immediate 

effect on our legal system, with innocent suspects held unnecessarily long in pre-trial detention, 

while guilty offenders can remain unpunished. To put a halt to these practices, an economically 

feasible alternative for traditional DNA analyses has to be found, whereby a DNA analysis can be 

completed in a limited period of time without the need of a laboratory. A first substantial time gain 

can be achieved by carrying out the DNA analysis on-site (e.g. at the crime scene or police station). As 

a result, various administrative, as well as judicial procedures related to transport from and to a 

forensic laboratory can be avoided. Of course, this means that the analysis must be able to be carried 

out by persons with limited training (e.g. police). This by analogy with, for example, saliva tests or 

drug indicator tests used to quickly detect drugs. Ideally, the operator should only apply the sample 

and subsequently read out and interpret the result; this according to a "sample-in answer-out 

principle". To this end, the different steps that make up a DNA fingerprinting analysis must be 

integrated into a streamlined analysis. In order of execution, a DNA analysis typically consists of a 

sample preparation step, amplification and finally the detection of the actual variations in the DNA.  

Integrating these steps into a device that can be used on-site requires extensive miniaturization. In 

addition to making the analysis portable, miniaturization of the analysis has the additional advantage 

that many of the individual steps can be implemented much more efficiently and therefore faster. 

Furthermore, by applying materials with optimal thermal properties such as silicon, this advantage 

can be exploited even further. In addition to the desirable thermal properties of silicon, there is 

already a lot of knowledge about the fabrication of miniaturized chips ensuring the possibility for 

mass producibility.  
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 PART I: SNP VIA NANOPORE 

In the first experimental part of this dissertation, we tried to use the MinION sequencer, developed 

by Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT), for human identification. The MinION, a portable and cost-

effective sequencing device, offers great potential. The underlying mechanism of Nanopore 

sequencing is relatively simple. By placing biological pores in a membrane, which separates two 

compartments with different electrolyte concentrations, it is possible to determine the DNA 

sequence. DNA molecules can be transported through these pores thereby disturbing the normal ion 

flow between the two compartments. Each nucleotide will disrupt the ion-flow in a slightly different 

way which allows distinguishing each individual nucleotide. However, when a sequence of repetitive 

nucleotides is transported through the pore, the ion flow will hardly change which makes 

identification more difficult. It is therefore difficult to sequence homopolymeric sequences. 

When compiling a DNA profile for human identification, STRs (Short Tandem Repeats) are used 

almost exclusively. These length variations in the genome consist of repetitions of the same short 

sequence. Each of us differs in the exact number of repetitions, which allows identification of each of 

us. The STRs have already proven their potential in the forensic field numerous times, but due to the 

repetitive nature of these STR sequences, the application for nanopore sequencing is limited. 

Repetitive DNA fragments result in analogous ion-flow patterns so they can hardly be distinguished 

from each other. This makes determining the exact number of repetitions and identification of a 

person nearly impossible. An alternative is sequencing Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNP). These 

point mutations in our genome contain no repetitive units and are therefore more compatible with 

nanopore sequencing. By analyzing many of these single sequence variations, people can be 

distinguished from each other. However, a technical obstacle that must be surmounted is the 

minimum required length needed to perform sequencing. Amplicons with a length less than 100 base 

pairs cannot be analyzed by the Oxford Nanopore software, where most SNP amplicons have a 

length of around 100 bp or less. The solution is to ligate the amplicons together in order to obtain 

longer sequences. After sequencing, the obtained sequences can be reverted via a bio-informatics 

tool to the original individual amplicon sequences. By analyzing a multiplex consisting of 52 different 

SNPs, a DNA profile can be obtained that allows each individual to be distinguished with acceptable 

probability. To make a sequencing analysis based on Oxford Nanopore technology economically 

viable, multiple samples from different people should be analyzed simultaneously. To this end, a 

barcoding system was developed that can be incorporated into the previously developed ligation 

protocol. Furthermore, it was attempted to reduce the size of the SNP panel without losing any 

discriminating power. By using tri-allelic SNPs instead of the more common bi-allelic SNPs, multiple 

genotypes per SNP locus can be identified. As a result, the discriminating power per SNP locus 
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increases so that the total multiplex can be reduced from 52 to 16 SNPs. The major advantage of a 

smaller multiplex is a more robust amplification and a more evenly distributed sequencing. 

Additionally, tri-allelic SNPs allow distinguishing multiple donors from the same sample.  

 PART II: AMPLIFCATION AND DETECTION ON A SILICION CHIP  

In the second experimental part of this dissertation, it was attempted to miniaturize the other 

components of a forensic DNA analysis. Initially an attempt was made to optimize the amplification 

process. To this end, knowledge from the semiconductor industry was employed, which frequently 

uses silicon as a fabrication material for chips. Silicon, having good thermal properties such as large 

thermal conductivity and small heat capacitance, is an ideal material for the production of 

Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) chips. Amplification using PCR is based on a repetitive heating and 

cooling of the DNA in combination with a polymerase. A PCR chip with a built-in heating element and 

temperature control system was developed and produced. The functionality and sensitivity of this 

PCR chip were tested by examining the amplification of a serial dilution of forensic reference 

material. For this purpose, a comparative study design was used, amplifying a validated Identifiler 

Plus kit via a conventional device on the one hand and a PCR chip on the other hand. In analogy to 

conventional PCR devices, complete profiles could be obtained with 62 pg of input DNA using the 

PCR chip. However, when reducing the template input to 31 pg, only partial STR profiles could be 

obtained using the PCR chip. In addition to the amount of drop-outs, the amplification balance of two 

alleles of the same locus, the so-called heterozygous peak balance, was also determined. Both on-

chip and off-chip methods showed only a marginally difference in heterozygous peak balance. Taken 

together, our results showed that multiplex PCR amplification, an essential part of forensic DNA 

analysis, can readily be performed in a silicon PCR chip with comparable sensitivity. Furthermore, by 

optimally exploiting the thermal properties of the silicon chip, the heating and cooling steps could be 

accelerated. This allowed the entire amplification to be performed 7 times faster compared to 

amplification performed on a conventional device. Moreover, only a moderate loss of sensitivity was 

observed during the accelerated performance of the amplification. Finally, it should be noted that 

on-chip amplification occurs in a volume of only 0.5 μl, which means a 10 to 100 times reduction 

reagent consumption compared to conventional amplification. 

Building on the knowledge gained during the development of the PCR chip, new designs were 

developed and manufactured. The biggest difference between the first and second generation chips 

is the number of samples that can be amplified simultaneously. By placing several cavities parallel to 

each other and heating them with the same heating system, it is possible to simultaneously amplify 

up to 24 samples. In addition, an attempt was made to develop a STR detection system that can be 
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integrated on-chip. The proposed detection mechanism uses HyBeacon technology, which is based 

on fluorescent probes which bind to a specific STR region. By determining the melting temperature 

of the sample-probe duplex, the number of repetitive units can be extrapolated. To allow the full 

range of alleles to be detected multiple assays are performed using different blocker sequences. This, 

of course, means that multiple reactions must be run in parallel. HyBeacon assays including different 

blocker sequences were developed and tested on-chip for 4 STR markers and the gender marker 

amelogenin. The newly developed PCR chips with 12 or 24 cavities allow performing all HyBeacon 

assays of all STRs on one chip. Moreover, a crime scene and a reference sample of a suspect can be 

analyzed simultaneously. This allows a quick initial screening to be carried out and further 

questioning suspects or developing new investigational leads. Due to the portability of the chip and 

the fact that the PCR and melting analysis can be performed in the same cavity, without the need for 

intervention by an operator, this technique makes it potentially interesting for the on-site analysis of 

DNA samples. 
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Chapter X: Samenvatting 

Gedurende de laatste decennia zijn DNA-analyses uitgegroeid tot frequent gebruikte en vaak 

onmisbare bewijsstukken in vele gerechtelijke onderzoeken. Op basis van interindividuele verschillen 

in het DNA kan zowat elke individu met een aan de zekerheid aangrenzende waarschijnlijkheid 

onderscheiden worden van de rest van de populatie. De variaties in ons DNA kunnen onderverdeeld 

worden in enerzijds lengtevariaties en anderzijds sequentievariaties, waarvan de forensisch meest 

relevante merkers respectievelijk Short Tandem Repeat (STR) en Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms 

(SNP) zijn. Het gebruik van STRs en bij uitbreiding DNA-identificatie in zijn geheel heeft in het 

verleden zijn waarde al talloze keren bewezen. Echter, de huidige DNA analyses hebben ook enkele 

minpunten. Zo zijn de traditionele analyses uiterst arbeidsintensief en vergen ze hoog opgeleid 

personeel dat tewerk moet gaan in gespecialiseerde en geaccrediteerde laboratoria. Strikte 

kwaliteitsmaatregelen moeten dan ook genomen worden om cross-contaminatie van de stalen te 

voorkomen. Het is dus niet verwonderlijk dat het aantal stalen dat geanalyseerd kan worden eerder 

beperkt is. In combinatie met de toenemende populariteit in de rechtbank heeft dit er toe geleid dat 

er in sommige laboratoria een analyse achterstand is opgetreden. Dergelijke vertragingen hebben 

uiteraard een onmiddellijk effect op een juridisch systeem, met onschuldige verdachten die onnodig 

lang in voorhechtenis moeten verblijven, terwijl mogelijks schuldige daders ongestraft op vrije 

voeten kunnen blijven. Om dit een halt toe te roepen dient een economisch haalbaar alternatief voor 

de traditionele DNA-analyses gevonden te worden, waarbij een DNA identificatie in een beperkte 

tijdspanne voltooid kan worden. Een eerste substantiële tijdwinst kan gehaald worden door de DNA-

analyse ter plaatse (bijvoorbeeld op het plaats delict of politiecommissariaat) uit te voeren. Hierdoor 

kunnen verschillende administratieve, alsook gerechtelijke procedures verbonden met transport van 

en naar een forensisch laboratorium, deels vermeden worden. Uiteraard houdt dit in dat de analyse 

uitgevoerd moet kunnen worden door personen met beperkte opleiding daartoe (bv. politionele 

diensten). Dit naar analogie met bijvoorbeeld speekseltesten of drugs indicatortesten die gebruikt 

worden om snel drugs op te sporen. Idealiter dient de operator enkel het staal aan te brengen en 

vervolgens het resultaat uit te lezen en te interpreteren, volgens een “sample-in, answer-out” 

principe. Hiervoor dienen de verschillende stappen die deel uitmaken van een DNA identificatie 

analyse geïntegreerd te worden in een gestroomlijnde analyse. In volgorde van uitvoering bestaat 

een DNA-analyse typisch uit een staalvoorbereidingsstap, amplificatie en detectie van de eigenlijke 

variaties in het DNA. Om deze stappen te kunnen integreren in een toestel dat on-site gebruikt kan 

worden, is er een doorgedreven miniaturisatie vereist. Miniaturisatie van de analyse heeft, naast het 

draagbaar maken van de analyse, als bijkomend voordeel dat heel wat van de individuele stappen 

heel wat efficiënter en bijgevolg sneller uitgevoerd kunnen worden. Door gebruik te maken van 
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materialen met optimale eigenschappen, zoals silicium, kan dit nog verder uitgebuit worden. Naast 

de gegeerde thermische eigenschappen van silicium, zoals een goede warmte geleding en kleine 

thermische massa, is er reeds heel wat kennis omtrent de fabricatie van geminiaturiseerde silicium 

chips. Kennis uit de halfgeleiderindustrie kan aangewend worden voor de productie van zogeheten 

Lab-on-a-Chips (LoC).  

 DEEL I: SNP VIA NANOPORE 

In het eerste experimentele luik van deze van dissertatie werd getracht de door Oxford Nanopore 

Technology (ONT) ontwikkelde MinION sequencer aan te wenden voor menselijke identificatie. De 

MinION, een draagbaar en relatief goedkoop sequeneringstoestel, biedt heel wat potentieel. Het 

achterliggende mechanisme van Nanopore sequenering is relatief eenvoudig. Door biologische 

poriën in een membraan, dat twee compartimenten met verschillende elektrolytenconcentratie van 

elkaar scheidt, te plaatsen is het mogelijk de DNA sequentie te bepalen. DNA moleculen worden 

doorheen deze poriën getransporteerd waarbij de normale ionenflow tussen beide compartimenten 

verstoord wordt. Elke nucleotide zal de ionenflow op een iets andere manier verstoren wat toelaat 

elke individuele nucleotide te bepalen wanneer deze doorheen de porie gaat. Wanneer er echter een 

sequentie van repetitieve nucleotiden doorheen de porie getransporteerd wordt, zal de stroom van 

ionen nauwelijks veranderen, wat de identificatie bemoeilijkt. Bij het opstellen van een DNA-profiel 

voor humane identificatie wordt bijna uitsluitend gebruik gemaakt van STRs (Short Tandem Repeats). 

Deze lengtevariaties in het genoom bestaan uit herhalingen van dezelfde korte sequentie. Elk van 

ons verschilt in het exacte aantal herhalingen, wat identificatie van personen mogelijk maakt. Deze 

STRs hebben hun waarde in het forensische veld al meermaals bewezen, maar door de repetitieve 

aard van deze sequenties wordt de applicatie voor nanopore sequenering bemoeilijkt. Repetitieve 

DNA fragmenten resulteren namelijk in analoge ionenflow patronen waardoor ze nauwelijks of niet 

van elkaar onderscheiden kunnen worden. Dit maakt bepalen van het exacte aantal herhalingen en 

het identificeren van een persoon bijna onmogelijk. Een alternatief is het sequeneren van Single 

Nucleotide Polymorphismen (SNP). Deze puntmutaties in ons genoom bevatten geen repetitieve 

eenheden en zijn dus beter detecteerbaar met de nanopore sequenceringsmethode. Door heel wat 

van deze enkelvoudige sequentievariaties naast elkaar te leggen, kunnen verschillende personen van 

elkaar onderscheiden worden. Een technische hindernis die echter overwonnen moet worden is de 

minimale benodigde lengte van het te sequeneren staal. Amplicons met een lengte kleiner dan 100 

basenparen (bp) kunnen door de Oxford Nanopore software niet geanalyseerd worden, daar waar de 

meeste SNP amplicons een lengte hebben van om en bij de 100 bp of kleiner. De oplossing bestaat 

erin de amplicons aan elkaar te ligeren, om op die manier langere sequenties te bekomen. Na 
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sequeneren kunnen de verkregen sequenties via een bio-informatica tool opnieuw gereduceerd 

worden tot de individuele originele amplicon sequenties. Door het analyseren van een multiplex 

bestaande uit 52 verschillende SNPs kan een DNA profiel bekomen worden dat toe laat ieder individu 

te onderscheiden met een aanvaardbare probabiliteit. Om een sequenceringsanalyse gebaseerd op 

de Oxford Nanopore technologie economisch rendabel te maken, dienen meerdere stalen van 

verschillende personen simultaan geanalyseerd te kunnen worden. Daartoe werd een 

barcodesysteem ontwikkeld dat geïncorporeerd kan worden in het eerder ontwikkelde 

ligatieprotocol. Verder is eveneens getracht het SNP-panel te reduceren zonder aan discriminerend 

vermogen te verliezen. Door gebruik te maken van tri-allelische SNPs, in plaats van de meer 

voorkomende bi-allelische SNPs, zijn er per SNP-locus meerdere genotypes mogelijk. Dit heeft tot 

gevolg dat het discriminerend vermogen per SNP-locus stijgt zodat de totale multiplex gereduceerd 

kan worden van 52 naar 16 SNPs. Een kleinere multiplex zorgt voor een robuustere amplificatie en 

een gelijkmatigere spreiding van alle gedetecteerde SNPs. Een extra voordeel van tri-allelische SNPs 

is de mogelijkheid om meerdere donoren in één staal van elkaar te onderscheiden.  

 DEEL II: SILICIUM CHIP AMPLIFICATIE EN DETECTIE 

In het tweede experimentele luik van deze dissertatie werd getracht naast een de detectietechniek 

ook de andere onderdelen van een forensische DNA analyse te miniaturiseren. In eerste instantie 

werd getracht het amplificatieproces te optimaliseren. Daartoe werd beroep gedaan op kennis uit de 

halfgeleider industrie, waarbij frequent gebruik gemaakt wordt van silicium als fabricatiemateriaal 

voor chips. Silicium is met zijn goede thermische eigenschappen, zoals de grote warmtegeleiding en 

kleine thermische massa, een ideaal materiaal voor de productie van een Polymerase Chain Reaction 

(PCR) chip. Amplificatie met behulp van PCR is gebaseerd op een repetitieve opwarming en afkoeling 

van het DNA in combinatie met specifieke primers en een polymerase enzym. Een PCR chip met 

ingebouwd verwarmingselement en temperatuurcontrolesysteem werd ontwikkeld en 

geproduceerd. De functionaliteit en sensitiviteit van deze PCR chip werden getest door de 

amplificatie van een verdunningsreeks forensisch referentiestaal na te gaan. Hiervoor werd een 

vergelijkende studie opgezet, gebruikmakend van de gevalideerde Identifiler Plus kit die enerzijds via 

een conventioneel toestel en anderzijds on-chip geamplificeerd wordt. Analoog aan conventionele 

PCR toestellen konden bij amplificatie met de PCR chip volledige profielen verkregen worden met 62 

pg input DNA. Wanneer slechts 31 pg input DNA gebruikt werd, konden slechts STR profielen 

verkregen worden met verschillende allelische drop-outs. Naast de drop-out ratio werd eveneens de 

amplificatiebalans van twee allelen van dezelfde locus, de heterozygote piekbalans, bepaald. Beide 

(on-chip en off-chip) methoden vertoonden slechts een minimaal verschil in heterozygote 
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piekbalans. Door de thermische eigenschappen van de silicium chip optimaal te benutten, konden de 

opwarmings- en afkoelingsstappen versneld uitgevoerd worden. Dit liet toe de totale amplificatie 7 

maal sneller uit te voeren in vergelijking met een conventionele toestel (off-chip). Bovendien werd 

tijdens het versneld uitvoeren van de amplificatie slechts een matig verlies aan sensitiviteit 

waargenomen. Tot slot moet er opgemerkt worden dat on-chip amplificatie doorgaat in een volume 

van slechts 0.5 µl. In vergelijking met conventionele amplificatie betekent dit een 100 maal reductie 

in reagentia consumptie.  

Verder bouwend op de kennis vergaard tijdens de ontwikkeling van de PCR chip werden nieuwe 

designs ontworpen en gefabriceerd. Het grootste verschil tussen de oude en deze nieuwe generatie 

chips is het aantal stalen dat simultaan geamplificeerd kan worden. Door meerdere caviteiten 

parallel naast elkaar te plaatsen en te verwarmen met eenzelfde verwarmingssysteem is het mogelijk 

12 tot 24 stalen simultaan te amplificeren. Daarnaast werd ook getracht een STR detectiesysteem te 

ontwikkelen dat in de chip geïntegreerd kan worden. Het voorgestelde detectiemechanisme maakt 

gebruik van HyBeacon technologie die gebaseerd is op fluorescente probes die specifiek binden aan 

de STR regio. Door de smelttemperatuur van de staal-probe duplex te bepalen kan het aantal 

repetitieve eenheden geëxtrapoleerd worden. Om het volledige bereik van de te detecteren allelen 

te kunnen analyseren, wordt er gebruik gemaakt van verschillende blokkerende sequenties per 

assay. Dit leidt er echter toe dat verschillende reacties tegelijkertijd gelopen moeten worden. Voor 

vier STR merkers en de geslachtsmerker amelogenine werden volledige HyBeacon assays ontwikkeld 

en on-chip getest. De nieuw ontwikkelde PCR chips met 24 caviteiten lieten toe alle nodige Hybeacon 

assays uit te voeren op één chip. Daarbovenop is het mogelijk een staal van het plaats delict en een 

referentiestaal van een verdachte simultaan te analyseren. Dit laat toe een snelle initiële screening 

uit te voeren en verdachten verder te ondervragen of nieuwe onderzoekspistes na te gaan. Door de 

draagbaarheid van de chip en het feit dat de PCR en smeltcurveanalyse in dezelfde caviteit 

uitgevoerd kunnen worden, zonder nood aan interventie van een operator, maakt deze techniek 

potentieel interessant voor de on-site analyse van DNA-stalen.  
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EPILOGUE  

 

Then on 5 October, six long weeks after the crime had been committed, the lead detective on the 

case, Lieutenant J.E. Harding of the Charlottesville Police Department, received a call that he 

describes as being ‘one of the most exciting phone calls in my 22 years of enforcement.’ A match had 

been obtained from the crime scene samples to a convicted offender sample submitted to the Virginia 

DNA Database several years before. The DNA sample for Montaret D. Davis of Norfolk, Virginia was 

among 8000 samples added to the Virginia Database at the beginning of October 1999. (Since 1989 a 

Virginia state law requires all felons and juveniles of 14 and older convicted of serious crimes to 

provide blood samples for DNA testing.)  A quick check for the whereabouts of Mr. Davis found him in 

the Albermarle-Charlottesville Regional jail. Ironically, because of a parole violation, he had been 

court ordered weeks before to report to jail on what turned out to be the same day as the rape. 

Amazingly enough he had turned himself in at 6 p.m. just, 14 hours after committing the sex assault. 

It is doubtful that Mr. Davis would have made the suspect list without the power of DNA and testing 

and expanding DNA databases. At his jury trial in April 2000, Mr. Davis was found guilty of rape, 

forcible sodomy and abduction among other charges he was sentenced to a 90 year prison term.  

John M. Bulter - Forensic DNA testing 
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DANKWOORD 

Een dankwoord, met aan de zekerheid aangrenzende waarschijnlijkheid het meest gelezen hoofdstuk 

van deze volledige doctoraatsthesis. Het hoeft dan ook geen betoog dat er heel wat stress gepaard 

gegaan is met het schrijven van dit dankwoord, maar mensen die je helpen, motiveren, inspireren 

verdienen gewoon een passende bedanking! 

In eerste instantie wil ik alle leden van de lees- en examencommissie bedanken voor hun inzet en tijd 

om mijn doctoraat te evalueren en een constructieve bijdrage te leveren.Daarnaast wil ik mijn 

promotoren graag bedanken. Dieter, Filip, Liesbet, jullie rol in het realiseren van dit doctoraat is 

cruciaal geweest. Zonder jullie kritische, maar steeds constructieve, ingesteldheid had ik hier 

vandaag niet gestaan! 

Dieter, eerst en vooral bedankt voor de mogelijkheid die je me gaf om aan dit avontuur te kunnen 

beginnen. Het vergt wel wat moed en vertrouwen om een jonge, pas afgestudeerde, een doctoraat 

te laten starten in samenwerking met een nieuwe onderzoekspartner. Dankzij de kansen die je me 

gaf, heb ik me gedurende de voorbije vier, jaar omringd door fantastische mensen, dan ook op heel 

wat gebieden verder kunnen ontwikkelen. Filip, zonder twijfel de persoon die me de laatste vier jaar 

het meest heeft bijgeleerd. Dit zowel op wetenschappelijk vlak, als op andere, iets minder 

wetenschappelijke vlakken. Uiteraard is het ene niet minder belangrijk (en nuttig) dan het andere. Zo 

heb je me de ins & outs van de genetica geleerd, evenals de fijne kunst van het netwerken 

bijgebracht. Zeker als dit er in bestond met een goede pint in de hand de bar af te sluiten. Liesbet, 

een promotor bij Imec hebben was een absolute noodzaak om dit project te kunnen uitvoeren. Je 

expertise in chip-design is onvoorstelbaar, aan een half woord had je vaak genoeg om een 

probleemstelling te begrijpen en vervolgens met een pasklaar antwoord te komen.  

Een doctoraat tot een goed einde brengen doe je niet enkel in samenwerking met je promotoren en 

al zeker niet alleen. Een doctoraat tot een goed einde brengen doe je omringd door al even 

gepassioneerde collega’s. Collega’s die, zonder probleem, een tekst voor de derde keer grondig 

nalezen, het zoveelste mislukte experiment bediscussiëren, meevieren wanneer het dat toch eens 

lukt en troosten als het resultaat wat je zonet aan het vieren was een foute interpretatie blijkt te zijn. 

Al deze contributies, rechtstreeks of onrechtstreeks, hebben bijgedragen tot het slagen van deze 

onderneming. Ik kan jullie dan ook nooit genoeg bedanken, maar ga toch een poging wagen. 

Ik zou willen beginnen met “Team Imec” en meer bepaald “MolBio”. Net wanneer ik dacht dat ik de 

warmste groep collega’s had gevonden in Gent, kwam ik jullie tegen. Jullie namen de vreemde 

UGent-eend in de bijt dan ook snel op en hebben me meteen welkom laten voelen. Frederik, je was 
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de eerste die me ooit een chip van dichtbij heeft laten zien. Mijn leven is sindsdien nooit meer 

hetzelfde geweest. Het doet me deugd dat je na al die jaren nog steeds polste naar de stand van 

zaken. Je interesse in verschillende projecten is dan ook altijd al onnavolgbaar geweest. Zo is je 

observatievermogen in meetings tot op de dag van vandaag onovertroffen gebleven. Sarah, je was 

de perfecte tegenpool voor al die typetjes waar Imec toch bekend voor staat. Eens babbelen over 

normale mensenzaken, in het labo of naast die machine waar zogezegd koffie uitkomt, was echt een 

opluchting. Naast je persoonlijke kwaliteiten, ben je ook nog eens een uitstekende researcher. 

Hopelijk nog veel plezier met je nieuwe woonst en blijf ons maar uitnodigen. De lasagne was echt 

top. Yannick, een man naar m’n hart, liefhebber van zowel bier als wetenschap. Met de resultaten 

die jij behaald hebt in 4 jaar tijd, ben ik ervan overtuigd dat je binnenkort een sterk doctoraat zal 

afleggen. Ook op je nieuwe job, waar ik trouwens wel wat jaloers op ben, zal je het 

hoogstwaarschijnlijk fantastisch doen. Rodrigo, some heroes wear a cape, others a mask, but you 

need neither of them! You have been a true hero for me, from the very beginning right to the end of 

my PhD. Thank you so much for everything you taught me in the lab, but also for the candy on your 

desk. Bastien, your work on cell transfection is remarkable. I frequently asked an update on your 

progress, however, I do have to admit this was because I couldn’t completely grasp the idea. For me 

it looks so complex. But keep up the good work. I know you can! Qing, sterkhoudster bij Molbio! Je 

presentatievaardigheden zijn echt impressionant. Wat was ik blij je in het STaR-chip team te hebben! 

Het ga je goed daar in Brussel en misschien eens tot in Mechelen. Pieter, het nieuwe MolBio talent, 

succes met je doctoraat en geniet er vooral van! Je zit daar goed bij MolBio. Wie MolBio zegt, zegt 

meestal zowat in één adem, ook Maarten. Naast MolBio teamleader en een goede wetenschapper, 

ben je bovenal een fantastisch persoon. Zelden ben ik iemand tegengekomen die zo rustig kan blijven 

en zijn tijd neemt om alles grondig uit te leggen. Je gaf me opnieuw goesting om er in te vliegen en 

stimuleerde me steeds om nieuwe dingen te proberen. Een betere begeleider kan je je gewoon niet 

inbeelden. Of misschien toch wel? Ik denk dat je nog een belofte moet invullen, iets met 42 km of 

zo… Hilde en Karolien, het heeft even geduurd voor ik jullie écht uit elkaar kon houden. Mijn excuses 

daarvoor! Maar eens ik jullie beter leerde kennen ontdekte ik al snel jullie warme karakter. Ik zat dan 

ook maar al te graag bij jullie tijdens de lunch voor een toffe babbel. Imec en toffe babbels tijdens de 

lunch, dan kom onherroepelijk uit bij Kris. Je (reis)verhalen over Nepal maakten me echt jaloers. Het 

zal dan ook niet lang duren voor ik eens bij je kom aankloppen voor wat extra informatie. Tim, je 

bent vaak het perfecte klankbord geweest om even een idee af te toetsen. Ook al waren sommige 

van m’n ideeën te zot voor woorden of gewoon onmogelijk, je nam steeds de tijd om alles grondig en 

rustig uit te leggen. Dat kan al eens deugd doen voor een net beginnende onderzoeker in een veld 

dat toch niet echt het zijne is.  
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Ondanks de warme ontvangst bij Imec in Leuven bleef de grote liefde toch wel Gent. Het “labFBT” zal 

voor altijd iets speciaals blijven betekenen voor mij. “Een goede werksfeer leidt tot goede 

resultaten”. Als dit motto klopt dan staan er de wetenschappelijke wereld nog enkele mooie 

momenten te wachten. Het mag duidelijk zijn labFBT, jullie waren geweldig. Een perfecte mix tussen 

professionalisme, humor, kameraadschap, gedrevenheid en ontspanning.  

“Den DNA” zonder jullie zou er nooit een forensisch lab-on-a-chip project geweest zijn. Alleen 

daarvoor al, dank u! Astrid, Nadine, Petra, Trees, Eveline, Evelien, Saskia, Sabine en Leen, stuk voor 

stuk professionals die het DNA-labo perfect lieten draaien. Jammer genoeg zijn jullie veel te vroeg 

verhuisd naar Brugge, maar vergeten zijn jullie zeker en vast nog niet. David, je leerde me heel wat 

inzichten over hoe een DNA-analyse uitgevoerd moet worden, alsook hoe een DNA-verslag er moest 

uitzien. Al had je wekelijks nu ook niet zoveel groene mapjes op m’n bureau moeten leggen. Indertijd 

kon ik je nog eens terugpakken door de voetbal uitslagen van twee bepaalde ploegen te vergelijken, 

maar tegenwoordig zou me dat ook niet veel soelaas meer brengen. Paulien, Liesbeth, Ellen, 

Katleen, Veerle, Pieter, de oude garde, als ik dat mag zeggen. Ook al hebben we nooit intensief 

kunnen/mogen samenwerken, toch stonden jullie vanaf dag één klaar om me te helpen waar het 

kon. Bart, ook jij maakte deel uit van de eerste generatie labFBT’ers, maar momenteel ben je het 

mooie weer aan het maken op de faculteit dierengeneeskunde. Dat moet ook wel als je je nieuwe 

“cabrio” wil showen. Wij konden gelukkig wel wat samenwerken. Je statistische expertise wordt elke 

dag gemist, al mis ik persoonlijk je humor nog het meest van al. Inge, de verstrooide persoon die ik 

ben; ik bewonder je organisatorisch talent enorm. Daarenboven heb je met al je looptrainingen over 

de middag, een groot aandeel in het feit dat ik zelf ook ben beginnen te lopen, en kijk waar dat 

geëindigd is.  

Laurentijn, (aka de Lorrie), een toppertje, vaste waarde bij het labFBT en opgegroeid in dezelfde 

omgeving. Het kan gewoon geen toeval zijn! Het was tof om te zien met welke overgave je het 

practicum biotechnologie van me overnam en naar een hoger niveau tilde. Ik sta er trouwens nog 

altijd van te kijken hoe je al je verschillende projecten weet te managen. Yannick, een man van 

honderd-en-één talenten! Deel van “den IT”, maar eigenlijk hielp je me met van alles en nog wat. 

Nooit was iets je teveel gevraagd, ook al moest je het voor de zoveelste keer uitleggen hoe een 

scriptje nu precies werkte. Ongelofelijk wat ik allemaal van je geleerd heb. Merci daarvoor! Dieter en 

Christophe beide originele leden van “den IT” maar ons ook al verlaten voor andere oorden. 

Christophe in jouw geval echt wel een exotisch oord. Veel succes in het Verre Oosten. In iedere geval 

heb ik heel wat geleerd van jullie IT-skills. Al gingen jullie lessen soms toch net iets te snel.  
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Laura, samen zijn we door onze IWT-aanvraag gesparteld, en samen er toch maar mooi uitgekomen. 

Je hebt je leven echt wel op de rails, een topper als vent, een prachtig huis en dan Casijn, de grootste 

“cutiepie” ever. Binnenkort is het jouw beurt om hier te staan, ik wens je alvast alle succes, maar 

weet eigenlijk al dat je het goed gaat doen. Elisabeth, vijf jaar samen gestudeerd en dan nog eens 

samen een PhD in hetzelfde labo tot een goed eind gebracht. Great minds think alike! Veel succes 

met de nieuwe uitdaging die het lesgeven toch wel is. Bart, gedrevenheid is je hoegenaamd niet 

vreemd, zowel in je onderzoek als in je dagdagelijkse bekommernis voor anderen. Je bent een echte 

ambassadeur voor het labFBT! Of moet ik zeggen mascotte? Ik bewonder hoe rustig je elke dag 

opnieuw omgaat met het mannelijke proteomics triumviraat, dat kan gewoon niet eenvoudig zijn. 

Big up en doe zo voort! Maarten, als trekker van het proteomics-luik van het ons labo hebben we 

nooit écht de kans gehad samen te werken. Dit hebben we gelukkig ruimschoots goed gemaakt door 

eindeloze discussies te voeren over de wetenschap in menig bruine kroeg of zonovergoten terras. Je 

enthousiasme en positivisme hebben me vanaf dag één gecharmeerd. Sander, tweede man van het 

mannelijke proteomics triumviraat, ooit wel begonnen bij de “goeie” maar nadien toch 

overgeschakeld. Spijtige zaak, maar als ik je zo bezig zie merk ik dat je je enorm amuseert. Merci om 

me zo vaak te vergezellen tijdens een middagloopje, ook al hield ik me niet altijd aan m’n belofte om 

niet té snel te lopen. Simon, wat moet ik in godsnaam, over jou zeggen en schrijven. Een collega als 

geen ander, drijvende kracht achter het bier brouwen, uitmuntend afvalbeheerder, maar bovenal 

een vriend voor het leven! Iemand die er niet alleen voor me is als het goed gaat, maar ook als het 

wat minder is. Daled, hopelijk mogen we nog veel pintjes drinken, badminton matchen spelen, 

dansjes plaatsen en wie weet wat nog allemaal … 

De “3th floor buddies”, ik zou mij geen andere collega’s kunnen inbeelden met wie ik liever een 

bureau had moeten/mogen delen. Jullie waren steeds ordelijk, altijd stil, en konden steeds met mijn 

mopjes lachen. Het was een plezier om ’s ochtend de bureau binnen te stappen, al was het maar 

omwille van de mooie collectie planten die we ondertussen opgebouwd hebben. Ann-Sophie, je was 

de eerste die het permanent met me volhield in de bureau. Dat hoeft niet te verbazen, je bent dan 

ook een straffe madam. Samen een beugeltje schept natuurlijk ook een band! Jana, je pingpong-skills 

zijn onevenaarbaar evenals je nuchtere kijk op het leven en de wereld. Samen met Ann-Sophie ben je 

bezig met een ambitieus project, maar als iemand het tot een goed einde kan brengen zijn jullie het 

wel. Olivier, mijn compagnon de route, letterlijk en figuurlijk. Hopelijk al vrede kunnen nemen met 

de bijnaam die ik verzon en tegen de verwachting in toch is blijven hangen in het labFBT? Het was 

een plezier je als thesis student te mogen begeleiden en het doet me deugd je elke dag te zien 

groeien in je PhD. Je bent een waardige opvolger en ik ben er van overtuigd dat je dit onderzoek naar 

een nieuw niveau zal tillen.  
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Lieselot, je was een super mentor die me wegwijs maakte in de wereld van de genomics. Je zit echt 

boordevol overgave, wilskracht en energie. Dat heb ik van de eerste dag kunnen merken en heeft me 

tot de laatste dag geïnspireerd. Laat ze daar in Genua maar eens zien wat die van het labFBT wel 

kunnen. Uiteraard verdient mijn originele bureau-buddy ook een vermelding. Yens, vanaf dag één 

klikte het bijzonder goed tussen ons! Je hebt me meteen welkom laten voelen. Je keuze om de 

Ghent’s finest te vervoegen, betekende voor mij het verlies van een goede collega, maar de keuze 

was uiteraard volledig te begrijpen. Gelukkig viel ik niet meteen in een zwart gat na je vertrek en was 

er nog steeds heel wat activiteit op het derde. Karolien, ik mis nog steeds onze wekelijks Temptation 

Island discussie-momentjes en kijk al uit om samen nog eens naar de Gentse Feesten te gaan. Good 

times! Sarah, jouw labo-kennis is écht indrukwekkend, daarenboven is het je nooit teveel gevraagd 

om te helpen wanneer ik opnieuw eens een probleem in het labo had. Ellen, naast je dagelijkse hulp 

in het labo zullen onze conversaties voor 9 uur me voor altijd bijblijven. Echt legendarisch. Jouw 

spontaniteit is ongeëvenaard en dat apprecieer ik echt wel. Sylvie, als laatste het NXTGNT team 

vervoegd maar je hebt je meteen goed geïntegreerd. Nog eens feliciteerd met je mooie huis en tof 

gezin! Verder in de gang hebben we de mensen van MdX Health. Johan, een baken van rust en 

kalmte op het verdiep. Ook jij hebt de lokroep van nanopore sequencing niet kunnen weerstaan, 

uiteraard ook volledig te begrijpen. Hendrik, naast een goede whisky ook altijd fan van de betere 

practical joke. Maar als het moest kon je uiteraard ook ernstig zijn. Je werk is dan ook steeds van de 

beste kwaliteit, niet alleen in het labo maar ook daarbuiten. De kast die je voor me maakte is echt 

vakwerk! Ann, tot voor kort ook deel uitmakend van het team beugeltjes; bedankt voor alle 

inlichtingen en de geruststellende informatie. Anna, probably the best dressed Greek girl on our 

floor. However, you still haven’t told me who you dress up for. Is it still your secret friend from 

Brussels?  

De boog kan niet altijd gespannen staan en soms is het eens nodig volledig weg te zijn van het labo, 

gelukkig staan er daarvoor prachtige vriendengroepen klaar met de al even prachtige namen zoals: 

“Working Class Heroes”, “Nature One”, “I Farma you!”,“De Manta”, ”Klimax”, “VeloClub Gantoise” 

“The Bunnies”. Allemaal toppers van de eerste lijn!  

Familie! En in de eerste plaats grootouders. Bedankt! Ik heb ontzettend veel aan jullie te danken. 

Stuk voor stuk, en elke op jullie eigen manier, hebben jullie me geleerd wat het leven te betekenen 

heeft. Ik ben jullie dankbaar voor al de mooie momenten die me gemaakt hebben tot wie ik vandaag 

geworden ben. Toch ook een speciale vermelding voor mijn broer Arne. Het feit dat ik het hier 

vandaag zo heb kunnen uitleggen, heb ik grotendeels ook aan jou te danken. De uren of zelfs dagen, 

dat wij onderling gediscussieerd hebben kan geen mens meer bijhouden. Vaak hebben onze 

discussies het frustratiepeil van onze ouders dan ook stevig de hoogte ingejaagd. En dat brengt me 
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naadloos bij Mama en Papa. Zonder jullie zou ik hier vandaag al helemaal niet gestaan hebben. Van 

zeer jonge leeftijd werd onze nieuwsgierigheid gestimuleerd, de “wetenschap en techniek” boeken 

van plaatselijke bibliotheek heb ik dan ook minstens drie keer uitgelezen. Ook bij het ouder worden 

werd studeren, met een wetenschappelijk randje, steeds aangemoedigd. Mama en Papa, bedankt 

om me al deze kansen te geven. Bedankt voor het warme nest waar ik kon opgroeien. Bedankt om er 

te zijn wanneer nodig, maar me ook de vrijheid te geven om te doen wat ik graag doe.  

 

  Aan iedereen,  

 

  Bedankt!  

 

 

 


